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*Cadac Automated Recording/Remix Equipment
and multitrack broadcast studios. The
system design is such that any special
or specific needs can be inco-porated in
a given system for the user.
CARE is basically a simple system
operationally in so far as the pressures
on th a engineer to remember computer
funct ons has been minimised and is
gereral systems application needs of the certainly the most cost effect ve system
Recording Industry. The system incorpor- of it's time.
ates a new DC control device, the V -Cat: Pye Studics chose a Cadac CARE
equipped console for their new London
The use of CARE' is not just limited to
music recorcing studios. It is particularly studio.
suited to applications in television, film

CARE is a system of digital data storage
which can store, retrieve and update the
settings of aralogue and switching
functions of a mixing console.
It is a powerful new tool for the Audio
Industry designed by people who understand intimately the needs of the
musically creative engineer and The
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studio sound
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING
The cost of technology
This month we review a series of reverberation and delay units, one of which, the EMT, costs
£8000. The unit performs superbly and the manufacturer will doubtless sell all that
he can produce.
It simulates a foil with ease, bettering the performance of the latter in almost every aspect. For
instance, the easy to use controls allow repeatable frequency dependant decay characteristics combined with an accurate definition of the overall decay time. The digitaudio processing enables a
range of peripheral effects ranging from a Watkins Copy Cat (without the noise) to a digital delay
line, albeit without the absolute performance.
But why should anybody spend the kind of money it takes to buy one? It's a dead cert that the
people who will already possess an EMT foil, an Eventide delay line and probably a Copy Cat as
well. It therefore seems doubtful whether the finished masters from these studios will sound
£8000 better.
The answers to the question `Why ?' have very little to do with musicality and even less connection with practicality. The principal reason concerns staying ahead of the opposition and /or
keeping the clients you've got already; the actual cost in day to day terms is about £170 a month
over five years.
It seems crazy that, at a time of falling record sales, studios are prepared to indirectly increase
production costs by fuelling an inflationary spiral. It would be easier to understand if such investments offered really tangible working or financial benefits; one can't escape the feeling that the
money would be better spent on a new tea machine or even a rack of parametric equalisers.
Technology and studio time the industry has. What it hasn't is a progressive attitude shown
by the larger record companies. These big spenders shell out too much money on sure fire success; more often than not they exhibit little control on how the money is spent. If Name band X
has what amounts to an open cheque, then it's going to hit the record company for the most
expensive, although not necessarily the best, recording facilities around. Why are they the most
expensive facilities around? Probably because they've got the highest overheads around, etc.
The record companies should realise that there's a whole lot of recording studios other than
the big five, ten or whatever who can deliver a high quality product more cheaply and efficiently
while, at the same time, releasing money for new talent.
After all, one of the basic tenets of capitalism states that demand will always rise to meet supply
if it's being given away.
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Amateur or pro,
once you've recorded with a Tandberg
you won't give up till you've got one.
The Tandberg l0X is an
amazing piece of
machinery. Used in
studios and in broadcasting, its professional
credentials are outstanding. It's the only
one in the world that
gives you 101/2" reels
with a 15 ips facility,
and the unique cross field technique on all

enables you to monitor
the tape during fast
winding. Another
feature is manual
spooling for precise location of programme material for

accurate cueing and
editing. The 10X has
three motors, three
speeds, four heads
and electronic servo
speed control -plus
three speeds.
many other features,
And ifs exceptionincluding optional
ally versatile. It has
control.
remote
four input controls
10X
And it's competitively
two for microphones and forTandberg
the professional priced.
two for line which proAlthough the 10X is the superstar
vide mixing in stereo or mono.
reel -to -reel recorders, the
of
our
balanced
are
inputs
The microphone
and the large level meters are peak medium -priced 3500X offers excellreading. The meters indicate record ent recording qualities. Its a proven
machine -reliable and versatile.
and replay levels and all level
It
also incorporates the Tandberg
potentiometers.
by
slide
regulating is
Crossfield technique. Other features
A special control (EDIT /CUE)
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include three speeds, four heads, A
and B monitoring, 30- 22,000 Hz +
3dB at 7'/2 ips and a signal-to -tape
noise ratio of 64dB (IEC A- curve).
Of course that's not all. But why
don't you call in at a Tandberg dealer
and record on these machines for
yourself? Or clip the coupon below
for more details. Once you dohonestly -you won't give up till
you've got one.

411
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.
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Tandberg 3500X for
the damn -near professional

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
A:1 spec
specaft.:ations better thab
tey_arements of DIN 45 511

POWER REQUIREMENTS
50 or 60 Hz

240/230/115 V

240/230/115 V

POWER CONSUMPTION

100 W

45 W

TAPE SPEEDS i.p.s.

15-T/z-3'/

7

SPEED TOLERANCE max.

±0.3%

STUDIOTECHNOLOGY

-3

WOW and FLUTTER, max.
15 p s
71/4ips
i

Peak
DIN 45511

35.tps
D.1os.
15 t.p.s

Weightei

TG

i.p.s.

PU

i.p s.

0.07`
0.09'
0.15 '..

0.1%

0.18%
0.35%

0.04%
0.06
0.11%

0.07%
0.12%
0.25%

%%

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
15 i.p.s.

i.p.s.
DIN 45 500 31/4 i.p.s.
i.p.s.
7'%

15 i.p,s,

±3dB

7'G

:.p,s.

31/4

..p.s_

SIGNAL 'TAPE NOISE RATIO
at highest tape speed with
Tandberg Tape or equivalent

tape.

30-30 000 Hz
30-26 000 Hz
30-20 000 Hz
30-25 000 Hz
30-22 000 Hz
40-18 000 Hz

30-26 000 Hz
30-20 000 Hz
30-11 000 Hz
30-22 000 Hz
40-18 000 Hz
40- 9 000 Hz

2 -track

4-track

67dB

65dB

64dB

58dB

58dB

57dB

IEC A -curve (DIN 45 500,

weighted)
IEC, unweighted R.M.S. (DIN
45 500 unweighted)

Direct Drive Studio Turntable EMT 950

HARMONIC DISTORTION, max.

From amplifier at 0dB
From tape at 0dB record level

0.2%

CROSSTALK ATTENUATION
at 1000 Hz, minimum

Mono 60dB
Stereo 50dB

Mono 60dB
Stereo50dB

INPUTS

MIC (balanced):
0.23 mV-35 mV
RADIO: 50 k ohms/
8m V -1.2V

MIC:

Input impedance /sensitivity,
max. voltage at 400 Hz
(MIC inputs are suitable fordynami.
microphones The sensitivity is
automaticatl': adjusted for the rai'

impedance

OUTPUTS
Min. load impedance /voltage
with unloaded output or
power output for each channel

0.3%

2%

3%

LINE: 200 k ohms/
30m V -5V

130 )r V -25mV

RADIO: 50 k ohms
/8m V -1.2V
LINE: 500 k ohms
/100 mV-10V

Light mass 13" glassfiber turntable fixed directly on
rotor of d.c. motor. Commutation controlled by hall
elements. Fast start and stop. Motor driven back cueing. As a result of extensive research, the large
mass necessary for low rumble and flutter values has
been replaced by an "electronic mass" in the control
circuit.
Built -in shock absorber. Motor driven tone arm lift for
fast lowering (200 ms) without exceeding the
mechanical limits of the stylus cantilever.
All drive control functions implemented with logic
circuits and fully remote controllable. Cue monitoring with optional speaker.

RADIO: 5 k ohms/
0.775 V

RADIO /LINE:

LINE:150 ohms /1.5 V
HEADPHONES:
8 ohms /5 mW

5k

ohms /1 V

HEADPHONES:
100

IllMi Mi MI Mi EM iM IM NM M.
'iro: Tandberg (UK) Ltd, Farnell House,
181 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR.
Please send me details of the
ITandberg sound equipment.

MX

ill

and 3500X and all other

Name

IAddress

I TANDBERG

Product Line

ohms /1 V

20ßS5047

'
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Reverberation Devices Studio Turntables
and Pick -up Cartridges Tape Recorders
with endless loop cassettes, and for 24 hour
recordings Electronic Delay Systems
Compressor -Amplifiers Microphone Winch
Systems Electronic Tuning Forks and
Polarity Testers Flutter Analyzers
A U D

I

O

T E C H N O L O G Y

EMT-1520FRANZ mbH.

P.

O.

B.

D

-7630 LAHR

Rogei 5quiiefi

-

the specialists in equipment for radio studios
PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES FOR BOTH
BROADCASTING STUDIOS -AND RADIO RECORDING STUDIOS
ALL PRICES ARE NETT PROFESSIONAL
BROADCAST TURNTABLES

CARTRIDGE MACHINES

INSTANT
START

.

4

iia

SQUIRE S3000 Mk.
R/Playback compat.

II

E175

TAPECASTER

X700

full range, from

E470

BRAND NEW ! PRODUCTION
MIXER FROM ALLEN & HEATH.
STEREO D.J. SELF -OP, 6CH,
E380
MANY FEATURES

-

-

44 4

MN

el11111

-

4
1

#

i

1
I

S

S

V

V

2

FEATURING

4 4

Remote starts
Voice auto fade
Full studio spec.

M

I

into

4 4

V 4

4

-

Allen and Heath MINIMIXERS
6

QRK I2CE E190
(arm extra)

RUSSCO from E202

ONLY E148

Chilton Mixers
PRICES FROM £410

ALLEN & HEATH
POP MIXERS
E645
E587

... E529
E471

Squire S4000 6ch

MSS

Mixer £251

Shortly available: Technics range of turntables.
Stanton 500 AL Cartridges
AKG Studio Mics, from ...

ALSO

Anglepoise Mic Stands

...

Alice STM 6 portable 6 channel stereo transmission mixer ... E465.00
... L16.60
Budget-priced mic /gram mixers, from ... E65.00
... E242.00
... 08.00
...
Uher Interview Recorders
L14.75
...
... E134.00
HH variable echo units ...

UK CUSTOMERS VAT EXTRA

DELIVERY ANYWHERE IN

UK PLUS EXPORT SERVICE

- SATURDAY.
Roger Squiie!a

Most items available ex- stock. Prices subject to change without notice.

SHOWROOMS OPEN

TUESDAY

CLOSED

MONDAYS

OPENING TIMES 10.00 a.m. -5.00 p.m. LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAYS UNTIL 8.00 p.m.

Discuss your requirements

with our Manager Tony Kingsley.
SOME ITEMS ALSO AVAILABLE FROM

OUR MANCHESTER BRANCH.
6
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STUDIO EQUIPMENT DIVISION
55 CHARLBERT STREET, LONDON NW8 6JN
Telephone 01 -722 81
I
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The Amcron Story
1967

1977

1967 Amcron (Crown International) introduced the world's first 'Super -Amp'. This was the
DC300! It rapidly became a must for all the major recording studios and top bands such as Zeppelin,
Jethro Tull and the Moody Blues.
In

The DC300 set new standards of sound reproduction never previously available for bands or studios,
let alone the Audiophile (whoever he is). Coupled with the incredibly rugged construction, and
small size of this 600 watts amplifier, it is not surprising that the DC300 became a legend in its time.
The designer of this classic is still in charge of the design work at AMCRON despite rumours that he
has moved on to at least five other establishments! Indeed, he has since been responsible for the
DC300A, the DI50A and all the rest of the AMCRON range of superb power amplifiers.

Now in 1977, the DC300A is 'the' amplifier in all the world's recording studios and is still the only
choice for bands such as Zeppelin, Jethro Tull and the Moody Blues, plus quite a few others such as
Wings, the Stones, the Rollers, Elton John, l0c.c., Pink Floyd, Barclay James Harvest, The Real Thing
and so on

...

Perhaps this is because the DC300A amplifier offers the following features:

* Total Harmonic distortion full power, -20kHz below
* distortion watt to watts into
below 0.05'
*
better
below
watts
* Power Bandwidth + -0 from to 20kHz watts into
*
warranty
labour
*
Crown Protection Circuitry requires
circuit
or
*
to operate into
low
* continuously for the
represented
at

I

M

0.01

8

than 110db

I

3

year

Hz

150

Hum and Noise

Full

I

db,

db

ohms

150

DC

at 150

8

ohms

on parts and

Patented

breakers

no

Designed

Manufactured by

0.05 "0

load impedances

a

company founded

in

as

as

I

relays

ohm

by the MACINNES

1946 and

people

last ten years!

MACINNES LABORATORIES LTD.
MACINNES HOUSE, CARLTON PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
SAXMUNDHAM, SUFFOLK IP17 2NL TEL: (0728) 2262 2615

MACINNES FRANCE S.A.R.L.
RUE FESSART,
PARIS 19e
Tel. 203.30.01
45

7

u

Station Road, Wenden
Saffron Walden

Manufacturers of
sound systems
and electronics

Essex CB11 4LG
Saffron Walden
(0799) 40888

WEST- ENDHIIHCENiRE

1
POWER AMPLIFICATION

BY MUSTANG

Available from stock for immediate delivery, the new
HH Electronics S -500D power amp. 210 watts per
channel into 8 ohms for E357.

D
Our

SS.100 and SS.50 are economical amplifiers with outputs
150 and 80 Watts RMS into 8 -IS ohms, typical THD
figures being 0.1°,/o, slewing rate > 10v/us, noise > 90dB
down, zero level input, and full electronic protection.
Considering these points with their proven reliability and

of up to

Also in stock
power amplifiers from:
Amcron, Bose, B &W, Phase
Linear, Quad, SAE, Technics.

146

RE I

o

Charing Cross Road, London WC2
Telephone:

Mail Orders

01

-240 3064/5.

to: REW House (Dept

SS),

10 -12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SWI9
Telephone:

8

01
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robust construction, plug in output transistors and driver
board, optional balanced input and 100V line output, and
virtually ex stock despatches we reckon we take some beating!
Contact us now for the full technical specifications.
Manufacturers of mixers, integrated mixer amplifiers and slave amplifiers.
studio power amplifiers, transformers, lighting control equipment and
cabinets for the home and export markets.
Contact us for full illustrated technical brochures.

MUSTANG
COMMUNICATIONS
Nelson Street, Scarborough,
North Yorkshire Y012 7SZ
England

Telephone 0723 -63298

L

J

Meet the New Leader....

S.500D Specification Features
* Power output 340W R.M.S. into
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

4 ohms
500W R.M.S. into 2.5 ohms
Bridged Mono output 900W R.M.S. into 5 ohms
640W R.M.S. into 8 ohms
Intermodulation Distortion Less than 0.02% from
20Hz to 20KHz F1 60Hz.
Integral "Force Cooled Dissipators" for reliable
operation into adverse loads.
Power Bandwidth +0, -1dB from D.C. to 20KHz.
Very low Transient Intermodulation Distortion.
Restricted rise time, fast slew rate.
Input sensitivity 0.75V for 300W into 4 ohms.
Noise 105dB Below 180W into 8 ohms 10Hz to
20KHz. Unweighted.
Elaborate system protection against short and

open circuit operation

* Small size 3'/z"

x 19" Rack mounting.
* 1KVA Toroidal power supply providing 55 joules

of energy.

S.500D Module
Each channel is neatly assembled
into its own 'Force Coole.j' modular
package for ease of service.

The S 500-D

A higher standard of power
From the most experienced, well equipped specialist manufacturer
of 'Professional Power Amplifiers' in the U.K.

electronic

VIKING WAY, BAR HILL
CAMBRIDGE CB3 8EL
TEL: CRAFTS HILL (0954) 81140
TELEX: 817515 HH ELEC G
PROFESSIONAL
AUDIO
ELECTRONICS

JUNE I5,

ÌZ?

&
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10th INTERNATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
RECORDING EQUIPMENT

GREAT QUEEN STREET

CONNAUGHT ROOMS
'Cadac
*Cetec

'Allotrope
'Amity Schroeder
*Alice (Stancoil)
Allen & Heath
*Ampex
*Agfa -Gevaert

'Calrec Audio
*Dolby Labs
'EMI Tape

'Audix

Electro -Voice
Fitch Tape
*Future Film
*Feldon Audio
Hammond
"I-1¡H Electronics
'Hayden Labs
*Helios Electronics
International Musician

*Audio Kinetics

'Audio & Design
*Audio Developments
*AKG Equipments
Amek
Acous mat

Recording Services
John Page Ltd
'Jackson Recording Studios
Keith Monks Audio

Beyer Dynamics
B & K

Labs

*BASF
Beat Instrumental

Klark- Teknik

Tickets: APRS, 23

Channels,

4

Groups,

*

Sifam

North East Audio
NTP Electronik

Turner Electronic
`Trident Audio Developments

Philip Drake Electronics
Professional Tape Marketing
Penny & Giles

TRAD Sales and Service
Tannoy
*Tweed Audio

Pyral Magnetics

'Vitavox

Webland

*Richardson Electronics
* Raindirk
*Rupert Neve

'Wilmot

Breeden
Zoo t -Horn

CHESTNUT AVENUE, CHORLEYWOOD, ENGLAND WD3 4HA

4

MIXERS

STUDIO

PROFESSIONAL
10

*Shure Electronics
Surrey Electronics
Soundcraft Electronics
Superscope Tape Duplicating

MCI
Music Week
National Panasonic

Jacques Levy Professional

*FWO Bauch

Roger Squire Ltd

'Radford Electronics
'Racal -Zonal
Studio Sound
'Scenic Sounds
'Studio Republic

'Lockwood
'Midas Amplification
'3M United Kingdom
Magnetic Tapes
'Macinnes Labs

'Industrial Tape

'Brenell Engineering

'Rugby Automation

Lee Engineering
*Leevers -Rich
'Leonard Developments

*Denotes Member APRS
Avcom Systems
Audio Peripheral

LONDON WC2

or

8

Monitors,

4

ER's.

Comprehensive Talkback. Line up oscillator.
2 Aux sends, PFL, Separate Mic and Line I/P's. Normalled
inserts, Mic attenuator pad. Phase rev. EQ3 Bass and
treble frequencies. Sweep Mid.
400 Hz to 10 kHz Hi and Lo filters at -12 dB.
Many options

Low
noise

GRPHPS
Professional and industrial suppliers for London
TEAC:

2 and 4 channel

TEAC:
REVOX:
DBX:

High

0/P

KEITH

MONKS:
BEYER:

recorders including

3340's and 6100's
TASCAM 8 channel mastering recorders
and the 2 and 4 output mixers.
Models 2, 3 and 5
Usual stock
Noise reduction for all recorders.
Multichannel units up to 8 available
Main London stockists. Fast. ex -stock
delivery of all mic stands, cable drums
and accessories
DT202, DTI00 standard studio phones

from stock
AD 62, 66 in,

2 out. Balanced and
unbalanced versions
We have a new showroom and a lot of very
interesting products lined up for the very near

ALICE:

future.

RAIN DIRK
Bridge Street
Downham Market

Norfolk
Tel. (03663)
10

Mini Mark
with
8 track

monitor options

2165
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GRAHAMS
86 -88

PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON NI

Telephone

01

-837 4412, ext 66

Stereo and 4 crack Mixing Consoles
4 -band

equalisation

Low noise circuitry -125 dBm ref inent
Low distortion -0.01% typically
Line level and mic level inputs
Line level outputs up to +22 dBm

Prefade listen and talkback optionally
available

Ideal for use

with Teac, Revox,etc.

Also available graphic and parametric
equalisers, disc preamp units and
crossovers

Further details
conta ct

ELECTRONICS
Lampas House, Kneesworth St.,
Royston, Herts. 0763 45214

DT 440
Dynamic Hi -Fi Stereophone
Specification
Type

DT 440 dynamic transducer

Frequency response

20

Electrical impedance

2 x

Power requirements

600 ohms

+ 10%

mW per system for a
sound level of 100 dB SPL
(2 PA) at 1 kHz equal to
775 mV at 600 ohms
1

Maximum undistorted continuous
sound pressure level (DIN 455821
at given harmonic distortion

Distortion level at 1.000

- 20.000 Hz

Hz

Sensitivity at 1.000 Hz

116 dB SPL per system
equal to 42 mW or 5 V
at 600 ohms
1%

63,24 PAS VV A equal to
102 dB/V = 2,5 Pa /V
at 600 ohms

BEYER DyNAN1le
1

Clair Road, Haywards Heath, Sussex 'PH 16 3DP. Telephone 51003
11

An

introduction from TWEED
the P104 Portable
-designed as a true
portable, without compromise

-the

same modular

high quality,

top performance
plus extra facilities
an even
For a

smaller package.

full specification leaflet write or 'phone:-

TWEED AUDIO

Specialists in Audio Control
Equipment for the Sound Recording
and Broadcast Industries

ELECTRONICS

ROSEWOOD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KELSO, ROXBURGHSHIRE
STD 057 32
TELEPHONE 2983
SCOTLAND

INTRODUCING A NEW
TAPE DECK FROM A
COMPANY THAT NEEDS
NO INTRODUCTION
Besides the standard inch 8 track you
see here, there's a 2 inch 8 track and a 2 inch
16 and a 24 track.
Their features include full solenoid
transport functions. Full sync facilities. Full
modular electronics. Silent drop -ins. Instant
start cue. N.A.B. and C.C.I.R. equalisation.
See and hear it at our demo studio.
Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road,
Hornsey, London N8.
Where you can also take the opportunity
to look over the Allen & Heath Mod II mixer.
It's offered with the tape deck in a uniquely
priced package deal.
Or for more information call Andrew Stirling
1

340 3291.

briit'II
12
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Sweet sixteen
The Quad 405 is only the sixteenth
product to carry the Quad name,
each of which, has made a
significant contribution to the
development of sound reproduction
and acquired a following of loyal
and satisfied customers
The Quad 405 current dumping
amplifier represents another step

forward in amplifier technology,
executed with the attention to
engineering and aesthetic detail,

and manufacturec with the concern
for reliability which have been
the hallmarks of Quad equipment
for twenty -five years.
For further details on current
dumping and other Quad products
write to Dept. SS
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co.
Ltd., HUNTINGDON, Cambs.,
PE18 7DB Telephone (0480) 52561

QUAD

Design Council
Award 1976

for the closest approach to the original sound for twenty-five years
QUAD is

a

Registered Trade Mark

the revolutionary
audio recorder!
When something new arrives in the
recording industry you can bet it's
like the revolutionary
from Ampex
recorder we're just
audio
ATR -100

-

introducing.
It has a mass of exciting features
that will give you top class recordings
and remarkably good performance. In

AMPEX
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its transient response, headroom and
improved tape handling, the ATR -100
is starting a quiet revolution in professional recording.
Call your Ampex audio sales engineer at the number below ; he's got
some very interesting literature
to send ,you.
Ampex Great Britain Limited.
Acre Road, Reading, Berkshire,
Tel: 85200 Telex: 848345

A short list that

explains why

THE FIÏILEFY

the Moduler II
should beatthe
top of yours.
Up to 24 input channels.
Up to 8 mix buss.
Up to 16 channel monitor mix.

Complete monitoring facility.
Overdub function for up to 16 track.
Modular construction.
12 or 48 volt phantorrf powering.
Studio cue talkback and slate.
3 range equalisation with parametric
mid- frequency.
Full patching facility.
Sterio mixdown function.
2 Echo, mix busses.
Immediate delivery.

To let you hear the difference between
top flight recorders. To demonstrate the
difference between microphones, mixers, and
speakers. To reproduce sound in an
environment similar to that which you are
likely to be using. This is THE FACT LITY. A
working model recording studio and
showroom to let you experience the best

See and hear the Mod Il at our demo studio.
Pembroke House, Campsbourne Road,

Hornsey, London N8.

While you're there you'll learn about our
uniquely priced package deal which offers
the Mod II together with a Brenel 18 track.
Or for more information call Andrew
Stirling 340 3291.

awl

F

et ltd

equipment in an 'in -use' situation without
paying 'over -the -moon' prices.
This is THE FACILITY, which can
accommodate solo artists, a medium size
choir, a pop group. Can produce radio
commercials, sound tracks, P.A. system tapes.
It's THE FACILITY and it's at
RADFORD HI -Fl. The innovators in Sound.
Talk to Roger Wall at
THE FACILITY, RADFORD HI -FI LIMITED,
52 -54 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL
BS7 8BH.
Telephone: (0272) 422709 Telex: 449315
EQUIPMENT ON DEMO INCLUDES
ALLEN & HEATH
B.G.W.
A.K.G.
QUAD
BEYER
TASCAM
REVOX
RADFORD AUDIO
FERR0GRAPH
BRENELL
KLARK TECHNIK
TANNOY
AGFA
J.B.L.
SENNHIESER
T.D.K.
SPENDOR
NAKAMICHI
CHARTWELL
;MONITOR AUDIO,
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ced its intention to lobby for the
calibration. Most modules incor- CCIR weighting network coupled
porate green leds to indicate the to an average reading millivolt presence of normal signal levels; meter.
The company states that this
corresponding red leds show up
method gives very repeatable results
overload conditions.
UK importers: Brodr Jorgensen which correlate closely with actual
(UK) Ltd, Unit 6, Great West listening conditions. Further, averTrading Estate, Great West Road, age measuring technique (ordinary
Brentford, Middlesex. Phone: 01- voltmeters etc) is cheap to implement. With this in mind, Dolby
568 4578.
has produced a CCIR weighting
filter Cat no 98 selling for £95,

of line up oscillators for rapid

!leWI
Computerisation

tailoring programmes.

Or at least in a small way; the
Swedish company Dataton has
produced an ingenious modular
music manipulation and generation system which can operate
manually by patching various processing blocks together, or offer
microprocessor control of individual modules.
The company manufactures 13
modules, most of which are fitted
with four individual processing

The generator takes its cue from
either an optical or magnetic trigger
attached to the master dupe tape.
Following this event, the cue generator waits for a period variable
between 1 to 40 ms to make sure
that the trigger was genuine and
then initiates a sine wave starting
from a zero crossing. The sine
wave tailoring signal which is
recorded on the dupe tapes can
comprise 1 to 99 cycles at any normal speed playback frequency
from 1 to 12 Hz. An external control sets the speed multiplication
factor.
The advantage of the instrument derives from the lack of
audible switching click normally
associated with free running gated
oscillators.
Control Technology Corporation,
80 Turnpike Road, Westboro,
Mass 01581, USA. Phone: (617)

channels:
Line amps (4- channel)
Voltage controlled sound generator
bank (4- channel)
3) Noise generator, variable low pass
1)
2)

filter
controlled filter bank (4channel)
5) Envelope shaper (4- channel)
6) Graphic octaveequaliser(2-channel)
7) Electronic reverberation unit (2channel)
8) Ring modulator
9) Signal routing block
10) Fader and pan block (4- channel)
11) Voltage controlled quad pan facility
12) Power supply and power amplifier
13) Micro computer cpu
In addition, the cpu has an 80
address serial data buss for opera4) Voltage

366 9668.

Tape
Marketing
Professional
Associates Ltd, Cassette House, 57
Manor Park Crescent, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7LY. Phone: 01951 0488.

ting external tape machines, slide
projectors or whatever. This gives
a controlling interface for recording /editing operations, live sound
control and electronic music gen- Roland Synthesiser
eration. It can also be used to
automate the mixdown process in
desks of moderate size and control
video /audio edits in film work.
The system 3000 is manufactured
by:
Dataton AB, Box 257, S -581 02
Linkoping, Sweden. Phone: 01310 07 11.

Bespoke tailors

Marketing
Tape
Professional
Associates announce their dealership for the Control Technology
Corporation agency. The principal
product is a cassette duplication
cue tone generator which provides low frequency tones for

The Roland 700 synthesiser, incor-

porating keyboard controller, main
console, vco block, vcf/vca block,
interface mixer block, shifter delay
block and sequencer, can be purchased in the UK from Freed mans Music Centre, 629 High
Road, Leytonstone, London El I.

$250.

Analysers

The German company Audio Int'l
manufactures a range of real time
spectrum analysers capable of
performing most tasks associated
with recording and record pro-

duction.
The EATS offers octave analysis
using an led matrix; it features a
built -in noise generator delivering
both pink and white varieties.
There are switchable inputs for
conducting comparison analyses.
For more detailed work, the
ARA 412/414 units offer 27 i- octave
bands for real time analyses displayed on a crt. The ISO centre
bands lie between 40 and 16k Hz.
A detailed input circuit provides
a series of both high and low
impedance ports routed to a corn mon buss. The signal is then
passed through successive buffer
stages to the 27 filters which, in
turn, provide dc outputs relative
to the signal levels in each band.
The dc levels are scanned every
30 ms and displayed on the crt
indicating a range of 27 dB per
column.
It features, like the EÁ75, pink
noise generators to provide the
basic transmission signal for signal
path calibration. Further, the crt
display can be used remote from
the filter array thus providing a
high quality large screen oscillo-

CCIR measurement also shows
the Dolby B system performance
to best advantage.

Sell out
All the sites for the June

77 APRS
exhibition have been sold out following a meeting of exhibitors at
the Connaught Rooms on January
11. During two hours of balloting,
82 potential companies competed
for the 99 available sites.
During APRS 76, one in four of
the registered visitors represented

overseas interests.

Function Generator
Dana Electronics has introduced
a portable function generator offering a dynamic frequency range
from 0.02 Hz to 2.2 MHz, with
sine, square, triangle and variable
symmetry of all waveforms for
ramp and pulse operation. A vcf
input allows the generator to be
varied up and down over a range

of 1000:1.
Dana Electronics Limited, Col lingdon Street, Luton, Bedfordshire. Phone: 0582 24236.

scope.

Audio Int'l GmbH, Postfach 560
229, 6 Frankfurt -am -Main, Gon-

West
2B,
zenheimerstrasse
Phone: 01 -539 0288.
Germany. Phone: 504733.
All blocks of the synthesiser can
be routed around using conventional patch cords; each module
contains its own input mixer,
which means that signal level in Noise standardisation
the various signal routes can be Those who make noise measuremaintained to optimise signal to ments as a matter of course will
noise ratio vs input overload. The doubtless agree with Dolby Labs
manufacturer states that the sys- when the latter says that present
tem was engineered for adapta- noise measurement standards are
bility of interface with external a veritable jungle. With this in
units. As such, it contains a series mind, Dolby has recently announ-

Cassette Tape Splicer
Audico has announced the model
745 automatic cassette tape splicer
for use with their model 751
cassette loader.

Advantages claimed include the
non -production of air bubbles,
ease of operation and performance with most brands of splicing
tape and foil. The unit can also be
adapted to handle 6.25 mm tape.

Audico Limited, 219 Crossen, Elk
Grove Village, Illinois, Ill 60007,
USA. Phone: (312) 640 1030.
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Digital cue synthesiser from Control Technology
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Perfectly Parametric
Equalisation
Rebis RA401 Parametric Equaliser

Two independent four section equalisers
in a compact 3+" mains operated rack
mounting unit. Allowing extremely

comprehensive parametric equalisation
for musical shaping or restoration of

degraded programme, the RA401 is a
versatile, effective and reasonably priced
British manufactured tool for the
Broadcast and Recording Industries.

Abridged Specification

Equalisation Continuously variable
boost or cut of up to 21db
Bandwidth Variable from 5.5db /octave to
36db /octave ('Q' 0.89 -13)
Frequency Section 1. 20Hz-450Hz, Section 2.70Hz- 1.6Khz
Section 3.250Hz-5.6KFiz, Section 4.800 Hz -18Khz
Bypass Each channel section individually switched
Frequency Response 20Hz - 20Khz+ db
:

:

:

:

:

1

L.

,

Sole Distributors for Rebis Equalisers

Scenic Sounds Equipment

27/31

Tel.

Bryanston Street London W1H 7AB

01 -935 0141

NEWS
Broadcast limiter
The stereo limiter type FM601
from Broadcast Electronics offers
two channels of gain riding combined with peak limiting facilities.
It claims to provide automatic
level control and optimisation of
modulation index without over
modulation. It also incorporates
selectable pre -emphasis in addition
to the compression and peak
limiting operation.
The unit costs $1795 from
Broadcast Electronics Inc, 8810
Brookville Road, Silver Spring,
Maryland 20910, USA.
UK: Broadcast Audio Ltd, PO
Box 31, Douglas, Isle of Man.
Phone: 0624 -4701.

Unfair competition
Some of you out there haven't
been playing entirely fair with
poor old EMI. In fact, someone
has been behaving like a right cad.
Fancy ripping off 300 million tape
copies without asking permission
No wonder record and tape
companies don't show more than
I promise that
a slight profit
I'll never tape my friends' records
again and instantly destroy all
five copies of Mrs Mills and
Friends (TC-ASD 4791).
EMI reckons that it's got tape
pirates by the short and curlies
through the introduction of a
magnetic water marking system
much publicised and mostly misreported in the popular press.
Basically, it works by magnetically
stamping the duplicating tape during the coating process. Normally,
magnetic domains are aligned by
wiping the tape coating when wet
with a magnetic field running along
the tape longitudinally. By periodically breaking this magnetic field,
patches of random domains are
indelibly stamped in the tape which
will momentarily increase the tape
noise during their passage over a
replay tape head while at the same
time reducing the playback level
of recorded signal.

...

...

This will have two principal
effects: it will increase the incidence

-

of dropout -type tape defects
asperity noise performance of
EMI tape has never been particu-

larly wonderful -and it will be
much easier to establish the
authenticity of the genuine EMI
pre- recorded product. The main
drawback of the `watermark' system is that you have to erase the
programme material to hear the
regular coded variations in the
background tape noise. Naturally
the code can't be transferred along
with the programme material since
it forms an integral and physical
part of the original tape. However,
although it might save EMI a few,
it won't do anything at all towards
bettering the reproduction standards of pre- recorded cassettes
Considering the object of the
system rationally (to prevent the
manufacture of illegal tapes) water
marking authentic cassettes will
only have a marginal effect on the
coffers of the rightful record company. The best that they can hope
to do is to bust a few shops selling
the pirate product, both in the UK
-although the problem still isn't
serious -and farther afield, particularly Italy and non -cong Asia.
Look at the situation with bootleg
records. These require a great deal
more space and technology to
produce them although prosecutions have made only the smallest
of bites in a £MM clandestine
industry. Cassette tape production
can be a true cottage, or even
bedroom of a cottage, business.
No amount of prosecutions are
going to dent the vast numbers of
illegal producers. In any case, the
water marking process will only be
of slight use against those who
actually bootleg tapes professionally. More often than not, people
who want tape issues go to their
friends who have the disc version
rather than their friendly, neighbourhood tape shop. Where do
EMI think that the vast quantity of
blank cassettes go . . . amateur
dramatic societies?
EMI and others would do far
better to put their collective efforts
into improving the quality of pre-

...

recorded cassettes. It is quite
possible that a technically better
product would do far more to
squash the bootleggers than a
secretive code instilled upon an
indifferent cassette.
Since EMI seems to have done
quite a bit of time wasting, we
would now like YOU to do some.
STUDIO SOUND announces a competition to find the best solution
to the problem of beating the EMI
anti- pirate water mark. The eventual prize winner will receive a free
lunch with the magazine staff and
one of my illegal Mrs Mills copies.
Closing date May 17.
Frank Ogden

Very good
MCI (UK) LTD has negotiated an
order with Elektrotekna, the Yugoslav import /export agency, for
equipment valued at a total of
$823 965. Naturally, this comprises
of much MCI gear; seven 500 series
consoles, four 24 -track machines
and five 2-channel machines. However, $ 150 000 of the contract is for
UK products; notably those of
Dolby and Audio Design Recording. MCI (Professional Equipment)
Ltd, MCI House, 54/56 Stanhope
Street, London NW 3EX.
Phone: 01 -388 7867/8.
1

EMI tape decoder

MIDEM 77
Year after year MIDEM grows
bigger and better, and more successful. This year there was even
talk that the dear old Palais des
Festivals, scene of so many deals
and stage for many scenes, will
soon be replaced by a grander
Palais hotter, stuffier, and even
more exhausting than the old one
but it could never be the same.

...
18
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At MIDEM 77, the eleventh of
the continuing series, in addition
to the traditional wheeling and
dealing in the smoke-filled rooms
and other strenuous activities of a
more social nature, Bernard Chevry
the man who started it all, was
presented with the IFPI Gold
Medal for services to the record
business. At the opening gala,
Denis Comper, IFPI's international
coordinator, introduced Dr Stephen
Stewart, Director General, who
made the presentation speech in
latin. A unique gesture on a
unique occasion.
Of potential interest to some
studios, was a meeting held at a
discreet venue between officials of
IFPI and representatives of the
record business in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and
Yugoslavia. Ties between East and
West Europe have been steadily
strengthening over recent years,
but this meeting is seen as a major
development. Talks of an unspecified nature are to be continued in
Paris during April, where there
will be a celebration of the centenary of the invention of recorded
sound.
With the inclusion of studio
hardware and the increasing participation by the representatives of
recording studios, there is no
doubt that MIDEM has become
the only European market place
catering for the whole spectrum of
the record business. It was good to
see the APRS represented.

Neve man
Neve has appointed Dr Martin
Jones as a director of the company,
with particular responsibility for
all engineering services in the
group.
Prior to joining Neve in mid
1976, Dr Jones was a lecturer at
20

If you were unable to attend the Paris
AES exhibition, the name

AUDIO KINETICS (UK) LTD

will probably be a new one- but
not just another console and multitrack
manufacturer -ask anyone who
went to Paris.
If you are shopping the market for

track capable equipment, talk to
the new British Innovators.- AK
32

099 389 324

or 444

A
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Several wooden stereo bars
Two lengths of 6.25 mm rope,
approx 30m long, and two blocks
of polystyrene foam.
If you know the whereabouts of
any of this gear either contact your
local police, or this office.

the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology.
England, for ten years, specialising
in electronics and electroacoustics.

Almost
sound

100

years of recorded

CPR-16 from Quad Eight

For more than two generations
Bernard Leach has been celebrated
as the single most influential artist
potter living today with a truly
worldwide reputation as strong
in Japan, America and the Antipodes as it has been in Europe.
The child prodigy was born in
Hong Kong on January 5, 1887
and spent the first ten years of his
life sketching pictures of his nanny
or tiku. He studied drawing at the
Slade School of Art during the
year of 1903 before furthering his
studies under Brangwyn, generally
acknowledged to be one of the
greatest masters of etching ever to
have appeared at a charity function.
His first one man show of pots,
etchings, sketches and funny little
wet things took place in 1914
during the Tokyo Festival or Akai
which firmly established the man
as a grandmaster in the art of producing pots, etchings, sketches,
etc.
Leach originally went to Japan
quite certain that he was destined
to be an artist and had trained, as
we have seen, in the western tradition of fine art. This training

produced clear fruit resulting later
on, insofar as Leach is almost
unique among potters and artists
in having the gift of a distinguished
draughtsman and the ability to
stand for hours on one leg.

Programmed Reverberation
The new CPR -16 computer programmed reverberation unit from
Quad /Eight measures 13 x 35 x
48 cm wide and features simulation
of acoustic chambers, mechanical
plates, spring systems and tape
loops. A programmable micro-

UK: Cinesound International Ltd,
Lansdown Imperial Studios, Maxwell Road, Borehamwood, Herts.
Phone: 01 -953 5545.

VIP

microphone or
line
inputs,
and has treble, mid and bass
equalisation with a highpass filter.
Echo send and foldback are controlled from the module, routing
on the initial version being to four
groups direct or via pan. Pfl is fitted together with a channel -mute
switch and linear fader. Outputs
are at zero level monitored on vu
meters, with full pre /post tape
monitoring and foldback.
The system is available in any
number of channels from two to
32, and is completely expandable
by the addition of extra modules.
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd, 38 Alexandra
Road, Windsor, Berkshire. Phone:
Windsor 51056.

Lovable Len Lewis of Audio &
Design Recording, formerly UK
sales director, has been promoted
to world wide marketing director
co- ordinating the efforts of some
20 agents around the world. He
will also be responsible for exhibitions and general company pr.,
Chris Walden, formerly of Alice
takes over Len's old job and can
be expected to sell quite a few
more to the broadcast industry.
Audio & Design and Recording, St
Michael's, Shinfield Road, Reading RG2 9BE, Berks. Phone 0734- Quick -start turntable
84487.
A new unit from Midnight Audio,
designed to meet current IBA
requirements, features a direct drive motor, start -up time of less
than 0.5s, less than 55 dB rumble,
KONK- correction
Our apologies to Peter Sarony and and wow and flutter under 0.05
Associates, the studio architects rms. A direct replacement for
mentioned in an article describing Sparta models, the turntable is
Konk studios (Feb 77 p 44), whose available with a choice of arms,
although normally Sparta or SME
name we mis -spelt as Savory.
They have also alerted our would be supplied. The basic unit
attention to other features of the costs £285.
A later version will be offered
control room and overdub booth
not mentioned in the article: back- with built -in pre -amplifiers and
ground noise levels well within monitor facilities.
NR 15; reverberation times, even Midnight Audio Ltd, PO Box 12,
before any balancing, `were very Fleet, Hampshire GU13 8EF.
flat and right on target; better Phone: 02514 20143.
than 60 dB sound isolation between
the new control room and existing
studio, and the control room and
overdub booth-both of which are Stolen Property
separately floated structures, not The following list of equipment
only from each other but also from contained in a light -brown, very
the rest of the building'.
scuffed suitcase was stolen from a
The company is currently motor car parked in South London
engaged on a complete package on 19 February:
deal for a Nigerian studio.
Two AKG C412 capacitor mics
(serial numbers 246 and 261)
Two AKG D202 mics (serial
numbers 55377 and 55389)
Two AKG D12 mics complete
Modular mixer
Alice has introduced a new mixing with 2m cable and XLR plug
system based on 38 mm wide interEleven assorted mic cables and
changeable modules for use in a 10m mains cable
rack frame with no wiring within (Box file with four screw -in legs
the frame apart from a single microphone stand)
mother printed circuit board. The
SB1 stereo bar, SCI slide clamp
input module accepts balanced and DB1 drum boom

processor allows future expansion
for special signal-processing effects.
Operating by totally electronic
methods, dynamic range is claimed
to be better than 80 dB, noise less
than 80 dBm and distortion less
than 0.1 % thd. Controllable parameters include: reverberation time
from 250 ms to 20s; decay time
setting (room size); high- frequency
damping, and low-frequency filtering.
Quad /Eight Electronics, 11929 Vose
Street, North Hollywood, California 91605. Phone: (212) 764 1516.
20
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More stolen property
Amongst an impressive list of gear
stolen from Southern Sounds Recording Studio in Lewisham, South
London, during the early hours of
21 February:
Teac A3340 4 -track (serial number 127457)
Revox A77 2 -track high -speed
Pair Simms Watts column speakers (serial numbers 3530 and 3564)
Yamaha YES 700 6- channel
mixer, complete with matching
speakers (serial number 2927)
Sharp 8 -track cartridge (seria
number 40756947)
SAM tone generator (serial
number 88421)
MOOG synthesiser (model unspecified)
Premier drum kit in metallic
blue sparkle
Columbus copy of a Les Paul
(resprayed metalflake blue over
the normal black)
Rare copy of a Fender Precision
Bass in sunburst
Vox -string thing keyboard unit
Wurlitzer 200E electric piano
Mutron-3 effects pedal (fairly
rare in the UK)
Suzuki 6- string acoustic guitar
Hofner steel guitar
Sonab S75 turntable
Trio KX620 front -loading cassette
Three Shure 585A mics
Plus assorted mic leads and
numerous master tapes, cassettes
etc.

agony
Speculation was rife at a certain
Independent Local Radio Station
regarding the fate of cartridges that
were disappearing in alarming numbers. It was not until several week
had elapsed that an observant
engineer noticed that after the
newly- appointed cleaners had been
round during the night a previously full bin of used carts left for the
next day shift to bulk erase and
return to circulation, was now
empty. It transpired that the cleaners had received precise instruction
to empty all waste -paper bins and
such like, and who but a trained
engineer could tell the difference
between waste paper and a pile of
cartridges. The result: over £750
of cartridges were destined for a
fiery grave.

At the BBC,ThamesTelevision,Capital Radio,Granada.
Air Studio,Rockfield,Decca,EMI & Strawberry...
they have...

Illustrated is our DN27 Third Octave 27 -band
Graphic Equaliser. Also shown is our
DN22, dual- channel, 11 -band unit. Both
have many technical plusses which our
literature describes.

WORLD WIDE DISTRIBUTORS
Klarion Enterprises, South Melbourne, AUSTRALIA
ARC. Sprl., Brussels, BELGIUM
Camtek, Dorval, Quebec, CANADA
Team Sound APS, Charlottenlund, DENMARK
Studio -Center, R.E.D. Paris, FRANCE
Audio -Quipment, Aachen, WEST GERMANY
Pieter Bollen, Eindhoven, HOLLAND
Siv, Ing. Benum & Co., Oslo, NORWAY
Colosseum Acoustics, Johannesburg, SOUTH AFRICA
SATT Elektronik AB, Stockholm, SWEDEN
Ultralinear International, Singapore, SINGAPORE
Hammond Industries , Syosset N.Y. U.S.A.
Laboacustica SR L, Rome, ITALY
Dr. W. A. Günther ING. SIA. Zürich, SWITZERLAND

It's not surprising to find our equipment with
these and many other users: after all, we are
technically superior - as both operator and
engineer can testify, and you may be surprised
to learn that we are no more expensive
This perfection can be yours. Give us a ring
!

KLARK-TE Kn UK
RESEAR[H LIMITED

Summerfield Kidderminster
Worcestershire DY117RE
Telephone (0562) 64027
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Pieces of eight
DICK MILLS
The development of electronic music has
gone hand in hand with multitrack technique.
The Radiophonic Workshop uses both to
augment its facilities
*BBC RADIOPHONIC WORKSHOP
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32 .
' sounds a little like a space -shot countdown
in reverse; in fact, it is the relentless count -up over the past few

years of recordable tracks on our ubiquitous tape machines.
With the increase in the number of tracks came the associated
sophistication in sound mixing techniques, particularly in the
music world. Perfection had appeared to have come a few steps
nearer -provided there was enough time at one's disposal to exploit
all the facilities. Every nuance of loudness, balance, position and
tone could now be permutated to the satisfaction( ?) of the
recording engineer. As a well known tv personality would say,
`that's all there is to it'. Certainly it may be the case in sonic
recording studios, with much of the `expertise' coming into play
after the recording session has taken place, but in some instances
the multitrack machine can be used in other constructive ways.
In this article, the use of such machines will be examined in the
context of the construction of electronic music and special sound
sequences as practised at the BBC's Radiophonie Workshop. Here,
a small number of creative staff are responsible for the production
of specialised soundtrack material for any of the BBC's many
programme outlets- domestic radio and television networks plus
the External Services and local radio stations -literally an
all-embracing area.
The Radiophonie Workshop first encountered multitrack
machines as far back as 1960 and the 8 -track recorder then in use
at the Workshop was considered a somewhat revolutionary,
awe -inspiring beast with its 26.7 cm NAB reels loaded with 25 mm
wide tape; a frightening sight on full -speed rewind! Compared with
today's automated giants with their compacted technology, this
Beginning the review of the next 'thrilling ins'a/ neot'. Sound cuas will be
'tailored' to fit the time code seen at the bottom of the VTR screen.

early example had to be accompanied by a low trolley which carried
the necessary power amplifiers and servo amplifier for the variable
speed facility (yes, that luxury had been invented then). It goes
without saying that the whole thing was equipped with thermionic
valves which tended to help keep the room warm in winter and
unbearable in summer. There was a combined record /replay head
but, although all eight tracks could be recorded, only one track
could be erased. This meant that a clean bulk- erased tape had to
be used each time, and a definite campaign of action had to be
planned well in advance before any sound was committed to tape.
A saving grace was the facility of variable speed and more than
once a humble 6.25 mm tape was smuggled on to the machine
for an illicit treatment!
As fig. 1 shows, any reference signal was first recorded on to
track 1. This signal could be a metronomic indication (the
familiar `click- track'), a spoken commentary or a whole dramatic
scene under which it was planned to add music or sounds.
Remember, this was way back in the bad old days of 'mono'

Paddy Kingsland uses ARP Odyssey synthesiser to treat pre- recorded speech
in conjunction with EMS Vocoder.

when stereo was the exception in radio broadcasting, but in this
respect our eight tracks were equivalent to today's 16 tracks (there
being no stereo pairs to worry about).
The next layer was recorded on to the erasable track (8);
provided all was well position -wise in relation to track 1, this layer
would next be transferred up to track 2. Usually all recordings
were made at `peak' level in the interests of maintaining the best
signal -to -noise ratio, with the `dynamics' being controlled during the
final mixdown. It will be quickly appreciated that apart from the
first and last track to be recorded, all the others will have been
recorded twice in order to obtain the correct positionings-and
then there was the final mixdown to come. Hence the preoccupation
with the preservation of a good signal -to -noise ratio.
Tracks 3 -7 were then similarly positioned and transferred, leaving
only the addition of track 8 to complete the recorded store ready for
the final mix. Any filtering, reverberation, additions, etc were
FIG.I TRACK LAYOUT OF EARLY MULTITRACK MACHINE
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ERASABLE -TRANSFERRED WHEN SATISFACTORY

to form the transmission master.
This may give rise to speculation in respect of noise becoming
apparent on the 'insert'. However, provided enough attention is paid
to adequate recording levels, then this extra generation should
not detract unduly from the original quality. The use of
compressors, limiters and noise reduction equipment can lessen
the probability of reduced signal -to -noise ratio even further. It is
possible to `dub -edit' with no audible sign of dropping -in or -out;
a particular machine at the Workshop behaves splendidly in
this situation provided that at the beginning of the day all tracks
are set to 'record' and run simultaneously for a few seconds. It
appears that this initial burst of energy first thing in the morning
gets the gremlins out of the system for the rest of the day!
Where the composer has time to collaborate with the playwright
and the director /producer before the studio recording takes place
then the composer has a much freer hand, often composing with
both speech and music in mind. The whole programme may still
least from
be post- dubbed but a better balance may be achieved
the composer's point of view. As mentioned earlier, an 8 -track
machine may, in reality, only function as a 4 -track when stereo
productions are involved, although it can be expanded almost to its
full capacity if `pannable-mono' tracks are used; then it depends
on how many hands you have free at the mixdown.
Turning from sound radio to television, the composer's task
becomes more exacting as very often there are 'sync-points' in the
picture that have to be highlighted. One effective way of ensuring
that these are accurately met is to transfer these landmarks directly
to a reference track. This may be done by an audible count or by
using their associated sound cue. In animated film or graphic
sequences it is often the case to 'lay' the previously composed
sounds at the appropriate point on one track, and the relevant
click -track (fitting the calculated rhythm encompassing all the
sync -points) on another. As an alternative to the click a percussion
track could be substituted; this usually runs throughout the music
cue and provides not only an excellent reference but also saves a
valuable track on the tape.
Synchronisation is the keyword in all multitrack work and most
problems that arise involve synchronisation to some extent. If
these can be overcome with the minimum of effort, valuable time
is not lost and the result should be all the better for it. One
instance occurs where a partially recorded tape is to be added to;
further complicate the issue by the need for accurate synchronisation
and more tracks than there is room for on the tape, and you've got
problems! However, with a little ingenuity it can be done.

-at

The author checks the 'layer' tuning prior to encoding the Synthi 100's
(The Delaware) sequencer memory. (8-track recorder, Studer A80, at extreme

right.)

normally left until the final mix, as any error in judgement could not
be rectified once the track had been transferred to an un-erasable
section of the 25 mm tape.
Unfortunately, all these processes took time and proved to be
inflexible to some extent. These conflicted badly with the creative
urge when programme deadlines had to be met, and because
operational expertise had been acquired using standard 6.25 mm
tape machines, multimachine working was preferred.
Leaping ahead to the present day, the Radiophonic Workshop
is now equipped with three 8 -track machines, all with fully
comprehensive monitoring systems, remote controls, variable speed
and selectable record (with erase) on all tracks. These machines may
be used in diverse ways, depending upon the commission undertaken.
The composition of electronic music and sound scores at the
Workshop is very much a solo occupation, and in this sense the
facility of multitracking has proved to be of great value
lot of
the legwork between machines has been reduced for a start
In its simplest form, music may be built up layer by layer, using
headphones to listen to a reference track which may be a simple
click -track, or one of the planned musical layers itself; again
dynamics and treatment are left to the final mix as before. With the
advent of synthesisers (the Workshop has several, some with
optional keyboard facilities), many tone colours and treatments
can be easily obtained and with the multitrack tape machine the
whole process of composition has become less protracted. It is
still possible, using multispeed machines, to provide 'notes' from
processed recorded natural sounds which can then be orchestrated
(with razor blade and editing tape) into musical lines and
multitracked to form a large sound composition.
The facility to monitor from the recording head not only
maintains sychronisation but also provides an extra feed of
recorded sound which can be fed through tape delay systems, filters
and other treatment devices; with variable speed machines this can
effectively vary the length of delay to suit the musical phrasing,
and `phasing' phenomena are often spectacularly and unexpectedly
achieved.
Moving from the basic use of multitrack to its application in
the radio drama field, certain advance planning has to be
considered; with everything synchronised together-speech, sounds,
music -the composer cannot suddenly decide to hold up the
`action' while the music is featured. As far as possible, everything
must be foreseen and the `point of no return' is right at the
beginning! Much of the work is done as in the film world, with
post- dubbing being more the rule than the exception. If the studio
recording has been finally edited to the correct programme length
and dramatic `shape', then the composer knows exactly what spaces
he has to fill, and in this case the whole programme may be
transferred to the 8 -track tape as the reference track. On the other
hand it may be preferred to only transfer those scenes requiring
additions, re-editing the completed sections into the original tape

-a
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iv. 2 TRACK LAYOUT FOR CONTROLLING SYNTHESISER,
SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING OPERATIONS
TRACK I

METRONOME 'CLICK TRACK'
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PULSE TU URNE SYNTHESISER

MINIFY
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Avid viewers of Dr Who (wrongly assumed to be the Workshop's
main output demand-in fact, education programmes have this
honour) will know that the incidental music is a successful blend
of conventional instruments and electronic synthesiser. Both have
to be combined artistically for the musical ear, and dramatically
to support the pictorial action. The instrumentalists are recorded
at a conventional session on to a multitrack tape; the electronic
`lines' from the synthesiser are added later at the Radiophonie
Workshop, and here the multitrack machine is closely associated
with the large EMS Synthi 100 synthesiser. Reference to figs. 2 and 3
will clarify subsequent points in the text.
At the original music recording, a click-track (heard on
headphones by the musical director and some of the players) is
simultaneously recorded on to a separate track. Later, this same
click -track will be used when putting electronic music lines into the
24
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FIG.4

Synthi's memory system. Thus both musical components are
recorded in similar tempo. To achieve synchronisation, the pulse
normally used to drive the memory when `recording' and
`recalling' is laid on track 8 before any lines are produced from the
synthesiser keyboard. By arranging the pulse to run concurrently
with the musician's track (and beyond if necessary) the synthesiser's
memory will only function when the tape is played. When all the
three layers of the memory have been utilised the tape is re -run
and the musicians combined with the electronic lines on to a final
6.25 mm master tape. So that full control can be exercised at the
dubbing session with the video information, the musicians occupy
one half -track of the 6.25 master and the electronic lines the other.
In this way, final balancing can be achieved between all audible
information -speech, sounds and music.
One advantage of using some of the tracks as control tracks is
demonstrated where particularly fast -moving lines of electronic
music are called for, and manual dexterity cannot cope. 1f the
pre- recorded tape is run at reduced speed, the keyboard operation
can be more leisurely since the tempo of the click -track is also

FIG.3

BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF TAPE CONTROLLED
SYNTHESISER PROGRAMME CHAIN
SYNTHESISER

II

¡MEMORY

MEMRY
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TRACKS
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1RACK

KEYBOARD
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MONO

O

TWIN TRACK 6.25mm

SPEAKER

FOR CLICK

TRACK

RECORDER

reduced (mind you, the musicians sound rather peculiar!). In turn,
the memory is driven at a slower rate by the recorded pulse but,
when the tape speed is restored to normal, after storing the musical
lines in the memory, everything becomes high -speed virtuosity.
Unlike speeded -up recordings which alter pitch correspondingly,
the memory only `recalls' faster and so the remembered
information is played quicker with the pitch remaining unaffected.
By not using the tape simply as a magnetic store for the electronic
lines, options are kept open until the very last mixdown, as
adjustments to tone colour, envelope shaping, reverberation, etc can
be made at any time as the lines emerge from the synthesiser; the
memory can be said to remember the `tune', not necessarily the

TRACK LAYOUT FOR 'SYPHER. DUBBING SYSTEM
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7

8

FOR AUTOMATIC SWITCHING
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TONES IF USED)
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instrumentation.
Although physically away from the Radiophonic Workshop, an
8 -track machine at the BBC Television Centre's Sypher dubbing
suite is used in a similar fashion. Again, synchronisation is the aim
but this time between pre- recorded sound and vision (see fig. 4).
Recorded time -code is used to lock together a video recorder
and the multitrack sound recorder; synchronism is ensured in all
transport modes play, record or spool. With both machines
running simultaneously the dubbing mixer has a choice as to which
information he uses as his guide track. It may be the action in the
picture, a spoken word in the dialogue or the displayed time
code which is superimposed upon the screen. This latter facility
enables sound laying accuracy to within 1/25 second (one tv picture
frame) the sound cues being cued remotely from 6.25 mm tape
machines by selecting the required frame time on the mixing desk.
The sound and music cues are laid on to the vacant tracks of the
sound recorder, and a further track can accommodate the
automatic track -switching signals. When all the additions have been
laid, a final mix is made on to another track and transferred later
to the master transmission tape.
The result of these sophisticated refinements is a more polished
final presentation with no infuriating `near misses'. With the complex
sound and music scores demanded by such programmes as Dr Who
-requiring split- second cueing for dramatic effect -the fact that
this can be achieved means that Mr Spock and the Starship
Enterprise no longer have the monopoly on finesse Certain
safeguards are built into the system and it is not possible to erase
the original studio soundtrack or the synchronising time -code.
In fact, with the re-emergence of non-erasable tracks we seem to
!

have come full circle.

Looking ahead, it is not too difficult to envisage multitrack
machines being ganged together with a common synchronising
system for even greater number of tracks to play with, without
resorting to huge tower -block type recording heads trying to
imprint wide tapes; it may be that multitrack machines will function
equally well as control devices as opposed to musical construction
aids. Then we'll all be able to sit back, push the `start' button and
watch it all happen. At least, if we don't like the result we can
always blame the machine!
The author would like to thank his colleagues at the BBC for
their assistance in the preparation of this article.

SOL111 STATE STEREO RREVERB
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we've got it taped!
Open reel and mono /stereo
cassette duplication at competitive prices
small or large runs.
Printing of cassette labels and insert cards
presents no problems
ask for a quotation!

-

Sound Communication (Publishers) Limited,
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. Telephone (0924) 469436
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* Voltage controlled reverb time
* Realistic reflexion pattern with adjustable stereo

width
s reverb time
Insensitive to mechanical shocks, no howl -round
Small size-3.6 x 13.5 x 19 cm
Competitive price
Included in Dataton System 3000: a complete line
of sound processing equipment
Call for more information
DATATO N AB
He

70 dB s/n 30 ms -3

*
*
*
*

Box 257
S -58I 02

Linkoping Sweden Phone:

013 -IO 07

II

Brocen strings
Lost plectrums
Rippec skins
Lirr p stands
Pipil=ss maraccas
Cra :kling leads

Sou.dcraft Seri

At least you don't

.

is ve tc wcrry about the mixer.

World's first road ricer built into a strong metal flight case.
Turn it off, shit tfe lid, throw it in the back of the truck.
l-ml work perfectly -omarrow.And tomorrow and tomorrow,

for years to come.
12 into 2 or 16 into 2.3 mixes; main stereo, monitor and ech
Each input channel F as variable line/mic attentuation,
4 -bard equalisation peak evel LED indicator, echo and
mcnr (foldback), pan, muteand pfl.
Eaci output has 2-band equalisation, (so does the monitor
master) and the illumira-ec VU meters show master,
mcntbr or pfl.
THD<0.1 %Max m c gain 70dB. Relative input noise- 125dBm.
Multicore cable and stage box also available.
Sojndc-aft Electrori:s Limited 5 -8 Great Sutton Street
.

sOLT1OCHFIF11
'SLMI
J

London EC1VOBX Erg a -id Telephone 01- 2513631
Telex 21198 Te leg- ansSoundcraft LDN EC1
P.O. 3a> 883 JFKSta-icn Jamaica NewYork 11430 USA
Telephone (212) 528 815E Telex 0- -220`i

Survey: reverberation and delay units

Forthcoming surveys include
synthesisers and special
effects units (July) and disc
cutting and tape duplicating
(August). Information for
inclusion in the survey should
reach this office (address p3)
no later than six weeks
before the issue publication
date.
Eventide digital delay 1745M

TPU 7202
Delay principle: electronic.
Delay period : 0 to 375 ms adjustable

in 6.25 ms

steps.

Frequency response:

AKG
AKG Akustische Und Kino Gerate GmbH,
Wien, Brunhildengasse 1, Austria.

1150

AKG Equipment Ltd, 182/4 Campden Hill Road,
Kensington, London W8 7AS.
Phone: 01 -229 3695.
US Agent: Philips Audio -Video Systems, Audio
Division, 91 McKee Drive, Mahwah, NJ 07430, USA.
Phone: (201) 529 3800.

BX 20E
Delay principle: spring.
Reverb period: 2s to 4.5s adjustable.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 8 kHz ±5 dB at

30 Hz to 12 kHz

+3 dB.

Input
standard 0 dBm 6000 line.
Output
Controls: output level, delay period.
Companding : internal.
Other features: 200 ps pre- emphasis.
Metering : moving coil.
Noise: 72 dB below rated output.
Power requirements: 110/220V ac.
Size : fits into standard 48 cm racks.
Weight: 10 kg.

AUDIO PULSE
Audio

Pulse Inc, Bedford Research Park,
Crosby Drive, Bedford, Mass 01730, USA.
Phone: (617) 275 1595.

Sampling time: 24 kHz.
Noise: better than 70 dB.
Frequency response: 30 to 10.8k Hz.
Total harmonic distortion: less than
Remote control: yes, optional.
Dimensions: 53.5 x 83 x 28 cm.
Weight: 45 kg.

0.5

".<,.

3

octaves.

Input: -. 6 dB at 21( ohms.
Output: 6 dBm at 200 ohms.
Controls: reverberation time by remote control.
Other features: stereo separation better than 60 dB.
Noise: 69 dB below +6 dB output.
Resistance to external noise: 100 dB spl for
feedback.

Power requirements: 110/220V ac, 24V dc at 0.5A.

Auxiliary amplifier: integral.
Size: 43x50x110cm.
Weight: 50 kg.
Price: £2200.

MODEL ONE
Reverberation principle: electronic.
Decay time: 0.2 to 1.2s adjustable.
Discrete delays: 8, 12, 22, 36, 58 and 94 ms.

Signal interface: unity gain

0.14 to 2V rms at high
impedance.
Noise: direct signal path better than 75 dB; delayed
path better than 65 dB.
Resistance to external noise: absolute.
Frequency content of delayed path: to 8 kHz.
Total harmonic distortion: less than 0.05 °' direct
path.
Dimensions: 36.8 x 25.4 at 11.4 cm.

Weight: 4.54 kg.
Power requirements: 110V

BX15

ac.

Number of channels: two.
Reverberation principle: spring.

Acoustic isolation : 100 dB.
Decay time: can be set between

EMT 250
Reverberation principle: digital electronic.
Decay time: 0.4 to 4.5s controllable in 16 steps.
Decay time at bass frequencies: time factor of
between 0.5 and 2 times nominal decay period.
Decay time at treble frequencies: time factor of
between 0.25 and 1 times nominal decay period.
Initial delay: from 0 to 315 ms in five steps; there
is an additional delay of up to 60 ms in 20 ms steps.
Outputs: four each programmable with individual
delay characteristics.
Special effects: phasing, chorus (tonal duplications) super long delay (up to 10s) and echo (single
shot from 5 to 315 ms).
Signal interface: normal balanced line level.

EMT 140TS

Delay principle: plate.
Reverb period: 1s to 4s adjustable.

Input: +1 dB at 5k ohms.
Output: +12 dBm at 200 ohms
Controls: reverberation time

(remote control
optional).
Other features: stereo output.
Noise: 50 dB below max output level, reverb time
2s.

Power requirements: 110/220V ac.

Auxiliary amplifier: EMT 162TS.
Size: 2.5
Weight:

x

0.3 x 1.4m.

190 kg.

EMT 140Q
1.5 and 3.5s in

for each channel.
Unweighted noise output at max reverberation:
0.55 steps independently

DENON
See review page 58.

-66 dB.

Crosstalk between channels: better than 35 dB.
Signal interface: 0 dBm nominal balanced line.
Controls: treble and bass eq.
Power requirements: 220/110V ac.
Dimensions: 43 x 30 x 49 cm.

Weight:21 kg.
Price: £1520.
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EMT
EMT -Franz GmbH, Postfach 1520, D -7630 Lahr,
West Germany.
Phone: 078 25 -512.
UK FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ.
Phone: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 27502.
:

Delay principle: plate.
Reverb period: 1s to 4s adjustable.

Input: +1 dB at 5k ohms.
Output: -i -12 dBm at 200 ohms.
Controls: reverberation time (remote

control
optional).
Other features: quadraphonic, 4 inputs, 4 outputs.
Noise: 50 dB below full output, reverb time = 2s.
Power requirements: 110/220V ac.
Auxiliary amplifier: EMT 162Q.

Size: 2.4 x 0.34 x
Weight: 180 kg.

1.32m.

EMT 240
Delay principle: plate.
Reverb period: 1s to 4s adjustable.

Input: 0 dB at 5k ohms.
Output: 0 dBm at 200 ohms.
Controls: reverberation time.
Other features: stereo.
Noise: 60 dB below full output, unweighted.
Resistance to external noise: 80 phon

max

ambient level.

Size: 63 x 67 x 30 cm.
Weight: 60 kg.
Other: small in size, suitable for mobile use.

EVENTIDE
Eventide Clock Works Inc, 265 West 54th Street,
New York, NY 10019, USA.
Phone: (212) 581 9290.
UK: Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland Street,

performance
to suit your
needs...

...and now we've added another
digital delay, the "Sound Delay Module"
to help cover all your needs...

London W1N SPH.
Phone: 01 -580 4314.
1745M

Delay principle: electronic.
Delay period : 0 to 199 ms adjustable in ms steps.
Frequency response: 30 Hz to 16 kHz +1 dB.
1

Input:
0 dBm standard 600 ohm line.
Output:
Controls: front panel 'delay set' using digital readout to indicate delay period. 'Double' switch to
double delay and halve bandwidth.
Other features: options for pre-wiring delay
periods.
Metering : led overload indicator.
Noise: 78 dB below output reference level.
Power requirements: 115/240V ac.

Size:

14 x 48 x 40

90db
models

4007
4008

cm.

C200

Delay principle: electronic.
Delay period: 7.5 ms to 1080 ms preset adjustable
in 7.5 ms steps.

Frequency response:

40 Hz to 12 kHz

f1

dB.

Input:
Output: 0 dBm nominal, balanced or unbalanced.
Controls: inputlevel.
Other features: 10 bit resolution.
Metering: overload indicator.
Noise: 60 dB dynamic range.
Power requirements: 115/230V ac.
Size: 48 x 13 x 20 cm.
Weight: 5 kg.

80 d b
models

4006
4002
4003
4009
4010

Ph-

The company also manufacture two sound bending
products: the Instant Flanger and the Harmonizer.
Both models use audio delay to achieve their
different functions. With both models, the internal
delay systems can be used independently of the
main function to provide limited delay times to a

63db
model

4000

throughput signal.

raj:

familiar with our broad line of digital delays, you know they're designed to
provide the right specification and price to fill the needs of each and every installation.
There are switchable and non -switchable models, portable and rack mount models,
and a wide variety of specifications from which to choose.
Now we offer the "Sound Delay Module ". Only 1 -3/4" high, it delivers a full 80db of
for less than $1000! Now virtually any sound installation needing
dynamic range
delay can readily afford it.
From the largest stadium to the smallest hall
you can get just the device you need:
But only from Industrial Research Products!
Please call for specifications and prices
If you're

HAECO
Holtzer Audio Engineering Corporation,
Aetna Street, Van Nuys, Ca 91401, USA.
Phone: (213) 787 7733.

14110

28
Haeco disc mastering delay system

)/

-

-

INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH PRODUCTS, INC.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL. 60007
321 BOND ST.
Represented in Europe solely by: KNOWLES ELECTRONICS, LTD. Victoria Road,
Burgess Hill, Sussex RH15 9LP. Tel: Burgess Hill (04 446) 5432, Telex: 87460 knolec g
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SURVEY: REVERBERATION
AND DELAY UNITS
The ADL 300 digital delay line incorporates a fixed
delay of 300 ms for use with the Haeco VP 1000 automatic variable pitch and depth processor replacing
the more usual advance head on the master machine
This digital delay line is said to be a true 16 bit
digital delay offering 93 dB of dynamic range without
resorting to the use of companding techniques. The
sampling rate is 133 kHz offering a bandwidth from
dc to 32 kHz 0.25 dB. Suggested price is $16 995

IRPI
Knowles Electronics Inc, 3100 North Mannheim
Road, Franklin Park, Ill 60131, USA.
Phone: (312) 455 3600.

UK: Knowles Electronics

Ltd, Victoria

Road

Burgess Hill, Sussex.
Phone: 044 -46 5432.
The company manufactures a range of delay units
mainly intended to introduce electronic delay into
public address systems. Several models are available featuring the same electronic performance (see
typical reference specification below) but differ in
the output porting arrangements. These may be
either fixed or switchable depending on the need
for a readily variable delay or a permanent setting.
The construction of the units is modular allowing
tailored construction to particular needs; up to five
different delay taps may be incorporated in a single
unit.

Lexicon stereo Delta -T 102

Power requirements: 115/230V ac.

Metering : led.
Power requirements : 115/230V +10 %.

Size: 48 x 13 x 31 cm.
Weight: 13 kg.

Size: 48.5 x 17.7 x 40 cm.
Weight: 21 kg.
Other: model 102 -A intended for
features upper frequency limit of
102 -C

offers main -frame delay from

MODEL

LEXICON
Lexicon, 60 Turner Street, Waltham, Mass 02154,
USA. Phone: (617) 891 6790.
Gotham Export Corporation, 741 Washington
Street, New York, NY 10014, USA. Phone: (212)
741 7411.

UK: FWO Bauch Ltd,

49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ.
Phone: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 27502.

pa

applications,

12

kHz. Model
to 128 ms.

16

92

Delay principle: electronic.
Frequency response: 20 to 12k Hz ±2 dB measured
14 dB below limit level.
Delay capacity: 120 ms switchable in 7.5 ms steps.
Number of inputs: one.
Number of outputs: two.
Dynamic range: 90 dB typical; 86 dB unweighted.
Distortion less than 0.1" thd at limit reference
:

level.

TYPICAL SPECIFICATION
Delay principle: electronic.

102-B

Delay period : 0 to 120 ms adjustable in
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 12 kHz

10 ms steps.
-f 3 dB.

Input:
0 dBm standard 600 ohm line.
Output:
Controls: two or five output delay controls.
Companding: integral to increase dynamic range.
Other features: dynamic range
Metering: moving coil.
Noise: -62 dBm at output over

80 dB at 800 Hz.
20 Hz to 20 kHz.

Delay principle: electronic.
Delay period: 40 ms to 320 ms adjustable

in

5

ms

steps.

Frequency response:
-14 dB below limit.

20 Hz to 15 kHz

2

dB at

Input: ,-4 dB at 20k ohms.
Output: 10 dBm at 50 ohms.
Controls: 5 adjustable delay period take -offs.
Distortion: less than 0.3", thd 34dB below limit.
Other features: up to 90 dB of dynamic range.
+

Mic Mix Super C

MIC MIX
MicMix Audio Products Inc, 9990 Monroe Drive,
Suite 222, Dallas, Texas 75220, USA.
Phone (214) 352 3811.
UK : Scenic Sounds Equipment,
Street, London W1H 7AB.
:

Phone:

27/31

Bryanston

01 -935

0141.
3M France, 135 Blvd Serrurier, Paris 19E.
Phone: 202 8090.
W Germany: Audiolive, 5000 Koln 1, Kyffhauser
Strasse, 10/46-48.
Phone: 0221 -2309.
Agents in Holland, Italy, Portugal, Scandinavia and

France:

Spain.

MASTER ROOM 1I /11I /1V
Reverb principle: spring.
Decay times: 3, 5 and 7s.
Signal interface: nominally +4 dBm.
Resistance to external noise: 110 dB spl.
Controls: brilliance.

Dimensions:

14 x 25 x 100/120/145

cm.

FEEDBACK UNDER CONTROL

STUDIO B SERIES

An extra

Regarding signal interface and acoustic isolation,
the Studio B series are similar to the above. They
also have the following operational features:
Decay time: 82 nominal 2s adjustable 1 to 3s. B3
nominal 3s adjustable 2 to 4s.
Echo delay: 82 20 ms, 83 50 ms.
Both models have a remote electronics box fitted
with metering and decay, level and extensive middle
frequency eq.

dB gain

with the inclusion of

Surrey
frequency shifter. There are no notches in the frequency response and no sound colouration so this
unit may be used in every howl -round prone public
4 -8

a

address system.
The Stabilizer provides frequency shifts either upwards or downwards between I and 10 Hertz and

allows optimisation of the shift for the acoustics and
sound sources involved.

+S Hz FIXED SHIFT CIRCUIT BOARDS for

WW July

1973

article.

Small enough to be built inside the cabinets of many
amplifiers. Complete kit and board E28. Board built and
aligned E36. Including psu and mains transformer.
DESIGNER APPROVED. C.W.O. less 5% VAT.

SURREY ELECTRONICS

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey
GU6 7BG
Telephone STD 04866 5997
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C SERIES

Signal interface: +4 dBm nominal.
Distortion :less than 0.1 °f, on direct signal path /less
than 5% reverb path.
Noise: better than -66 dB unweighted.
Acoustic isolation : 110 dB.
Delay on echo: 15 and 30 ms (2 and 3 models
30
respectively).

AUSTRIA
AKG Akustische und
Kino -Geräte Ges.m.b.H.
Wien
Brunhildengasse I
A-1150 Wien
(0222) 92

16

47

BELGIUM
Radelco P.V.B.A.

Italielei 179
Antwerpen
TF: 03- 337880

CANADA
Philips Audio -Video
Systems
200 Consumers Road

Suite

105

Willowdale
Ontario M2J 4R4
Canada
TF: 494 1453

DENMARK
S.

C. Sound

Brondbyostervej 84
DK -2650 Hvidovre
TF: 01- 471222

FINLAND
Nores & Co. OY
Fabianinkatu 32
Helsinki 10
TF: 13360

FRANCE
Réditec

27ter, Rue du Progrès
F -93107 Montreuil

1

TF: 3282580

GERMANY
Akustische und
Kinogeräte
Gesellschaft m.b.H.
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New AKG
reverberation unit BX 15
Rom the practical experience gained with the
-

highly successful BX 20 a smaller unit fns now

been evolved

-

the handy and robust BX

15.

Designed

to fill the gap between the less sophisticated and

the more costly and some times elaborate studio
products. The BX 15 is ideal for small studios,

Lohwisstrasse 24
CH -8123 Ebmatingen
TF: 97 14 70

Philips Audio -Video
Systems Corp
91 McKee Drive
Mahwah
New Jersey
07430
TF: 201 -529 -5900

Brúef specification:

OS
AKG

0. B. work and professional musicians.

.AKG EGUIPMEIgT LTD. 182/4 Campden Hill Road

Two independent channels with variable high and Vow frequency

equakzation. Switchable input level with additional overdriving safety
factor by means of a built -in limiter. Inputs and outputs are balanced
and be decay time is switchaole from 1.5 to 2.0, 2,5, 3.0 and 3.5
seconds. Continuous mixing of 'reverb' and 'dry' signals

potentiometers. Dimensions.

17 x 19 x 12

inches (43

Weight: approx. 45 lbs (20 kg).

Kensington London W 8 7AS Telephone O1.229.369ÿ

x

will

48 x3C

separate

mi.

-

Available in 104 countries
all over the -world

SURVEY: REVERBERATION
AND DELAY UNITS
Decay time: as Studio B series with same adjustable control.
The electronics for this series is available in either
mono or stereo, rack mounting or free standing.

SUPER

C

SERIES

Mainly as above but with very comprehensive eqhi and to shelves as well as full mid range facilities.

Effects: acoustic chambers, mechanical plates,
spring systems and tape loops.
Reverb period: 250 ms to 20s adjustable.
Controls: decay time ('room size'), high frequency
damping, low -frequency filtering, program power.

Noise: less than -80 dBm.
Dynamic range: greater than 80 dB.
Distortion : less than 0.1'70 thd.
Size: 13 x 35 x 48 cm.
Price: $5995.

TIME WARP
This is a versatile time domain modifier capable of
producing many 'weird and unusual effects' as well
as providing up to 100 ms of pure delay. Controls
include delay time, adjustable both in fixed steps
and by pot control, recycling, direct /delayed mix for
phasing etc, vco control of unit clock, mode change
and pitch change.

Signal interface: nominal line level.
Dynamic range: 80 dB.
Frequency response: 20 Hz to 10k Hz.
Signal -to- noise: better than 70 dB unweighted.

PARASOUND
Orban /Parasound, Wharfside, 680 Beach Street,
San Francisco, Ca 94109, USA.

Phone: (415)

Amati,
Batista,
Bechstein...

.

DOUBLER /LIMITER
This unit combines a feed forward limiter with an
electronic delay line to provide adt type effects.
Delay time: continuously variable from 5 to 40 ms.
Simple modification allows external voltage control
of delay time between 2 and 40 ms.
Noise level (delay): 63 dB below rated output.
220

Delay bandwidth: 50 Hz to 8k Hz.
Distortion : less than 0.7';,, at rated output.
Limiter attack time: ms for 10 dB reduction in
1

UK: Industrial Tape Applications,

1/7 Harewood
Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1.

gain.

Phone:

242A STEREO REVERB
Number of channels: two.

01

-724 3768.

111B

DUAL SPRING UNIT
Number of reverb channels: two.
Principle of operation: four spring lines /channel.
Decay time: about 2s to -40 dB.
Delay time: 30 ms between direct path and onset

Reverberation principle: spring.
Decay time: nominally about 2.5s.
Equalisation: ±15 dB at 4.3 kHz.
Noise: 70 dB below rated output.
Signal interface: both mic and line inputs, line

of reverberation.

outputs

0

dBm nominal.

:

:

the sound, but strength enough to ensure
that only the right vibrations are heard.
The SME arm achieves this delicate
balance by precision engineering, setting a
standard that others have tried to equal.
Now with improved lift, the SME arm
remains the essential component for a
complete sound system.
For complete specifications and inde-

pendent reports, write to

:

Dept 1039, SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex, England, BN4 3GY

LJVLJ

I

r

Signal interface: line level, unbalanced.

Limiter:

can operate in fixed or floating threshold
mode to eliminate twangs and bongs due to step

changes in programme levels.
Equalisation: bass shelf at 500 Hz; parametric eq
on middle giving control of frequency, boost and
bandwidth.
Noise: better than 76 dB.
Dimensions: 48.3 x 8.9 x 30.5 cm.

Weight:

4.54 kg.

QUAD EIGHT
Quad Eight Electronics, 11929 Vose Street,
North Hollywood, Ca 91605, USA.
UK Agent: Cinesound International Enterprises
Ltd, Landsdowne Imperial Studios, Maxwell Road,
Boreham Wood, Herts.
Phone:
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UREI
United Recording Electronic Industries, 11922
Valerio Street, North Hollywood, Ca 91605, USA.
Phone: (213) 764 1500.
Gotham Export Corporation,741 Washington Street.
New York, NY 10014, USA.
Phone: (212) 741 7411. Telex: 129269.
UK: FWO Bauch Ltd, 49 Theobald Street, Boreham
Wood, Herts WD6 4RZ.
Phone: 01 -953 0091. Telex: 27502.

COOPER TIME CUBE
Delay principle: acoustic.
Delay period : 14 ms and 16 ms, separate channels.
Frequency response: 40 Hz to 10 kHz =2 dB.

Input: 0 dBm at 600 ohms.
Output: 0 dBm at 600 ohms.
Controls: input gain (2), meter switch.
Other features: channel separation 40

RV70
See review page 62.

dB. Can be
cascaded for total delay of 30 ms.
Metering : moving coil.
Noise: 70 dB below full output. 15.7 kHz bandwidth.

CPR 16

Power requirements: 110/240V ac.
Size: 48.5 x 9 x 19 cm electronics only.

Delay principle: programmable electronic.

Weight: electronics

01

-953 5545.

r

The best pick -up arm in the world
30

Sound Workshop Professional Audio Products.
1038 Northern Blvd, Roslyn, New York 11576.
Phone: (516) 621 6710.

Sound Workshcp 242A

SME a worthy companion for the
world's great instrument -makers. The best
reproduction of music, either by electronic
or accoustic means, requires a combination of sensitivity and strength sensitivity
to the delicate vibrations which make up
.

673 4544.

SOUND WORKSHOP

5

kg, delay line 15 kg.

EVENTIDE CLOCK WORKS
r

PROUDLY ANN

TIl
DELAY LINE TYPE 1145M

Features
The 1745M employs random access memories instead of shift registers for maximum
versatility and reliability. The standard 1745M offers two independant outputs each
providing up to 320 ms of continuously variable delay. Up to 3 additional outputs are
availaole.
Delay is read out in milliseconds on solid -state digital readouts, one for each output.
There is no noise when changing delay settings -switching can even be made during
recorcing. For convenience, the ' 745M front pEnel incluces switches for instant
zeroing of all delay=, plus switches for audio recirculation and delay doubling (up to
640 ms at one -half -requency response).
An input level control and optimum level indicator is included.

The Modular design of the 1745M

Remote Control

allows many special features including

ManL.31 and

:

Pitch Changing
Employing novel circuitry for wide range pitch
variation and musical harmonising wi:hout
effecting any change in speed.

Flanging
Including manual and automatic flanging
with digital versatility.

automation

- compatible.

Thes

as well as most other options may be
added in the field simply by plugging in the
printed circuit card supplied.

U

Feldon Audio Ltd Dept SI
126 Great Portland Street
London W1 Tel 01 -580 4314
:
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Equipment Location

positive feedback, giving rise to instability on signal peaks.
Electronic crossover units are best situated close to the monitor
amplifiers, remembering of course, that the monitor amplifiers do
produce a fair quantity of heat, so it is preferable to place the
crossover below the amplifiers. Ideally, monitor equalisers should
be accessible from near the operator position; not because the
operator can 'fiddle', but for ease of setting up. (See Monitor
Equalisation, STUDIO SOUND Feb 77).
By sitting at the operator position and making adjustments in
response to an analyser display, any audible effects, be they
improvements or degradations, can be heard and modified for
smoothest audible response without discrete frequency colourations.
However, space close to the console is precious and monitor eq's
usually end up nearby the monitor amplifiers.
One solution to this problem is to move the eq's to the console
by means of extension cables on the occasions when equalisation
is performed.
While on the subject of monitor eq's, it is often found that they
are not the quietest pieces of equipment and since they are
connected into the system after the console the noise contribution
is constant. It is worthwhile considering modifying the console to
allow connections of the eq's into the system before the console
monitor level pot. The eq noise contribution will then be
proportional to monitor level. One point to consider before
attempting this modification: is the solo /pfl injection point before or
after the monitor level pot? If it is after the pot, the solo /pfl will
be heard unequalised, which is undesirable. Console manufacturers
please take note.

The location of the large number of ancillary pieces of equipment
with which every studio is blessed (or cursed) requires considerable
thought. This equipment can be divided into two categories:
(a) adjustable and (b) preset.
(a) Adjustable equipment means limiters, compressors,
equalisers, etc and these need to be located within easy reach of
the operator position, so that adjustments can be heard in the
correct acoustic perspective as they are made. Remote controls for
tape machines should also be easily accessible. On some of today's
monster mixing consoles it is quicker to walk straight to the
machine rather than walk to the remotes situated at the other end
of the console.
(b) Preset equipment includes power supplies, monitor amplifiers,
monitor equalisers and crossovers, etc. Power supplies should
normally be mounted remote from the console to obviate hum
induction into the console transformers and sensitive low-level
sections. But, beware of mounting the supplies too far away as
problems may then be encountered due to voltage drop in the
supply cables. If remote voltage sensing is employed, cable
inductance may cause instability in the supply, unless properly
compensated. In general, use the largest diameter cable that is
practical, and limit the length to about a maximum of ten metres.
Take care that the supplies are not mounted close to any other
hum sensitive equipment such as tape machines.
Monitor amplifiers should be mounted as close as possible to ;
their respective speakers, and large-diameter cable used to connect
the amplifier to the speaker. Any appreciable resistance in the
speaker cables will reduce the amplifier damping factor, causing
`woolly' bass, due to the amplifier not keeping the speaker cone
under tight control at all times. Ideally the speaker cables should
be screened to prevent crosstalk into other cables sharing the
same trunking, although large- diameter screened cable is not
always easily available. It is preferable not to run a speaker cable
anywhere near other signal cables, especially its own amplifier input.
Most power amplifiers are critical in terms of phase and therefore
any coupling between output and input may induce effectively

Cable Routing and Trunking
Having decided the location of all pieces of equipment, the next
point to consider is how to get the cables there. Floor ducts and
trunkings are the normal method, but the common problem with
floor ducts is that the floor is usually carpetted, thereby inhibiting
easy access. One solution is to use carpet tiles, which are easily
removed. Another way is to construct the floor ducts with
removable covers which are carpet covered. With a little care the
duct -covers can be made completely unobtrusive, yet easily
removable. Wall trunkings if designed to finish flush with the wall
treatments can be similarly disguised, although close liaison with
the acoustician /interior designer is essential. If it is impossible to
keep all trunkings accessible, ensure that sufficient spare cable
capacity is available for all future expansion. The small extra
expense is well worthwhile when the amount of down-time is
considered if half of the control room has to be destroyed just to
add a few more cables.
All cable trunk casings should be earth-bound at every joint
and finally returned at one place only to the main studio ground
point. This could be either the electricity supply company's
incoming earth or the studio technical earth if one has been
installed. Never rely on the trunking to provide the audio common
to the equipment. Separate trunkings should be provided for highand low -level cables; high -level in this case means ac mains wiring,
and possibly loudspeaker wiring. Some organisations run all
high -level trunkings at ceiling height and low -level at floor height.
Avoid running low -level cables, especially microphone cables near
high-current equipment such as air conditioning plants.
Ac mains wiring should be divided into two distinct circuits,
wired separately back to the mains distribution board. One circuit,
designated `clean' should supply all audio equipment, while the
other designated 'dirty' should supply everything else, eg fridges,
typewriters, lighting, etc. This will help to ensure freedom from
annoying clicks and pops. In persistent cases, or when the studio
operates on existing wiring, troublesome equipment can often be

DAVE DEARDEN*

The role of the studio maintenance
engineer has changed dramatically in the
last decade. No longer is he just the
'back room boffin' who emerges, when
everyone else has left, to repair the
faults ..
.

"MCI (UK) LTD

WITH the tremendous increase in equipment complexity, his
knowledge and 'feeling' for his work can be almost as important

as having the best balance engineers. His experience of differing
types of equipment, its location and its general well -being is
instrumental in the development of a good reputation for the studio.
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modified to utilise zero -crossing switches. This will ensure that
when switched on, the actual switch -on is delayed until the next
zero crossing of the mains waveform, instead of being switched at
some random point of the waveform. As the switch -on is at a zero
crossing, ie the voltage is zero, the current drawn is therefore zero,
and a click is not produced, whereas if switched at some random
point in the waveform the high, instantaneous energy drawn will
cause the short duration spike superimposed on the mains to appear
on all susceptible equipment connected to the same circuit. Any
contact arcing which occurs will also be transmitted to other
equipment.
A similar problem occurs when using thyristor and triac type light
dimmers. These dimmers work by switching on at various parts of
the mains waveform to provide varying amounts of energy to the
lamp.
In the worst case condition, when switch -on occurs midway through
the cycle, the extremely fast risetime of the voltage generates
high- energy signals up into the Megahertz region, creating
interference to audio and radio equipment.
Generally, in a control room, the audio equipment is well
screened and at a reasonably low impedance so problems will not
be caused. However, in the studio it is a different matter. Guitar
amplifiers, etc are usually high- impedance devices, open to all forms
of interference, and problems will usually be encountered. Dimming
of studio lighting should be provided by Variacs, which are variable
rotary transformers. These vary the amplitude of the mains
voltage, without distorting the shape of the waveform. Motor -driven
types are available for remote control but unfortunately, Variacs
are much more expensive than thyristor dimmers of an equivalent
current rating. However, they will avoid any problems.

Equipment Ventilation
All equipment produces heat, some more than others, and some
more than it should. A large percentage of all studio faults are
caused by equipment overheating, especially faults of the
intermittent variety. Careful placement of equipment and
ventilation grills plus a small fan or two will minimise these
problems. When installing equipment into a rack always try to
place the main heat producers near the top. Placed near the bottom
the heat will have to travel upwards over every other piece of
equipment. Always leave a ventilation space or panel at the top
to allow the heat to exit, and at the bottom a ventilation panel to
allow cool air to enter. In extreme cases a fan mounted on the
bottom panel blowing air into the rack will considerably improve
through -flow ventilation. Low -noise fans are available, or two
normal fans may be wired in series to give a lower rotational
speed while preserving the volume of air being forced into the
rack.
If it is not practical to place heat -producing equipment near the
top, intermediate ventilation panels should be provided. Where the
manufacturer has punched ventilation holes in the top and bottom
panels of his equipment it is reasonable to assume that he didn't
intend them to be blocked by another piece of equipment sitting
above or below it. If fans are provided it is beneficial to fit air
filters to them to reduce the ingress of dust, but it is then essential
that it becomes part of the regular maintenance programme to
clean the filters.
Heat may not always be self-generated. A spotlight shining on a
piece of equipment may look quite pretty, but after a few hours, the
amount of heating caused by the lamp may make the equipment
front panel too hot to touch, especially if it is black (a colour
preferred by a large number of manufacturers). In the worst case
these temperature variations can cause failure of the device or
annoying drift of its characteristics.

Earthing
This is usually the subject which causes the largest number of
problems in a studio. Unless the earthing system is efficient
and correctly wired there can be little chance of a system which is
free from hum, clicks and other miscellaneous rf noise. A few
simple ground rules (pun intended) will hopefully provide some
insight into the requirements.
(a) Provide a main System Earth. This should be either the
electricity supply company's incoming mains earth, a cold water
pipe known to go reasonably deep into the ground, or preferably
a completely separate technical earth. If the mains supply has

heavy machinery, an air conditioning plant, or other rapidly
changing loads connected to it, it is likely that the mains earth will
not be suitable, so try the incoming cold water pipe. However, be
wary of these as many modern installations use plastic piping in
parts. Ideally, install a technical earth. This is usually formed by
three or four earthing rods spaced at least ten feet apart hammered
down to a depth of ten to twenty feet. The number and depth is
dependent upon the soil type and dampness. All rods are
connected in parallel to further reduce the earth impedance, using
at least 3 mm2 cable, and taken to a suitable connection block.
From this point, a cable is run to a connection block into each area
in the building and used as the audio equipment mains earth for
that area.
(b) To this point connect the console earth, all rack metalwork
and the chassis of all equipment using a separate wire for each.
(c) With the exception of the microphone cables, connect the
shields of all cables at one end only, never at both ends.
(d) At the other end of the cable, connect the cable to the
equipment chassis earth (usually pin of a Cannon connector)
through a 0.01 ti.F capacitor or larger. This effectively connects the
cable screen to earth at both ends for most effective rf screening,
without causing low frequency earth loops. The capacitor may be at
either end of the cable.
(e) The microphone cable screens should be connected at both
ends, but should never be cross connected outside the console.
(f) After wiring, check that no earth loops exist. To do this,
firstly remove the mains plug, which will normally be
supplying the earth connection to the equipment or, in the case of
a two wire device, the chassis connection to the technical earth.
With an ohm -meter, check that a high resistance exists between the
chassis of all pieces of equipment. If not locate the 'loop' and remove.
Replace all mains plugs or chassis earth wires and the earthing
system is complete.
(g) When connecting equipment with 'unbalanced' inputs, such
as power amplifiers, initially connect as for balanced inputs. Test
the system. If it operates satisfactorily, offer up a prayer of thanks
and leave it that way. If it doesn't, ie it hums or oscillates, connect
the 'low' side of the input cable to earth at one end only. Try
either end for best results.
Observing the above points should result in a system free of
extraneous hum and rf noise.
1

Equipment Interfacing

Although the problems of interfacing equipment have been
drastically reduced in recent years, difficulties still exist in certain
areas. Dual standards in the methods of wiring connectors, odd
input and output impedances, strange levels and headroom
inadequacies all combine to add difficulty to a supposedly simple
task.
(a) Microphone Impedance. Most of the microphones commonly
found in Europe have a nominal rated impedance of 200 ohms.
However, this does not mean that the input impedance of the
console microphone input should also be 200 ohms. This is a
nominal mid -frequency impedance, and at high frequencies, could
be much higher. An attempt to match impedances between
microphone and console will usually result in increased
high- frequency distortion due to the microphone being unable to
supply sufficient current into a low -input impedance. These
microphones are designed to operate correctly into an impedance
of at least five times their rated impedance, ie into an input
impedance of at least 1000 ohms. This is voltage matching, where
the input impedance does not appreciably load the microphone,
which is then effectively working into an open- circuit and therefore
generating its highest possible output voltage.
On the other hand, American microphones are usually designed
to be able to operate into an input impedance equivalent to their
rated impedance without causing an increase in distortion. They are
designed for power matching, ie for maximum transfer of power
from microphone output to amplifier input.
(b) Impedance and Cable Length. Most ancillary studio equipment,
such as limiters equalisers, etc has also been designed for voltage
matching. The input impedance is usually greater than 5000 ohms,
thus causing an insignificant load on the previous stage. Output
impedance is usually less than 200 ohms, allowing the unit to drive
34
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FIG.2

into loads of 600 ohms or greater with negligible effect on the output
level. 600 ohm input and output impedances are relatively
uncommon these days in general European studio practice. However,
in America for some obscure reason, 600 ohms still seems to have
some magical significance.
Consider though what happens when an amplifier drives a length
of cable. The cable has capacitance and in conjunction with the
circuit impedance will form a lowpass filter. At what frequency
will the high frequency loss start to occur? For instance, an amplifier
has an output impedance of 600 ohms which is connected by a cable
50m in length, to another amplifier with an input impedance of
10000 ohms. If the cable capacitance is 500 pf/metre the total
capacitance will be 50 x 500 = 25 000 pf or 0.025 µf. The formula
to calculate the -3 dB frequency is:

F=

1

2 RC
where R = circuit impedance in Mohms.
and C = circuit capacitance in microfarads.

The circuit impedance, see fig. 1,
Z2 which is calculated as follows:

1

=

R

=

-+ 1

1

Z1

Z2

21

60"n

----

:26013.

This illustrates the importance of a low output impedance when
driving cables of any appreciable length, a point which must be
borne in mind when installing equipment and choosing cable types.
A common example of this type of problem is the cable used to
connect an electric guitar to its amplifier or direct injection box.
Here, circuit impedances are normally very high, and six or seven
feet of cable can cause problems. Another common source of
problem is cable length between disc pickup cartridge and
amplifier-the frequency response aberrations can become very
complex when there is also an inductive component present. This,
combined with the cable capacitance, will resonate at a certain
the simple
frequency, which may be within the audio spectrum
piece of wire to connect one piece of equipment to another is not
really so simple after all.
To summarise: amplifiers, etc should generally have as low an
output impedance as practical, and should connect into a reasonably
high -input impedance of at least 5000 ohms, a bridging load. The
classic 600 ohm to 600 ohm matching situation has no real
application in normal recording studios but only when dealing
with extremely long lines, such as telephone lines, where the line
itself has a characteristic impedance determined by its capacitance
and inductances per unit.
(c) Cable Connectors. The studio business is fraught with dual
standards and confusions, even down to a simple job of wiring a
Cannon connector. Current American practice is to use pin as
earth, pin 2 as signal low, and pin 3 as signal high. European
practice reverses pins 2 and 3. When all equipment contains input
and output transformers, this does not cause any problems,
provided that all cables are connected the same way. However,
when the equipment is unbalanced, there will be a problem because
in a system wired to the European standard, pin 3 will be signal low,
ie earth with an unbalanced system. If this is now connected to an
American standard unbalanced piece of equipment with pin 3 being
signal high, a short circuit will be present, across input and /or
output. This is a very common cause of new equipment being
returned to the dealer, with the message `it doesn't work', although
the dealer is subsequently unable to locate any fault. Each studio
should decide upon which standard to conform with, and wire all
cables that way. If unbalanced equipment is purchased and wired
to the other standard, the equipment internal wiring should be
altered to suit.
There is yet another dual standard regarding the Cannon
connector. This is the choice of sex for inputs and outputs. Most
commonly the male connector (the one with pins) is the output
while the female connector (the one with sockets) is the input.
However, certain broadcasting organisations have reversed matters
and manufacturers of equipment destined for broadcast applications
supply equipment, wired this way. When this equipment finds its
way into studios, again it is best to change the equipment internal
wiring.

...

parallel impedance of Z3 and

is the

oae

566 ohms

1

1

Now the -3 dB frequency, F =
2 -RC
1

2 x 3.1416 x 0.000566 x 0.025

=

11

247 Hz

The response will now fall at a rate approaching 6 dB per octave
above this frequency which is obviously an unsatisfactory
situation, but what can be done about it? A lower- capacitance
cable could be used, or the circuit impedances changed. For
instance Z2 could be reduced to say 600 ohms, meaning that the
-3 dB frequency would be 21 220 Hz, which would be much better.
But, this now means that the potential divider formed by Z1 and
Z2 will constitute a 6 dB attenuator (see fig. 2).
Z2

The attenuation will be
Z1

+

Z2

600
1200

=

0.5 or

-6 dB

Therefore we have replaced one problem with another but have
still not achieved a satisfactory solution. If we reduced the
amplifier output impedance Z1 to say 200 ohms, this would now
give a -3 dB frequency of 32 840 Hz with a negligible attenuation
of 0.17 dB.

FIG.

I
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C
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Cable Checking and Phasing
A lot of wasted time and uncertainty is caused in any studio by
suspected cables and patch cords, which may exhibit any or all of
three faults.
Incorrect connection at one connector causing phase reversal in
balanced circuits, and shorted input /output in unbalanced circuits.
A very simple cable check box is shown in fig. 3. This is well worth
the small amount of effort needed to construct and will indicate any
of the above fault conditions. Light emitting diodes are used as
indicators as these will respond rapidly enough to enable the user
to see intermittent faults, which only occur when the cable is moved
or stressed.
The checker box, although shown with only one pair of connectors,
may be made with as many parallel connectors of different types as
36
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SELTECH ... a good name
to know for the finest in high
quality broadcast products

Beau'a-5 is -he most revolutionary develop7*ra in Broadcast
audit: curt ìcs e tape machines sirsee this type cf tquipmene was
tirst n trots ced in the earl} 1960's. They were it trurrenta
in the le,ebpment of those first units arc its Orly natura
that they heuld come up wilt to advanced I; 3e of cart recorders and rctrsducers. In addition to a host of the most wenrei
useful Inert ting controls and features, onry Beaucart ircerp
orates to u nique, new, patented pancake hysrereuissynchrensec
ee o -; ty sensor!
direct capstan drive motor. Un sncumbered
and eater tat control circuits, this motor offers the ultimate
in reliahil ty and provides a constant speed drive of extreme
accuracy.

tr

TYPE 10
=or u.e w

-

tt

A-si>_e

cartridges only, our compact Beata rt Type

fD n-eascr's A trim 3)/,," high by 516" wide by 1S3f deep.
Ault molo and Aereo are available is record or Playback
version:. Rep -ocucers are furnished with a primar. 1 kHz)
ere with se;ottd 3r. (150 Hz) cue, and tertiary (8 k Hz, cue and
-ast f.read capahlities available as an option.

TYPE 20
For s e wit i

311 NAB standard A -, B-, and C -size cartridges, a
wider, 3 "/G" high by 10/
wide by 13/," deep Type 20
Beaucart machine ss offered. These reproducers and recorders
are available in memo or stereo. All Beaucart machines incorporate unique features such as our patented pancake motor
and adjustableair damped solenoid for quieter overall operation
than any other machine on the market.

Beaucart meets the new NAB standard

SELTECH

SELTECH EQUIPMENT LTD
16 York Street, Maidenhead Berkshire, SL6 1SF, England.
Telephone: Maidenhead 36315
Telex 84 -8960-

-
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tail out reduces the amount of
print through. Rather, on pl01-102,
it states as foil do in your review
that print through is independent of
the wind, but that rewinding from
tail out just before playback reduces
it. Tail out storage also causes the
loudest part of the print through to
tape

Ietteis

head of the reel into the middle of
the recorded section at the tail of
the reel. When playing this section
you will hear a distinct change of
pitch at the transitions from tail
section to head section and back

again. No amount of shouting at
or adjustments by your maintenance
dlow rather than precede the signal. man sil! correct this. Only the
As concerns your comment about installation of an accessory device
the 'elastic band', either you have which maintains constant tension
had little experience splicing or you will do so. Since the majority of
have been fortunate enough to work open loop tape transports in use do
only with tape machines which not maintain constant tension, it is
maintain constant tape tension. My important that people using them
comment refers to those machines be aware of the problems their
that do not have constant tension. speed variations can cause.
In any non -sprocketed tape drive Yours faithfully, Bob Runstein, 44
.system with unequal take up and Dinsmore Menue, 610 Framingham,
holdback tensions. there is always Mass. 01701, USA.
some tape slippage at the capstan.
The degree of slippage depends on Mike Thorne replies:
the difference in the force applied Taking Bob Runstcin's three points
the torque of specifically:
br th; two reels.
the motors is kept constant, the
force on either side of the capstan I. Specific model numbers are ideal,
will vary inversely to the diameter since otherwise vague. unhelpful
of the tape packs on the respective and unjustifiable generalisations
reels. At the head of the reel take appear. That's what the review
said. also.
rep tension will exceed holdback
tension causing less tape slippage,
while at the tail of the reel holdback 2. My mistake; my notes coincide
tension will exceed take up tension with the author's on pp 101,'2.
causing more tape .slippage and Unfortunately their disorganisation
resulting in a shiver tape speed. To mirrors that of the book, and the
prove this, I suggest you try an overall comments stand.
experiment: record the .same frequency tone near the head and again 3. These comments are fair enough;
near the tail ofa !li.7 cm reel of tape whether you tolerate such characon an unmodified Ampex AG440. teristics in a studio tape transport is
Splice the recorded section from the your choice.

f

in differentiating between devices of
the saute general category that
produce vastly different sounds.
With regard to those sections
which y'otc flatly state are 'wrong', I
suggest you reread them. My comment on O.; about saving time by
storing tape tail out refers only to
the playback alignment tape used to
This
As you should note fr.mt the calibrate the tape machine.
introduction as well as the back tape should he stored in a plated
cover, the readers I am addressing condition to insure an evenly tenare musicians and producers as well sioned and f/at pack to prevent
as aspiring recording engineers, and stresses which could damage the
my purpose is to familiarise them tape during storage, as well as to
with the techniques and equipment guard the tape edges from damage.
they will find in a typical studio. To achieve this while /eating the
Specific equipment /nodel numbers, tape stored /head out would require
photos and .specifications fallow the r.,u to play the tape through upside
generalised descriptions so that the dorm after completing the alignreader might have some landmarks ment. This is where the time would
in sr/rat otherwise could seem an he wasted.
The text does mg say that storing
ocelot ofknob -. This also aids them

Dear Sir, While your review of nay
book Modern Recording Techniques nukes several valid criticisms
which I will attempt to correct in the
next edition, your other comments
indicate that your reading of the
book was superficial to the point
that you misinterpreted several of
my statements.

If

INTERCONNECTION
required to encompass the studio's needs. When a cable is
plugged in, all leds will light, assuming the cable has electrical
continuity. By depressing each push button in turn, the corresponding
led should go out verifying the phasing, unless the connectors
have been cross -wired, when it will indicate which connections are
reversed. If a button is depressed which does not extinguish any led,
a short circuit exists between connections.
damage the very delicate capsule diaphragm.

Cleaning

Recording studios must represent one of the most unsuitable
environments for delicate electronics. Computer rooms and other
sophisticated electronic equipment habitats are usually clean air
rooms, dust free, and careful') controlled in terms of temperature
and humidity. Not so the studio. Wide temperature variations,
extreme humidity (cups of coffee, Coke, beer poured into
equipment) and an atmosphere loaded with nicotine and other
strange chemicals all wreak their toll on equipment and
components.
One common victim of atmospheric contamination is the capacitor
microphone. The capsule becomes covered with a layer of dust and
dirt. which becomes a muddy mess when subjected to humidity,
eg when used close -mike for vocals. The mud becomes electrically
conductive and shorts out the capsule polarising voltage. The
microphone then ceases to work, but when checked later, is found
to have resumed working, since it has now had time to dry out.
The remedy is usually simple. Using a fine camel hair paint brush,
and distilled water, the capsule is washed to remove the muddy film.
excess moisture is then absorbed using a thin strip of blotting
paper, and the microphone is then left in a warm dry place for a
few hours to thoroughly dry out. Care must be taken not to
36
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Drinks commonly get spilled into equipment, solidifying switches
and causing other problems. All of the substances are water based
and that is usually the only thing that will shift them. Carefully
dissolve the residue using a paint brush and water, preferably
distilled water. Again absorb as much as possible with blotting
paper. Try to keep the water to a minimum and away from
unaffected areas. To dry out inaccessible areas such as switches,
after washing with water, continue washing with alcohol which will
absorb the water. and evaporate quickly. It is advisable to
subsequently treat the contacts with a contact lubricant which will
prevent further deterioration.
Printed circuit edge connectors are usually a source of intermittent
problems. The best way of cleaning these is not burnishing with
Duraglit or other cleaner, but to use a simple typewriter eraser,
which will clean non destructively, and will not leave any
contaminating layer on the board. Relay contacts can be cleaned
using contact burnishing cards, which must be used with caution,
as it is very easy to clean away all the precious metal plating. A
non -destructive method is to use an ultrasonic cleaner, which can
also be used to clean a multitude of small objects such as jack plugs
and fader tracks.

The 805
in use
Worldwide :
UK
Turkey
USA
S. Africa
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Denmark
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Sweden
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France

Australia
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Itam delivers....
The Itam 805 8 channel recorder gets
you into the Big league FAST. It
provides a new area of penetration
for budget studios.
Facilities like track
bouncing, variable
speed and silent
"drop ins" appeal to
every studio AND
THE GLIE \TS
WHO BOOK
YOUR STUDIO
TIME. Get the facts
from our sales desk
who will fill you in on
the details and set
up a finance deal
with your trade -in Portable L1790 - VAT
Console £ 1930 -- VAT
right now.
--

....the rest only
promise
Immediate Delivery

-7 Harewood Avenue, Marylebone Road, London NW1. Tel: 01 -724 2497. Telex: 21879.
FRANCE: Son Professionnel, 29 -31 Avenue André Morizet, 92100 Boulogne (Paris). Tel: 605 3363
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Come and visit ITA's new
UK's biggest for
Showroom
all Studio requirements. All the
following equipment on
demonstration.

ALLEN & HEATH
Full range of these
popular mixers available for
demonstration and delivery

NOISE REDUCTION
Both dbx and Dolby B
systems in stock.
H &H

-

Echo systems and
amplifiers high quality at
reasonable cost.

TRIDENT

The superb new Fleximix
system on show for inspection.

ACCESSORIES AND TAPE
Microphones and
headphones from AKG and
Revox. Scotch and Agfa tape at
lowest prices.

NOTE NEW ADDRESS
111
Please send details
ALLEN & HEATH
NOISE REDUCTION
H &H

TRIDENT
ACCESSORIES AND TAPE
Name
Address

-7 Harewood Avenue,
Marylebone Road, London NW1
1

'
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Tel: 01 -724 2497
Telex: 21879

.

ITA- London's
Multitrack Centre
At ITA ycu can find London's
biggest range of tape recorders,
mixers and ancillary equipment.
Backed by fully professional
service by our own technicians.

TEAC
Four 4- channel machines
from £4C5

TEAC TASCAM
New range of mixers
including the mini 6 -input Model
2 and two 4- output mixers,
Models 3 and 5

ITAM
4 and 8

H90-C1260

output mixers

ALICE
AC62 well established
stereo m xer £249

OTARI
Wide range of
professional equipment
including stereo, 4- channel and
8- channel recorders. And the
world's finest in- cassette
duplicator.

-ïlii''® .s

MI

iüi`iiï

TAPE
Lowest prices on Scotch

207 and Agfa PEM368

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
FINANCE AVAILABLE
Prices exclude VAT

Plea:.e send details

TEAC
TEAC TASCAM
ITAM

*CL],

iDCCC

ALCE

-7 Harewood Avenue,
Marylebone Road, London NW1.

OTARI
TAPE
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Tel: 01 -724 2497
Telex: 21879
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Name

Address

.
England but not over here
Since I've been
they're great.
working at A &M a lot, I've been
mixing through their system which
is made up of Altec 604Es with
Vega woofer's and Monitoring Lab
crossovers. I like working at A &M
because of the choice of rooms to
work in, and I usually alternate
between Studio D and Studio A.
Studio D is fairly compact, not too
dead but verging on dead as
opposed to live, and if I need
something for overdubs and I want
a live sound then I'll go over to
Studio A which is a lot bigger and
a lot more live.
'I find very little difference
between studios over here and
studios in England. I feel most at
home with Cadac speakers and
desks which are English and I don't
know of a studio over here that has
But apart from that I
either.
notice very little difference.
`I still engineer my own sessions;
far from being a distraction I find
the complete opposite. I know how
to get my sound very quickly and
very easily and I don't have to
worry about it again, whereas if I
were sitting next to someone and I
have to tell them what to do all the
time: first off, it wastes time trying
to convey to them exactly what I
want. I did try one album where I
used an engineer, and I found that
even though we had gotten the
sound right, or what I was after, I
found I was listening more technically than musically the whole way
through because I wasn't in complete control of it. I had that slight
nervous feeling that it wasn't quite
there the whole time. I suppose I
could take it to the point of "ok,
add another 2 dB at 10k" and take
all the guesswork out of it but it's
quite often, when I'm doing it, I'll
take it to plus 4, see what that's
like and then back it off a bit; but
by the time I've told another
engineer to do that it would be so
much time spent, and it's simply
not worth it.'
When discussing what a producer can and does do to a group's
sound, a recent case in point came
out concerning the past two albums
by the Tubes. The first album was
produced by Al Kooper, the second
by Ken Scott.
'I feel that Al (Kooper) had gone
to the point where he didn't think
enough of them as musicians. It
was more a feeling of "they're
adequate, we'll just put them down
as quickly as possible, and then
we'll spend the rest of the time
making it sound good by adding
orchestra on virtually every track,"
whereas on the majority of the
album I tried to make it more
theirs, which it is, and they are
extremely competent musicians so
they have it within themselves to
.

work
Ken Scott

ful, both here in the States and

imagine one tends to build up
prejudices in the music industry
after a while; preconceived notions
as to how things are supposed to
be run, how a session is supposed
to go, what an album should sound
like and so on. The American
attitude towards the growth of an
album project has always been met,
at least by myself, with a certain
degree of suspicion. I have always
been suspicious of how much of a
group's project is sweetened to
mask the lack of ability and, for
that matter, how much ability is
entrusted to the producer to bring
out a band's forte and how much
the producer will experiment to
achieve those goals.
I have found, and this is not
necessarily true of all US producers, that there is a certain safety
with a proven formula. A certain
hit -proven potential that has been
implemented over and over again

abroad,

I

comfortable monetarily, but
hardly creative. And unfortunately
the group that is saddled with a
producer who doesn't understand
what their sound should be, is
faced with a frustrating experience.
During the past few years a
society has sprung up, consisting
for the most part of engineer /producers who have taken upon themselves the responsibility to grow
with and expand upon a group's
sound. In essence, the age of the
creative producer.
Probably one of the most successis

Ken Scott and Supertramp. The walls
are lined with those little gold jobs.
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is Ken Scott.
One of the startling aspects about
Scott is the fact that he encompasses two major areas of a project,
something which has been generally unheard of here. It has been felt
for some time that if you were an
engineer you had almost no right
to be a producer, and on the other
hand if you were a producer you
had no right to be an engineer, and
so the battle raged.
In breaching this battle Scott has
had to face a few problems; for
one thing maintenance engineers
hate him with a passion due to his
unwillingness to tinker with electronic parts himself. So every time
anything goes wrong during the
session the maintenance department is called upon, even during
the most horrifying hours of the
morning.
But those are moot points
(although maintenance people
themselves will hardly agree with
that), the overriding factor being
that the role of the engineer as
producer and vice -versa are being
met with success, and a certain
deal of curiosity, here on the West
Coast.
'What I look for in a studio to
record is atmosphere. The musiit
cians have to feel at home
can't feel too clinical. For mixing,
a smooth monitoring system, I
dislike working with JBLs. My
favourite monitors for mixing are
Cadac's, which are known in

...

of his office
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do it. So why try and add everything else if you can get away with
it? There are some tracks with
orchestra on them, but I tried to
keep that down to a minimum,
except for Don't Touch Me There,
which was our try at the Spector
Sound; to copy it as much as we
could, that was our plan from the
very beginning. I liked that sort
of thing. I like doing as many
varied projects as possible, like
doing a jazz -rock kind of thing to
the Tubes, a lot of it depends on
what you do well. Some people
work better doing lots of different
things while others work better by
keeping their talents to one type of
thing. Both can be rather detrimental but I think a lot of it has
to do with faith in one's self ... that
kind of thing. Some people strike
a hit formula and they become
to
scared to veer away from it
become safe in one's success, which
is rather strange.
`I'm lucky in that I can get rid
of most things; like a jazz-rock
album which you do very quickly
everything happens at once in
the studio. That takes care of one
thing in my system, and then I'll
do Supertramp which takes six
months and it's really starting from
rock bottom and gradually building
up, and that's another thing out of
my system.'
One of the things that has always
struck a note of curiosity with me
is how many and varied techniques
are used for mie placement. I feel
that until a few years ago, many
engineers as well as producers
didn't really care how critical the
mie placement itself was, just as
long as something was committed
to tape; the rest could be eq'd into
shape later. I don't know how
rampant this situation was in the
UK and Europe but on the West
Coast, from the early sixties till the
early seventies, mie placement of
any consequence went straight to
hell in a hand basket, as many
acid -rock Ips of that period will
attest.
'With regard to mic placement I
will always, or nearly always, place
the mic the same way all the time,
but it's very much a question of
getting everything sounding right
in the studio. I've never gone out
that
of my way to experiment
much, apart from the normal thing
where the drummer will hit the
mie and move it away a bit and
suddenly the sound totally disappears. I will spend god knows
how long before we start anything,
just getting it right in the studio. 1
went through a situation on the
new Stanley Clarke album with
one of the drummers we used who
I'd never worked with before. He
wasn't used to my way of working,

...

...

...
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know how many cymbals, it was

just incredible.'
As of this writing it is unclear
what Ken Scott is up to now though
he is certainly up to something.
One thing that came out of our

so having got him to strip his drums
down completely once because
there were rattles and loads of
things, he put them back together
and they still sounded bad. I discussions which may prove to be

Ken Scott with The Tubes at A & M Studio-and resulting insanity

started getting comments about
becoming too technical, getting
away from the music and all that
kind of thing, and it's weird
because I hadn't come across that
kind of thing for a long long while.
But the strange thing is if you let a
bad drum sound go by, such as a
if
slight squeak in a bass pedal
you don't notice it right from the
beginning on the session and you
get the track that you like, then a
couple of days later you'll be overdubbing something and you suddenly hear this squeaky bass drum
pedal. From then on you hear it

...

every time; it seems to leap up in
volume until in the end its louder
than anything else on the track. As
far as drums go, however, I'm one
of those people who uses lots of
mies. I usually use an 84 on snare
(Neumann); 87s, one on each of
the toms; either an AKG D25 or
one of the EV RE series mies on
the bass drum; and then a ribbon
or ribbons of some sort for
cymbals. In England there always
used to be Beyer M100s, I find
them a lot smoother than using a
condenser or something. I used to
hate cymbals a lot, I loathed them
and would mix them way down,
then the first time I worked with
(Billy) Cobham, which was the
biggest drum kit I ever worked
with
. with all those mies on
toms there was no way that I could
get rid of cymbals-there was so
much pick-up. As a drummer he
is just superb and his use of
cymbals and everything was so
much better than I'd been used to
I suddenly
up until that point
got to like cymbals. On the Stanley
Clarke album he was playing 13
toms, two bass drums, snare, don't

...
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an interesting and long overdue
occurrence is the proposal for a
formation of a producers co -op

consisting of Ken Scott, Roy
Thomas Baker and Robin Cable.
The purpose of the organisation,
as far as it was disclosed, was to
forni a group of producers who
would act as a placement service,
so to speak, with new acts. A
placement service in the sense that
a band in need of a producer could
come to the organisation and
between the three could find one
who could best cultivate their
sound for disc.
As far as any further discussions
in that area were concerned it was
left up for the events of the future
to decide whether or not it would
become a reality. I feel the formation of a group such as that would
be the answer to a lot of problems
with misconceived productions and
`shots in the dark' for many otherwise worthy bands. It could prove
to be the tonic that the sagging
music industry in the States needs
-but only time and demands will
tell.

Special thanks to Barbara Birdfeather and Barry Krost Management.

Gordon Skene

KQED
San Francisco is well served
indeed with radio and television
stations numerically at least. The
programme output of these stations
is not, with a very few exceptions,
what might be termed 'enlightening' or `good' broadcasting. In
reaction to this. the station KQED
was set up some 23 years ago with
no advertising and a strong edu-
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cational bias, which it retains to
this day.
KQED is one of those rare
American birds, the public broadcasting station, independent of
advertising for its revenue. It is
both a television and radio station,
and when I visited it, the tv side was
moving from its old premises up
the road to new ones under the
same roof as the fm radio operation
at 1011 Bryant Street, in Downtown San Francisco. The cost of
the move and the two new tv
studios was setting the station
hack some 52M. The move itself
was taking place during the annual
fund -raising auction, which constituted an ob exercise for the
station.
The KQED auction was instigated soon after the station took
to the air during one of the regular financial crises when donations
and sponsorships had fallen off.
The auction, televised live, has
become an institution and all
sorts of things get donated: a
Cadillac Seville, the world's largest
box of chocolates, cr a non- speaking part in Streets of San Francisco.
Even 15th century Ming bowls
have found their way to the
auction table.
Controversy and discussion in
depth have always been a hallmark
of KQED programming; consciously so, because this is what
makes the station different from
all the others. The news doesn't
have to be `happy'; it is at the
same time national, international
and local. The station is answerable to no commercial influences
other than its viewers and listeners. It reaches around three- quarters of a million households in the
San Francisco Bay area, among a
potential audience of around one
and three -quarter million households, and in addition reaches
audiences in Northern California
via relay stations. The tv service
produces about 30 hours of its
own programmes a week, including a regular evening programme
Newsroom, which has become an
institution it could hardly abandon, and there is a regular schedule
of children's and educational
broadcasts. A substantial proportion of the programmes originate
in the UK, including such well known attractions as Monty Python,
Upstairs, Downstairs, and Wagner's
Flying Dutchman. On occasion,
the tv and radio combine to put
out a play or film with an alternative minority language soundtrack in addition to English.
Instructional programmes (about
28 hours a week on TV) account
for a substantial part of the daily
output.
Unlike many other radio stations
in the area which provide mainly

background music or are predominantly news stations heavily larded
with commercials, KQED aims
firmly at foreground listening
between 0600h and midnight. There
is a regular programme pattern
that nevertheless contains consider
able variety, including phone -ins,
civic affairs reports and local
music. The day gets off to a good
start with the relay of BBC Radio
Newsreel at 0630h (local time);
headlines
news
and
regular
throughout the day are interspersed
with such items as record reviews,
a midday concert, talks and interviews, jazz and folk programmes,
international music competition
finals, and programmes for ethnic
minorities in Chinese, Korean,
Spanish and other languages. The
major omission is pop, which is
mostly left to the commercial
specialists. Details of programmes
are published regularly in the supporters' magazine Focus, which
doubles as a kind of `Radio Times'
as well as being an excellent
general interest magazine in its
own right. The station maintains
good relations with the other
media and indeed, received considerable help from commercial
stations when it was getting off
the ground.
A substantial proportion of
KQED's revenue comes from its
around
members,
supporting
120 000 people who pay regularly
to keep the stations on the air. In
the 1974 -75 financial year their
contributions totalled nearly $2.5M.
Volunteers from all over the Bay
Area raise money for the station
in one way or another. Most
board meetings of the station are
open to the public and there is a
great feeling of involvement among
the regular audience. The auction
brings in around $700 000, about
three -quarters of the value of the
goods donated by local industry,
commerce and individuals. Last
year some 50 foundations and
family funds contributed over
$75 000 in general support, with
special grants for local programmes and community services. Total
operating income for 1975 was
just over $5M as against an
expenditure of just under $5M;
for 1976 the station was working
on a budget of some $400 000 more.
In television, particularly, the
fact that a growing proportion of
the station's income is from the
public direct means that it is
constantly having to look for
wider audiences at the expense of
the minorities. There's also less
money available for experiment.
To get the audiences it has to
entertain as well as educate and
hence Monty Python.
inform
There is a familiar ring to the

-
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WORK
programming for English eyes and
ears.
Why do people who choose to
listen to and watch the station also
choose to pay to do so? They
don't have to. Many don't. But as
John Rice, the station's recently
retired manager and programme
director has said, the reason for
the support is a combination of
gratitude and fear. People see and
hear what they like and want to
be sure they can have more of it.
They also realise they can't count
on their neighbours to pay for it.
John Fisher

cottoned on to the market and
produced a competitive homegrown version. Surely this is
ridiculous, because there is no
shortage of studios with in -house
cutting facilities and British producers and musicians are more
than equal to the challenge. Particularly interesting at Manchester
was the launch, by the enterprising
Cambridge hi -fi firm, Monitor
Audio Ltd, of a completely new
form of direct -cut. Whereas all

the discs so far released in this
country have been 33 rpm albums,
Monitor Audio is now importing
Crystal-Clear discs which are 30 cm
albums (for some unaccountable
reason pressed in opaque white
vinyl), recorded at 45 rpm. The
faster disc playing speed is claimed
Hi fi for engineers and multi (apparently with justification) to
improve frequency response, elimitrack for the masses
As any journalist covering both nate pinch distortion and drastically
the professional studio and the reduce inner groove cutting disdomestic audio fields soon finds tortion. The first Crystal-Clear
out, they are separated by a yawn- issue was disco -style music; the
ing chasm of disinterest. Most hi- second is West Coast rock group
fi enthusiasts know little or nothing music; and a classical release is
of what goes on in a recording next on the list all at a retail
studio and frequently display hila- price of around £7.50.
Another interesting discovery
rious ignorance, for instance by
sneering at just those loudspeakers was the shake -up which has taken
(eg JBL and Tannoy), that are place in the British distribution
used to monitor the recordings operation for products from the
which they buy and play on their German firm Uher. The BBC and
hi -fi. Likewise, some studio engin- various Government departments
eers seem blissfully ignorant of are, of course, heavily committed
some quite important facts of to using Uher reel -to -reel equipdomestic hi -fi life. Like, for ment, and this has preserved the
instance, what actually happens company's interest in marketing in
when their four -track quadraphon- the UK, despite the problems of
ic masters are encoded and decoded falling sterling. Over recent years
using some of the quad systems the British Uher agency has passed
adopted by the record companies. through several hands, and even
It would also help if studio
engineers bore in mind the kind
of volume level at which the average domestic user listens, how
this differs from the monitor mix
level, and what the difference
does to bass and high frequency
balance.
The baying hordes of hi -fi
enthusiasts who attend domestic
exhibitions are inevitably unwelcome at the APRS, AES, etc.
although there is no equivalent
bar to a studio engineer attending
a hi -fi exhibition, few are frequent
visitors. This can, in certain circumstances, be a pity. For instance
at the recent Sound 77 audio and
hi -fi exhibition held at the Excelsior Hotel near Manchester Airport, there were several domestic
items of potentially valuable interest to the studio engineer.
Take the matter of direct -cut
discs. Hi -fi freaks are now positively clamouring to pay as much
as £10 a time for Sheffield and
similar direct -cut recordings imported from the USA. But still no
British record company or enterprising independent studio has
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more addresses. The price has also
continually fluctuated, and the.
Germans have finally realised that
they were losing out on public
confidence in a big way It was
getting to the point where only
the most dedicated (or heavily
committed) Uher user found the
game worth the candle. Now the
German company has set up a
wholly -owned subsidiary company,
Uher Ltd., at 24 Market Place,
Falloden Way, London NW11,
and both stabilised and drastically
reduced the price of its cassette
and reel -to -reel equipment. For
instance, the new SGG30 logic
controlled open reel machine, with
video -style omega loop tape transport (to provide a dreamy rock -'n'roll edit facility and minimal tape
wear) is now available at less than
£500 excluding VAT. This is quite
literally several hundred pounds
less than the tag that every observer familiar with past Uher pricing
policy was putting on it. As the
machine and the company policy
re -think becomes better known,
the SGG30 must surely be considered -and hopefully reviewed -as a
possible alternative to the Revox
700 as now found in so many small
studios.
The other surprise at Manchester
was the Teac- Tascam recording
mobile parked outside the exhibition hotel and open to visitors. It
emerged that the Teac truck was
on its first trip out, having been
completed only the week before.
The thinking behind the truck is
as interesting as its equipment.
It was put together in a week by
Andy Bereza and Paul Nice. They

are now embarking on a campaign
to take the truck, and with it the
whole concept of low -cost multitrack recording at home, out to
just those people whom Bereza
feels should be interested in it.
Between 1969 and late 1975,
Bereza was a designer for Allen
and Heath equipment. He quit, at
obvious financial loss to himself, in
favour of what is clearly total
commitment to the concept of
Bereza
low- cost "multitracking.
points to the way in which large
modern studios now cost so much
to equip and run that only the
major groups, with a bottomless
pit of record company resources
behind them, can escape the'You've
only got half -an -hour more to be
creative' pressures that can so
easily arise when the studio cash
registers are ticking over at an
alarming rate.
Since leaving Allen and Heath,
Bereza has been variously connected with Teac, in the States, Japan
and now the UK. Construction of
the mobile was the logical extenget musicians,
sion of his ideal
songwriters, producers and their
ilk hooked on the idea of multi tracking at home. The truck, an
Austin -Morris Luton Transit, was
bought secondhand, re- sprayed and
fitted out inside as a small mobile
control room for around £1500.
The gear installed notched another
four or five thousand. We have
already reported (STUDIO SOUND
AES Convention Report, p38,
January 1977) on the 8- and 4 -track
recorders that Teac are now marketing, and the mixers for use with
them. The truck has a Tascam NO -8
12.5 mm 8 -track and an A3300S
4 -track 6.25 mm machine, all
tracks having automatic dbx facility. Initially a single Teac 8- into -4
mixer was installed, but the rack
mounting has been designed larger
to take another, similar, unit side
by side to provide a 16- into -8
facility. Doubtless, and not entirely
unconnected by the tie -up in the
UK between Acoustic Research
and Teac, the monitors were AR
16s, but these are due to be changed
for larger AR models.
During the Manchester exhibition, Bereza made appointments
with local musicians living locally
or gigging in the area, to call in,
see the truck, play with equipment
and hear what it could do. For
example, while I was there Paul
Nice demonstrated stereo reduction with an 8 -track original previously recorded for Teac in the
States. Future plans including
taking the truck to more hi -fi
exhibitions as well as visiting anyone seriously interested at their
homes or on gigs. Because the
mobile had been finished only a

-to
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few days before the Manchester
exhibition opened, there was virtually no advance publicity; in
future its whereabouts will be
advertised well in advance.
No one involved in the project

has any illusions about the two
main problems in selling the idea
of multitrack power to the people.
Firstly, there's the feeling that
multitrack equipment must be
expensive and difficult to operate.
Well, 12.5 mm tape is relatively
cheap and although it will take a
little time to educate a novice
musician in the art of mixing,
there is no doubt that the Tascam
8 -track recorder system is beautifully simple to use.
The dbx units are automatically
servo - controlled by the machine.
Eight `track- ready' buttons, with
flashing leds, are used so that the
track or tracks on which a recording is to be made can be advance
selected ready for use and then
automatically switched from playback to record by pressing a single
button when the tape is running.
This is possible because the Tascam machine uses a single head for
both record and playback, the
third head being provided only for
monitoring facility. In other words,
there's automatic full simul -sync

Quadrafile: four way split
For some two years now, audio
enthusiasts have been boring and
bewildering
their
uninitiated
friends with a curious in-joke.
`Have you got your copy of

at all times, each gap of the main
head stack is independently switchable between playback and record.
Even so, Bereza well acknowledges the extent to which education of those fresh to multitracking
will be necessary. `It's a wonderful
system,' said one new user. `But
every time I try and reduce my 8track tape to 2 -track stereo I keep
erasing two tracks.' Bereza had to
remind him that even with Tascam
simplification to reduce from 8track to stereo master you still
need an extra stereo machine!
Another clever dick pointed out

they'd never get the 12.5 mm tape
into an 8 -track cartridge. The
other hurdle which Teac, the
mobile, Bereza and Nice will have
to overcome is the feeling that no
budget narrow-track facility can
possibly produce the kind of
master quality suitable for disc
cutting and commercial release.
But here the Teac team have an
ace up their sleeves. Several discs
have already been issued from
masters recorded using Tascam
equipment in domestic circumstances, for instance a small living
room. Perhaps the most successful

involved, readily explains such
apparently illogical inclusions and
omissions. And, by the way, it may
well be that UD -4 is not as dead as
anyone would be excused concluding-watch this space for
future news.
The idea behind Quadrafile was
conceived as far back as May 1974
by Michael Thorne, when he was
with HFN/RR. Thorne is now
with EMI as an A &R man (not
entirely unconnected with the Sex
Pistols signing) but between HFN/
RR and EMI, was Editor of STUDIO
SOUND. If our report on the production of Quadrafile sounds uncharacteristically puffy for these
pages, it has nothing to do with
Thorne's past connection with the
magazine. For one thing, he deserves (but doubtless won't get) the
OBE for perservesance against all
odds and finally bringing the project
to fruition, some two- and -a -half
years after the original idea was
dreamed up. Also because Quadrafile is the first project of its type
(and probably the last, unless there
are any audio masochists around),
there is no yardstick for critical
Incidentally, and
comparison.
doubtless with an eye to current
EMI policy over quadraphonics
whereby the company puts out

single- inventory SQ issues of all
classical material but with only
ambience information in the rear
channels, Thorne wishes something to be known: the whole
Quadrafile project was signed,
sealed, delivered and irrevocably
wrapped up before he left STUDIO
SOUND for Manchester Square.
At HFN /RR Thorne was putting together what subsequently
proved to be the definitive series
of articles on the state of quadraphonics art at that time. Feeling
he had gone as far as he could
with words, the next step seemed
logical: produce a series of records
with the same programme material
recorded in each of the four quadraphonic formats, and let the
reproduced sounds speak for themselves.
To secure agreement in principle
from the four companies involved
-CBS for SQ Matrix, Sansui for
QS Matrix, JVC for CD -4 discrete,
and Nippon -Columbia for UD -4
relaMatrix -cum -discrete-was
tively easy and took only six
weeks. Thorne's original idea was
to have around 12 minutes of test
material (`all the usual garbage
that hi -fi freaks expect') and then
move away and into what really
matters -musical programme mat-

Quadrafile?' queries audio enthusiast number one.
`No, not yet,' replies audio
enthusiast number two, `but I
gather they're nearly ready.'
At this both parties fall about
laughing, to the intense embarrassment of the outsider, who hasn't
heard of Quadrafile.
For the benefit of uninitiated
readers anxious to be clued up on
the in-joke, Quadrafile is an individually - numbered, two - record
album set available from Hi -Fi
News and Record Review *, intended to compare the four quadraphonic surround sound systems so
far adopted on a commercial basis.
Critics will doubtless bemoan
the fact that Quadrafile doesn't
include examples of Ambisonics
or BBC Matrix H, but does
include a side devoted entirely
to the Nippon -Columbia UD-4
system, which, at least so far as
Europe is concerned, has passed
into limbo. But the background to
how Quadrafile was produced, how
long it all took, and what it
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to -date is the album Success anp
Failure by the West Coast musicians
Dalton & DuBarry. Teac have
taken these two under their wing
for the express purpose of showing
how low-cost multitrack can benefit talented musicians looking for
recognition and not yet eligible for
a blank cheque from a major
record company to cover studio
time. In fact, the Dalton and DuBarry Ip is available in dbxencoded disc version.
Professional studio engineers by
now feeling cynical about the
ability of such low-cost equipment
to come up with the goods, should
be careful how loudly they voice
any such reservations -unless they
are in turn prepared to come up
with the goods and partake of a
blindfold test between the end
product of low and high cost
multitrack recording. Although
STUDIO SOUND is and will remain
concerned mainly with the high
cost end of the market, no one
who takes recording seriously
should ignore the benefit or perhaps even the threat -to their
livelihood of the low -cost alternatives now becoming available.
After all, Sergeant Pepper was
made on 12.5 mm 4 -track machines
and was moderately successful.
Adrian Hope

erial. In the event, the test signals
now take up only five minutes of
each 25 minute side, the rest being
music.
Thorne regards the test signals
as being `over -simplified musical
signals and situations which are a
necessary precursor to the real
music. As a result, the tests are
rather more interesting signals
than the usual `Hullo, I'm on the
right, well hullo to you, I'm on the
left' tedium. The track entitled
electronic footsy, for instance,
sends electronic signals moving
around the listener in circles; or
more accurately should do, and
does to an extent, depending on
the capability of the system and
reproduction set -up. But no comparative judgements here. Buy the
record, and listen to it for yourself.
The object of the few test signals that were finally included is
to enable the listener to adjust his
ears and then listen to the music.
The tests are thus a starting -point
for the music and Thorne hopes
that most people will not bother
to play them after the first few
times round. They are there
because our ears do need
adjustment to any new medium.
For instance, how many people,
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WORK
are really hearing stereo as
intended? All over the world,
people are lying flat on their backs,
sideways on sofas, or in armchairs
backing onto a pair of loudspeakers, wondering what all the fuss
over stereo is about. Not until
you've sat somewhere at least near
the `ideal' stereo seat between and
in front of a pair of correctly phased, correctly balanced, respectable transducers, do you realise
what Blumlein had in mind nearly
half a century ago. But, having
once heard the remarkable firm
phantom images that a stereo
system can produce, your ears
are ripe for all future listening.
It was doubtless this kind of
policy philosophy and the detailed
sleeve notes, which were prepared
in advance of production rather
than as an afterthought, that
enabled the project to kick off
fairly smoothly. There were no
real problems over securing verbal
agreements in principle from the
four companies backing the different quadraphonic systems represented on the discs. After all, at
least in 1974, they were all still
raring to go on quadraphony. The
snags, which gave birth to the

'why are \e waiting' in-jokes,
came with virtually all the subsequent and practical stages of
progress.
On a political level, there were
problems in the no -man's land
between verbal and written agreements. It would have been all too
easy to find plenty of mediocre
musical material, for instance
from bands that the record companies were anxious to plug, that
could be included as musical
material. But Thorne didn't want
mediocre material. '1 wanted to
show the surround sound medium
off with material which exploits it
creatively.' For Thorne, the surround sound medium is not the
message. And he wanted creative
exploitation by the likes of Pink
Floyd, Bartok, Yehudi Menuhin,
Stephane Grappelli, Mike Oldfield
and Mahler. He finally got them,
but the sheer number of people
who need to say yes and physically
sign on a dotted line before
you can even start to put that kind
of material together is frightening.
Put another way the more well known or famous the artist or
material, the more people there
are in a position to say no. And
there have been enough unsatisfactory attempts at producing test or

From

Dual PPM

compilation discs with high- calibre
material for a great deal of fingers
to have been burnt over the years.
So for Thorne, every new executive, agent, artist, or manager
encountered meant starting the
explanations from scratch, all
over again. As he says: 'They've
been bitten too many times by
too many people who know
nothing about record production
and even less about music.' Not so
surprising then that, to clear the
Bartok extract alone required the
agreement of no fewer than eight
different people in London and
New York.
The legal problems were, of
course, only half the battle; there
were plenty of difficulties on a
technical level. The object was to
produce a record set that would
be of value to studios and engineers
as a production tool, as well as
being of interest to the general
public, curious about quadraphonics and surround sound. It goes
without saying that it was necessary to have exactly the same
programme material on all four
sides. However, to ensure the best
cut for each quadraphonic system,
with no possibility of the protagonists afterwards pleading unfair
competition due to unsympathetic
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cutting, it was necessary to pro cide four separate mastertapes, one
for each company to use for their
cut. In fact five production masters
were made, one as a safety.
Although it was adjudged acceptable, in fact unavoidable, to have
the musical material mastered
through an extra generation
(because no record company in
its right mind releases original
master tapes for external use),
feelings were that each test material
section on each master had to be
first - generation
an
uncopied,
recording. For this reason the
tests on the beginning of each side
are individual to each disc, the
signals having been laboriously
produced five times over, for
recording direct onto each master
tape. Hence there may be a slight
discernible timing difference between tapes. But in technical
terms the signals are on tape
within _0.25 dB (overall) tolerance, and thus for listening purposes as near identical as makes
no practical difference. All in all,
therefore, it is hardly surprising
that recording the test signals
took two solid days of concentrated
devotion, surrounded by a Cape
Canaveral of electronics.
Although full -blown surround

market the
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1
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i

BOSE 1800
BOSE 1801

HURST

HH New

PHASE
PHASE

SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 20 -12A
Only R.R.P. £265
S'S
Rew Sale Price £212
I

I

S

S

S

S

100

only
only

I

I

100

watt,

Special Sale
Prices from 99p

...

...
...
...
...
...

...

only

...
...
...

...
...

S5000 210 -210 watts
LI NEAR S/S 700B 350 350 watts
LINEAR 19" metal racks available

...

TANDY HPD295A
TANDY HPD3I5A
TANDY HPD 385A

L696.94
Used Bargain

E557 55

_

.

...
...

£299.00
E449.00
L529.00
L589-00

LI15 56

L89.00
E99.00
L109.00
£119.00
L220.00
E78.00
L86.00
£99.95
L49-90

...
...

...
...

...

...
...

...
...

...

L146 88
L152 28

...

066.32

...
...

L295.92

03.38

002.38
021.50

...

CELESTION Powercell 15" 125 watt
CELESTION G 12 "/50 watt. Twin cone
CELESTION MH 500/100 watt. Horn

L62.64

06.46
03.96

GOODMANS Audiomix 15 AX
...
GOODMANS Audiom 12P -D Twin cone
GOODMANS Hifax 750P 50 watt. Horn

115

Bins

15"
12"

...

...
...
...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...
...

Price £720

JBL K145

Price

E19 80

£69 50

L189.16
L177.34

E151.30
E141.90
E96.40

£18 50

AMCRON DC300A (N)
R.R.P. £810

Rew Sale Price £648
TEAC
A7300S/

E16.50

£74.00
£139.00

...

L20000

..

E319 00

L51.00

E39.00
E105-00

...

...

L429-90
L475.00

...
...

...
...

040.00

£799

E599 00

E48.50

020.52

..

I

R.R.P. £901 Sale

Rew Sale

£895 00

L67.65
£25.69
£23.88

GRAPHIC EQUALISERS. LARGEST SELECTION IN LONDON
JVC SEA 10 (N) ...
...
...
...
...
...
L89.95

SHURE VOCALMASTER
Complete P.A. System

RRP £1,080

141)

2T
I

..

MXR 2 x 10 Graphic (S /S)
...
...
...
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN 2205 Pro S/S only
TECHNICS SH9090 10 Band Mono Parametric

1140

Multi -Sync
2 Only S/S

L649.00
LI 5-00

HH BRAND NEW OLD STYLE CABINETS

215BL2x
412DL4x

DO KORDER

L69.00

Few only from
...
L618.75
...
L729.00
...
£807.75
... £1316.25
...
£765.00

I

JBL KI51

PRICE
£417.60
L246.25
E332-00
E566.78

057.00

I

P.A. COMPONENTS
JBL K I0
...
JBL KI20
...
JBL KI30
...
JBL KI40
...

REW

R.R.P.
L522.00
E307.80
£415.00
L708.48

...

Immediate Delivery
L838.00
...
Prices from

TAPE RECORDERS
FERROGRAPH Super 7 series
REVOX A77 1102 (N)
...
REVOX A77 1106 (N)
...
REVOX A77 1132 (N)
REVOX A700 1372 (S /S) only
TANDBERG 10XD S/S only

I

CANNON CONNECTORS

...

...
...
...

...
I

...

Only

S/S

*

4!

0

R.R.P.
£960.75
Sal e

Price
£768.60

E375.00

MICROPHONES

DAN GIBSON Parabolic STD
DAN GIBSON Electronic
...
AKG D190E

...

...
...
...
...

SNS Radio Mikes

...

...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

L45.70

...
...
050.00
SHURE 515SA ...
£27.21
SHURE 545
...
L57.45
SHURE588SA ...
...
...
L39.30
SHURE PESEO ...
...
...
L77 II
MIKE STANDS Hundreds of models from £4 up to 40% off
SECOND-HAND MICROPHONES Hundreds available, phone for

MIXERS
MM MPI75 /Cannon plugs S/S ...
A H Mini-mix S/S
...
...

Instrument Speaker

AUDIO APPLICATIONS

R.R.P. £208.44
Sale Price L156

MM42

...

...

...

...
...

...
...

...

L349.00

..

083-00

...

.

CONNECTORS
CONNECTORS
CONNECTORS
CONNECTORS

XLR
XLR
XLR
XLR

E20-40

£43.00
E29 50

£57.80

details
E269.00
E149.00

£84.00 from L62.50

NOISE REDUCTION UNITS- SPECIAL PURCHASE
Videosonic PD4 (N) Dolby B ...
...
..
...
...
Teat ANI80 (N) Dolby B
..
...
...
...
...

CANNON
CANNON
CANNON
CANNON

E36 50

E27500

3-11C
3
3 -12C
3 -31C
3 -32C

...
...
...
...

...
...

...

...

L203.00

Special Price
Special Price
Special Price
Special Price

REVOX A77
Special Sale Prices
from only £449

£89.00
E99 00

[I.30

EI-00
E1.70
99p

TAPE

HH VSM AMP
S/S

I

Only

R.R.P. £142.29

Rew Sale Price £113.80

REW

SCOTCH 207/104" Plastic NAB spool
SCOTCH 207/10," Metal NAB spool
AGFA PEM368 Plastic 10 +"
AGFA PEM368 Metal 10 -k"
...
...
AGFA PEM368 7"
...
...
TDK Audua 104"
...
...
...
Audua 7"

...

...

...

I-4
L6.50
L9.20
L7.99
£9.50
£3-50
L9-50

E3.50

5

L5.99
E8.60
L7.60
£9.00
E3-30

MICS by SHURE, AKG,
BEYER etc, all at

L9-00
E3.30

special low prices
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lously phased and thus diffuse and
disturbing from SQ matrix encoding and decoding, but in phase and
sound versions of Mike Oldfield's firmer from a phase -symmetrical
Tubular Bells are now available, system such as CD -4. It would also
the only quadraphonic master tape have been easy to blow CD -4 (and
available during the gestation to a lesser extent UD-4) apart by
period of Quadrafile was a corn- expecting it to cope with excessive
promise mix with only ambience sound levels towards the end of the
information at the rear. Permis- 25- minute side where tracking
sion was obtained to go back to becomes especially critical. One
the original 16 -track master and criticism voiced of the Tubular
re -mix the two passages incorpora- Bells mix is that at the end of the
ted on Quadrafile in true surround sequence the bells themselves
sound. This was done with Tom appear at centre front less dramaNewman and Alan Parsons. Re- tically than would be ideal in the
mix from the multitrack master context of the music. But just as
was also necessary on the Yehudi Thorne avoided placing any instruMenuhin -Stephane Grappelli track, ments in the Tubular Bells mix at
because it was found that EMI's rear centre (to give SQ a chance),
production master was already so he also avoided cranking up
encoded in SQ. Not surprisingly, the level of the centre front bells
Thorne is anxious to acknowledge at the end of the track (to play
that `the production wouldn't fair by CD-4).
`We needed to achieve an intuihave been possible without advice
and help over and above the call tive balance between the limitaof duty from a large number of tions of all the systems', is his way
sympathetic friends in and around of summing up what could also
be regarded as the decidedly
the industry.'
At all times during re -mix, clever trick of leaning backwards
there was a need to avoid unfairly in four directions at once, so as
favouring one system or placing not to favour or show up the
another at a disadvantage. Take deficiencies of any one system
just two examples. It is a mathe- unfairly.
`You can't possibly have hunmatical fact that phantom images
at rear centre will emerge anoma- dred- per-cent impartiality when

you have only nine tracks and one
record,' he adds, 'but I hope that
we've at least got some way
towards it.' The sleeve note
echoes this: `The aim of this
album is to help you understand
the difference, not pick the winner.
As explained in the systems' notes,
there is no winner.'
Alternatively one could say that
all four systems have been given
exactly the same length of rope
with which to hang themselves
publicly to fascinatingly- different
degrees.
Perhaps most important of all,
the project inevitably begs one
vital question. Is there really any
place for quadraphony in the
home? As the four sides show only
too well, no system of encoding
and decoding can yet produce
a realistic illusion of a central
sound; that is to say a sound
which the listener feels is emanating from where he sits in the
middle of the room. Likewise, the
psycho-acoustic manner in which
conventional two -speaker stereo
works, whereby the listener hears
a stereo spread from two loudspeakers which he is facing,
ensures that no listener can ever
hear a realistic image- spread from
the side. Doubtless the time will
come when a true surround of

sound can be re-created in a
domestic environment, either by
sophisticated decoding techniques
applicable to the systems demonstrated on the Quadrafile record,
or by the refinement of systems
still in the pipeline. Quite what it
will cost the domestic user, and
whether the end will justify the
expense is another open question.
But it's a very relevant question,
because, in the final analysis, no
record company will spend time
and money on producing a surround- sound-capable product if
the general public cannot afford to
take advantage of the surround sound capability. As disclosed in
the recent Work piece on Pink
Floyd's current studio activities,
even that group, which with Dark
Side of the Moon has probably
achieved more surround - sound
fame than any other, initially
mixes new material only into
stereo.
*Only available from:
Hi -Fi News and Record Review,
Link House,

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
Phone: 01 -686 2599
Price, including relevant postage and
packing:
UK : £7.00.
Europe: £8.00.
US: £10.00 ($17.50).
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STANCOIL LTD.
Sales Office, Alexandra Road,
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be

wrong!

(makers of quiet mixers
and all sorts of things.)

The ARA1 Test Set quickly gives you
accurate traces of audio systen frequency
responses. In just a -ew seconds, this
self- contained instr..rrent clea-ly displays
response as a coin /frequency 3Iot on a
long- persistence CRT. Outputs are
provided for operating an X31" plotter.
Whether you use the internal sweep cszillator,
or an external signal the ARArequires no syrchronisation and adjusts
automatically to the incoming frequercy. It
covers 20Hz to 2001.Hz. with resolutior down
to 0.1dB over a ver, wide dynamic range.

Switched attenuators for output
level and input sensitivity ensure
fast and precise evaluation of all audio devices,
whether having nominally flat response cr a
steep -cut characteristic. You can adjust the
sweep rate, set upper and lower limits
independently, and use one -shot or repetitive
sweeps triggered electrically or manually.
The Ferrograph Professional ARAI.
Fast. Accurate. And easy to use.
Send for full information today.

FERROGRAPH PROFESSIONAL ARAI.

4

Wilmot Breeden Electronics
,rrograph

Please send me information about the Ferrograph Professional ARA1.
Name
Position
Company
Address
Telephone
Wilmot Breeden Electronics Lmited, 442 Bath Road, Slough, SL1 6BB, England.
Telephone: Burnham (06286) 62511 Telex: 847297
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!euiews
EMT
250

electronic
reverberator
unit

Hugh Ford
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Operating modes (program)
(a)REVERBERATION PROGRAM

Reverberation time at
controllable in

16

1

kHz:

0.4s to 4.5s,

steps.

Reverberation time at 300 Hz: factor of 0.5 to
2.0 referred to the basic reverberation time,
controllable in 4 steps.
Reverberation time at 6 kHz: factor of 0.25 to
1

referred to the basic reverberation time, con4 steps.

trollable in

Basic delay of first reflection :0,20,40,60 ms.
Outputs: 4, usable as mono, stereo or quadraphonic outputs.
(b) DELAY PROGRAM

Delay times:

0 to 315 ms, selectable in 5
additionally 0 to 60 ms selectable in 20 ms
Outputs: 4, each programmable with

steps,
steps.
freely

selectable delay times.
(c) SPECIAL PROGRAMS
Phasing: changing amplitudes of the harmonics.
Chorus: tonal duplications.
Space: extremely long reverberation time of 10s.
Echo: repetitive slap -back with an attenuation
of 10 in the time intervals between 5 ms and
315 ms.

Digital coding
A/D and D/A Convertor:

12 bit, quasi 15 bit by
triple switching and the quantising ladder (flying

comma). Sampling frequency 24 kHz.
Processor: operating speed per instruction 50 ns.
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Clock frequency 20 MHz.
Memory capacity: random access memory 128
Kbits Read only memory 16 Kbits Mos delay (shift
register) 60 ms.
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Analogue section
Input: balanced, input impedance

1_5000 ohms.
Input level nominal . 6 dB adjustable from -10 dB
to -i -15 dB.
<60
Outputs: 4, balanced, output impedance _
ohms, output level nominal t 6 dB adjustable from
-10 dB to +15 dB.

Overload margin (headroom): max -i 21 dB.
Signal to noise ratio: in reverberation program:
(unweighted) referred to nominal value.
(unweighted) referred to full drive signal.
In delay program: 75 dB rms (unweighted) referred
to nominal value. 81 dB rms (unweighted) referred
to full drive signal.
70 dB rms
76 dB rms

Frequency response:

30 Hz to 10.8 kHz

-1

dB

-3

dB.

Total harmonic distortion:
at nominal level at

1

delay program 50.5

".;,

kHz.

Remote control: possible through

30

conductor

dc cable.

Dimensions: 53.5 x 83 x 28 cm (w x h x d).
Weight: approx 45 kg.
Power consumption: 300W.
Price: £8000.
Manufacturer: EMT Franz GmbH.
Postfach
1520, D -7630 Lahr,

West Germany.

UK agent: FWO Bauch Ltd,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.
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Theobald Street,

must be said that the EMT electronic
reverberator unit uses mos digital technology, and that it is unlike any other reverberation unit currently available. Reverberation and other functions are achieved without
the use of any moving parts such as plates,
foils, springs or air columns.
Ah ! you might say -what about digital
delay lines? Well I agree that these are purely
digital, but the EMT reverberator has this
function too, and it is no ordinary delay
system albeit restricted to 315 ms delay.
As with all digital audio devices the single
audio input is passed through a low pass antialiasing filter and from there to an analogue/
digital converter -in the case of the EMT
device, this is a 12 quasi 15 bit convertor feeding a shift register which can be manually
switched to provide up to 60 ms delay in four
steps of 15 ms. The output from the initial
delay is fed into an extremely fast computer
which works at a clock frequency of 20 MHz
and provides an instruction time of only 50 ns.
Full details of the purpose -built computer
may be found in a paper read at the AES 50th
Convention in London which was presented
by Barry Blesser, Karlo Baeder and Ralph
Zaorski. In essence, given a fast enough computer with enough fast digital storage it
becomes possible to simulate almost all subjective audio effects in addition to those
associated with filters of the most complex
types. Commercial computers with adequate
speed are not only extremely bulky, but also
very expensive and quite unsuited to practical
studio problems. While various microprocessors are now available, these suffer from an
inappropriate instruction code for processing
audio signals, and furthermore they are not
particularly fast in relation to audio signal
processing where, given a sampling rate of
24 kHz, the complete computation must be
completed in 41 microseconds.
It is as a result of these problems that the
special computer in the EMT reverberator was
designed. Its 50 ns instruction time together
with 125 000 bits of random access memory
and 16 000 bits of read only memory provide
some very unusual features which occupy
about 500 integrated circuits.
Before detailing the available functions it
must be mentioned that the single audio input
is split by the processor into four separate
outputs which, with some functions, provide
stereophonic or quadraphonic effects derived
from the computations within the processor.
Basically there are six different effects selected
by illuminated pushbuttons: these are known
as 'reverberation', 'delay', 'echo', `space',
'chorus', and 'stereo phasing'.
In the reverberation mode three separate
controls are functional and provide for not
only reverberation times from 0.4s up to 4.5s
in 16 steps, but also for variations in the low
frequency and the high frequency reverberation characteristics. This means that the
reverberation time at high and low frequencies
can be adjusted relative to mid-frequencies,
and the arrangement is such that high frequency reverberation time above 6 kHz can
be controlled in four steps. They can be equal
to that at mid -frequencies down to a quarter
of that figure; likewise the low frequency
reverberation time can be set in four steps (at
300 Hz) between half and twice the mid frequency reverberation time.
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e compressing,expan. n:,
processin ,equalîsin and uniting famil

The Vocal Stresser F769X -R.
A sweep equa''iser, compressor, expander, and limiter -all 'n one urique audio package.
For broadcast studio, mastering suite or recording studio.

The Compex Limiter F760XRS.
Compressing, expanding and limiting in over 800 studios round the world.They're delighted
with

A

it;

sa will you be.

The Broadcast Limiter F600-RS.
superb broadcast limier used by everyone from the BBC to ETV Jamaica. First -class
when we irtroduced it ten years ago. and we've been improving it ever since.

The Selective Processor E500 -RS.
For bandsplitting audio signais without messing up the ambient programme content.
The sophisticated alternative tc filtering.

All from ADR. Find out more about the family.

audio & design recording ltd
St Michaels, Shinfield Road, Reading, Berks, UK. Telephone: Reading (0734) 84487. Telex: 847605.

We make sound

sound better

Manufacturing members APRS
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EMT 250
As in other modes the initial time delay can
be adjusted from zero to 60 ms in

four steps,

and this overall control in the reverberation
mode provides unsurpassed flexibility over a
very wide range. Furthermore, just to add to
the realism of the excellent reverberation
characteristic, the computer provides 19 different delay elements and a `dis- correlator'
separates the reverberation outputs of the
four output channels.
Turning to the delay mode, as with reverberation, the EMT is not just a simple delay
line. In addition to the initial 0 to 60 ms preset
delay applied to the input signal the four output channels can have an individually set
delay from zero to 315 ms in 5 ms increments.
Thus the four output channels can have different delays; the delay in a given channel can be
altered at the press of a button or the delay
can be gradually altered in a given channel.
In the echo mode the four output channels
operate in parallel and are thus identical, with
the 0-60 ms delay available as before. The echo
time can be varied from 315 ms (a large hall)
down to 5ms (science fiction gimmick) in 19
steps which may be continuously varied. This
is a pure non -absorbant echo which decreased
in amplitude by dB 'per bounce'; this covers
a very wide range of echo time requirements
which can of course be equalised at the desk
in the echo return.
The 'space' function is a sort of super echo
and reverberation with an effective reverberation time of about 10s. This gives a quite
un- natural sound which can only be associated
with science fiction but which may find other
applications.
Unlike the 'space' mode, the chorus mode is
well back to earth and is intended to make a
single performer sound like a case of multiple
adt. If one considers the effect of a number of
identical instruments playing in unison this
leads to different arrival times of the sound
at the observer. The EMT device provides
this effect from a single input by subjecting
the four outputs to different random delays
resulting in the apparent distribution of the
input sound over a large area.
The final program, that of phasing, is
achieved by the conventional method of subjecting the audio signal to a variable time
delay which is set to between zero and 3ms by
the controls. This is added to the original
signal to form a comb filter. However the
EMT unit goes beyond this concept in order
to provide the four outputs. The right channel
outputs are subjected to a further fixed 3 ms
delay before the addition of the first delayed
signal. Further, as the front outputs are derived
by adding the signals, the rear outputs are
obtained by subtraction, thus forming a rather
complex phasing system.
Mechanically the unit is in an unusual form,
being a free standing unit with four lever type
controls mounted at its top rather like the
throttles of an aircraft. Each control position
is associated with led indicators and the interlocked mode selection switches are also illuminated. This makes it very easy to see the
control settings. In addition there are five
more indicators -four of these indicate audio
signal level, and the fifth, labelled `alarm',
indicates that the unit has overheated and is
1
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about to shut itself down if the temperature
continues to rise.
The level indicators consist of three green
leds labelled 0,
and 12 dB program level,
and a red led labelled 'register'. This indicator is illuminated under overload conditions
which, in digital systems, create disastrous
distortion. It is possible to remove the complete
control panel and use it as a remote control
built into the desk. In these circumstances it
is connected to the reverberator unit by an
80 -way cable handling only dc control signals.
Below the control panel the unit consists of
a black finned body, the front and back of
which can be hinged out to gain access to the
electronics. One side comprises the audio
signal section and the other side of which is
the digital section, with the power supplies
built on to the base and side of the unit. Signal
connectors are balanced XLRs in the base
which also houses the mains IEC input connector, voltage selector and clearly labelled

6

9

from
dBm up to +18 dBm with a very low
output impedance in the order of 20 ohms and
an available output level of up to +24 dBm
before clipping.
The level indicator had accurate 6 dB steps,
with the red overload indicator coming on at
6 dB above the zero level and was fast acting
with an adequate hold time.

Frequency response and noise
As is to be seen from fig. 1 the overall frequency response is very flat up to 11 kHz at
which point it is apparent that an extremely
sharp anti -aliasing filter is applied. Unlike so
many digital audio devices there was no sign
whatsoever of beats as this turnover point was
approached, and the applicaton of any sine wave frequency gave a completely clean output.
With the unit set for 0 dBm operating levels
at the input and the output, the noise at each
of the four outputs was found to be identical,

fuses.
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Within the unit, the standard of construction
is first class with the use of high quality printed
boards and components, servicing being aided
by the use of sockets for all active components.
However, the servicing information in the
instruction manual is, to say the least, somewhat sketchy, and no component identifications
were found either on the printed boards or in
the manual. While fault finding in the audio
sections should be straightforward, the digital
section is another matter, and probably the
only practical method of servicing will be
factory replacement boards.
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are transformer
coupled and floating, and are variable in level
by internal pre -set controls. The input impedance was found to be satisfactorily constant
at 10 100 ohms which is preferable to the
specified greater than 5000 ohms. The sensitivity for 0 dB indication is internally variable
from 12 dBm to -15.5 dBm at kHz. However, it was noted that the level indicator
appeared to be after some pre -emphasis to the
tune of 12 dB at 10 kHz -something not
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mentioned in the literature.
At the output the available level for 0 dB
indicated input level was internally variable
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From the beginning
the Teclinics SP 10 Mark II wa_
designed as a `no-comprDmise' broadcas
stancard turntable.
it is already installed in many
broadcasting stations both here and abroad.
The reasons are many and varied.
In 1969, Technics were the first to
introduce the DC electronically controlled
direct drive principle to the world with
the SP 10.
With the experience gained we've
never looked back, and the SP 10 Mark II
represents a considerable advance in
turntable technology.
Take speed accuracy. Wow and
flutter are an insignificant 0.025% WRMS.
And speed drift + or 0.002 %. Rumble is
also very low at -70 dB.
Through the use of a quartz locked
drive system a very high torque is
developed by the motor. This results in
an instant start facility which takes the
record from `stop' to 331% in 0.25 secs.

-

nd in addition you
can change from one
speed to another very quickly.
331/3 to 45 in 0.1 sec.
Another benefit is that a record
can be easily cleaned `on air' with no
audible speed variation.
The three speeds (33, 45, 78) are
selected by illuminated microswitches and
the start/stop function can also be
remotely operated. Extremely useful if you
are operating a bank of turntables.
The power supply is separate and
the mains supply is not directly linked to
the turntable, thus avoiding any possible
hum problems.
For more information about these
and other benefits just write to Technics,
107/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berkshire
SL13DR. Tel: Slough 27516.
Natron

Technics

The SP 10 Mark IIQuartz- controlled Direct Drive Turntable.
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but to depend upon the selected operating
mode as follows:
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Bearing in mind that there is a 6 dB margin level above the 0 dBm output these noise
figures represent an excellent performance for
a unit of this type.
As is seen in fig. 2 which represents a constant bandwidth analysis of the output noise
from 200 Hz to 200 kHz, there are discrete high
frequency tones in the output, but it is felt that
they are at such a low level that they cannot
introduce problems in other equipment.
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DISTORTION -10dBrn
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Distortion
The measurement of individual harmonic
products in the delay mode produced fig. 3
which shows that the second and third harmonics are at a very low level. So far as distortion in other operational modes is concerned
there is no reason why it should be any higher
than in the delay mode. This is because the
only difference between modes is in the digital
processing of the audio. Various tests were
applied to other modes using tone bursts, and
it is pleasing to report that nothing but perfection was noted.
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Reverberation and delay

Checking the calibration of the four position
initial delay control indicated that, while the
steps were exact, the actual delays were on the
long side, but this is really immaterial in
practice. In the actual delay mode all delay
times were about 1 % longer than indicated,
but the relation between the steps was precise
and, as should be the case, there were no
waveform degradations.
The reverberation time in this mode was
measured in the flat frequency response setting
at 1 kHz and found to correspond to the calibration. In the variable bass or cut treble mode
the mid- frequency time remained constant
while the outer ends of the audio band behaved
precisely as expected. Fig. 4 shows the decay
characteristic of a 1 kHz tone with the reverberation time set to 2.8s and indicates good
distribution of reverberant signals. Measurement of the reverberation time in the `space'
mode showed that it was lOs but that other
parameters were similar to reverberation.
Echo
The only other mode in which meaningful
measurements can be readily made is the echo
mode; this offered an extremely clean repetition
of the input signal at all echo settings. Fig. 5
shows the output from the reverberator in the
echo mode with a 1 kHz toneburst applied
and the echo set to 5 ms. It is to be seen that
the individual echos are separated by a constant
time and that there is a steady decay, of expo 56
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FIG. 4
Reverberation set to 2.8s,

FIG.

100 ms /Ow

5

nential form as occurs in nature.

the relation between reverberation time and
frequency at will.
All the other modes provide very useful
subjective effects which are clean in their
action, but I suspect the phasing mode will not
provide the more dramatic effects that some
people wish to use.
While this unit is very expensive, it is very
versatile in its operational modes, and offers
most excellent reverberation characteristics.

Summary

So far as measurements are concerned, the
EMT reverberator gave excellent performance,
but the frequency response being limited to
11 kHz may be a limitation in some circumstances.
Subjectively the reverberation mode is in
my opinion unsurpassed in quality and offers
the unusual facility of being able to change
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ms echo

Week after week,
Dolby makes

the top
of the charts

MUSIC WEEK, DECEMBER

This

Last

Wks. on

Week Week Chart

4

ARTIST

TITLE

LABEL & NO.

1

2

5

UNDER THE MOON OF LOVE Showaddywaddy

2

1

3

IF YOU LEAVE ME

3

3

6

NO NOISE REDUCTION USED

4

4

2

SOMEBODY TO LOVE Queen

5

13

4

LIVIN' THING Electric Light Orchestra

6

10

3

MONEY MONEY MONEY Abba

7

8

5

NO NOISE REDUCTION USED

8

5

6

IF NOT YOU Dr.

9

9

6

LOST IN FRANCE Bonnie Tyler

10

6

15

NOW Chicago

J
J
J

J

Hook

J

V

MISSISSIPPI Pussycat

Every day 30,000 channels of
Dolby A -Type Noise Reduction
are in use throughout the world,
making recordings sound
better.

J
J

Bell 1495

James William Guerico

Island

EM12565

EMI /Queen

Epic EPC 4713

Capitol CL

15885

RCA 2734

Sonet SON 2077

Jet /U.A.
Bocu Music

Sunbury

Mighty /Rak
Noon /Britico

EL

PRODUCER
Mike Hurst

Carlin

CBS 4603

Jet UP 36184

V Dolby system used

PUBLISHER

Queen

Jeff Lynn
Polar Music

Ron Haffkine

McKay /Scott /Wolfe
Eddie Hilberts

DOLBY SYSTEM

o

Dolby Laboratories Inc
Sansome Street, San Francisco CA 94111
Telephone (415) 382 -0300. Telex 34409, Cables Dolbylabs
731

Dolby Laboratories Inc
Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Inc

346 Clapham Road, London SW9, Telephone 01- 7201111
Telex 919109. Cable Dolbylabs. London
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Denon EM -2000 professional
echo machine

Hugh Ford

Distortion : less than 2 %.
Input: 4 dBm balanced, 10K ohm.
Output: 4 dBm balanced, 600 ohm.
Power requirements: 100,120, 220V ac, 50 or 60 Hz.
Power consumption : 40W.
Dimensions: 420 x 306 x 135 mm.
Weight: approx 16 kg.
Connectors: Cannon XLR 3 -14 for input (male).
Cannon XLR 3-14 for output (female). Cannon XLR
3-14 for power.

Price: £1350.
Manufacturer: Denon Instrument Company,
Japan.
UK agent: Cine Sound 1, ternational Ltd, Lansdowne
Imperial Studios,
Hertfordshire.

Maxwell Road,

Borehamwood,

THE LM -2000

is a tape loop delay system
fixed 1.3m length of 12.5mm
tape in an endless loop, with a claimed tape
loop life in excess of 1000 hours. Tape drive is
by means of a large diameter capstan driven by
an electronically controlled servo motor. This
is variable in speed from 19 cm /s to 57 cm /s
by means of a front panel control.
A solenoid -operated capstan pinch roller
effects the tape drive. With one exception tape
guides comprise twin 6.35 mm wide ball bearings; one guide is supported on a sprung arm
in order to maintain the loop tension. The
fixed guide is situated between the headblock
and the capstan
have the impression that
this guide is well over the nominal tape width.
The fixed headblock supports a twin -gap
ferrite erase head, a metal record head and
four playback heads, all of which are adjustable in position by means of a four -screw
mounting.
Rather strangely, twin-channel

which uses

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Tape speed: 19 cm /s to 57 cm /s continuously
variable.

Delay time:
No. 1 head
No. 2 head
No. 3 head

FIG.

168 ms

No. 4 head

to 502 ms

Heads: Erase, Record, 4 Reproducing.
Wow and flutter: within 0.15",,.
Frequency response: 50 Hz to 12 kHz within
1

1

Signal -to -noise ratio: better than
ing level of

56

dB at record-

vu.

0

I
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3 dB

at 38 cm /s.

37.5 ms to 150 ms
94 ms to 280 ms
132 ms to 397 ms

II Hz

tt

5N

100

a
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heads are used with a track width approximating that of the 6.25 mm stereo format.
These two tracks which are separated by a fair
distance are for some reason wired in series,
and to my way of thinking this spells disaster
from the point of view of the effects of tape

skew on short wavelength recordings. Clearly
the use of 12.5 mm tape offers mechanical
handling advantages, but the use of a standard
6.25 mm head would be far preferable to this
odd arrangement.
A further mechanical criticism concerns a
long unsupported length of tape in the area of
the heads; not only is this length of tape
undamped, but its guidance is suspect because
of the wide exit guide which precedes the
capstan.
Internally there are two printed boards:
one domestic-quality board on the tape transport plate which is probably part of the servo
system, and one large fibreglass board in the
base of the unit which clearly supports the
audio section and power supplies. Both boards
and tape transport are connected entirely by
plugs, such that servicing problems become
simplified, and all components are clearly
identified by screen printed references.
In the operational mode the delay is controlled by the combination of the tape speed
which is set by a front panel knob calibrated
from 0 to 10, and the selection of the desired
replay head or combination of replay heads
by means of four front panel potentiometers.
The erase head is permanently in operation,
and the record signal is derived from two
sources: (a) the input signal which is controlled
by an input level control and monitored by a
vu meter; (b) a 'repeat' signal in which selected replay signals are fed through a 'repeat'

FIG.4

DENON UNIFORMITY AT 63kHz
PAPER 1mm/s. POT 10dB. PEN 200mm/s
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evel control and also through treble and bass
equalisation.
Similarly the output signal is also derived
from two sources, the first being the selected
replay signal which has a master level control
and bass and treble equalisation, and the
second being a fixed amount of the input
signal which can be added by means of a rear
panel switch.
Other rear panel facilities include switch
selections of the input and output signal levels
between -I -4 dB and -20 dB, a jack for a remote
start switch, and the power connectors with an
associated fuse. Audio input and output are
by means of XLR connectors, but on the
review sample the power connector was of the
miniature Bulgin variety. Perhaps the manufacturer's specifications really was right about
the audio input connector being identical to
the mains power connector!

Input and output
The balanced input was found to have a
constant input impedance of 10 600 ohms in
the -1-4 dB sensitivity setting with the impedance being unaffected by the record gain
control; in the -20 dB input gain setting the
input impedance became to a degree sensitive
to the record gain setting with the impedance
varying from 13 000 ohms at minimum gain to
7400 ohms at maximum gain. The sensitivity
at 1 kHz for an indicated record level of 0 vu
was +2 dBm in the 14 dB gain setting or
-23 dBm in the -20 dB gain setting.
At the output the source impedance remained constant with the two output level settings
at about 470 ohms; the output level for 0 vu
record level was -1 4 dBm to -19 dBm according to the output level setting. With the output
unloaded these levels increased by 5 dB.
Personally I prefer to see a really low output
impedance, but the Americans still seem to go
for 600 ohms which should of course be
actually 600 ohms. However it was nice to find
the input impedance around 10 000 ohms.

Frequency response, distortion and noise
The overall frequency response of the delay
system was found to depend upon the tape
60

Now relax, playfully invite your muse, and transform these tracks,
adding body, stereo perspective, flanging, and a host of other time -base effects. Since Lexicon introduced digital delay over six years ago, most studios
have come to depend on it at least for doubling and slap. Now, the stereo
102 -S with the new VCO module* produces many other effects, including
more natural double tracking, flanging, vibrato, time delay panning, extreme
pitch modulation, and signal transformation for special effects. Of course,
you can also use the two channels for completely independent processing.
The Lexicon Delta -T has earned an enviaole reputation for its 90
dB dynamic range, impeccable audio quality, high reliability, and functional
modularity. All this is retained in the new 102 -S, while two channel operation,
finer delay steps (3 ms), and the VCO have been added. And the 102 -S is
economical. Its totally modular construction allows you to start with a bare
bones mono system and expand later as needs and budget grow. We'll help
you define the configuration you need to get started. Call or write Lexicon
for further information.
Write on your letterhead forAN -3, Studio
Applications of Time Delay.

49 Theobald St., Boreham Wood/Herts
WD6 4R2, Telephone 01- 953 0091.
F.W.O. Bauch, Ltd.

*The new VCO module also fits any 102 -B or C
mainframe to enhance its time -base signal processing capability.

xÎcon

Waltham
Massachusetts 02154 USA
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speed as expected; the results at the highest
and the lowest speeds are shown in figs. 1 and
2 with the tone controls in their mechanical
centre positions. It is to be seen that the performance at the lower speed is decidedly poor,

BROADCAST
PATTERN AUDIO

probably as a result of azimuth errors on head
4 which was used for replay. However, similar results were obtained with heads I and 3.
Fig. 3 shows the effects of the treble and bass
tone controls on the overall frequency response;
it seemed that the available boost from the
treble control is excessive.
Checking the 3% third harmonic distortion
point at
kHz showed that it was not much

JACKFIELDS
FROM
FUTURE FILM

DEVELOPM

1

TS

19in Rack Mounting,

from one to six rows
of 20, 24 or 26 Jacks.
The jacks are mounted on a plastic block which
is in turn mounted on a 19in
panel. Each row is fitted with
a legend (designation) strip
and wire support bar. The
panel is steel, cadmium plated,
chromate passivated and stove
enamelled hammer -tone silver.
ALSO Audio Patch Cords .
Microphone Cable
Installation Cable Multiway Cable .
Post Office and Rendar Jacks
.

.

Cable Markers Lever Keys .
Linear Faders Cannon ConPreh Connectors
nectors
Tuchel Connectors . Switch craft Connectors . Military TriLock Bayonet Connectors .
Audio Attenuators . Wahl and
Weller Soldering Irons PML
Microphone Accessories
Hellermann Sleeves and Tools
Crimp Terminals
Cable
Drums AB Engineering Wire
Strippers and DeSolder Guns.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

FUTURE FILM

DEVELOPMENTS
Wardour Street,
London W1V 3LE
90

Tel: 01 -437 1892
Telex: 21624
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affected by the tape speed and remained at
8 dB over a record level indication of 0 vu,
which is about the minimum permitted safety
margin for a genuine vu meter as was fitted to
the unit.
The replay noise level naturally depended
upon the tape speed. The following 3% third
harmonic distortion level to noise ratios were
measured:

fast
unweighted rms 20 Hz to
A weighted rms
replay electronics only
A weighted rms

20

slow

kHz -52 dB -51 dB

-57

dB

-55

dB

-61 dB -61 dB

By normal recorder standards these figures
are far from inspiring and the margin between
tape noise and machine noise should be much

larger. However no significant contribution to
noise was found to come from hum or mains
frequency harmonics.

Delay, wow and flutter
Checking the available delay times in
relation to the head positions and the tape
speed revealed the following delay times, which
are not generally in agreement with the manufacturer's specification:

head
head
head
head

1

2
3

4

29
70
108
139

ms
ms
ms
ms

minimum speed
81

ms

193 ms
296 ms

383 ms

Wow and flutter as measured to the IEC
peak weighted standard varied from good at
the maximum tape speed to decidedly poor at
the lowest tape speed and was objectionable at
most speed settings.
The measured performance was as follows:
wow and flutter
maximum speed
half speed
minimum speed

0.05",
0.15
0.35

Other matters
The uniformity of reproduction was checked
at 6.3 kHz for heads I and 4 at maximum and
minimum speeds, the differences being substantial as is shown in fig. 4. It is considered
that these differences are caused by tape skew
and the peculiar head arrangements using twin

track heads.
Subjective performance correlated with the
points which have already been mentioned in
this review, and the available effects are those
which can be readily imagined from the use
of four different delays heads, variable tape
speed and the availability of feedback into the
record chain from the output.

Summary
I find the performance of this echo machine
to be decidedly disappointing from the point
of view of music recording, but it could find
applications in speech. The normal objections
to tape loop devices are those of poor reliability, and it is impossible to comment upon this
aspect of the machine in the very short time
available for this review. However, giving
credit where credit is due, the mechanics of
this device are solidly made.

Goforthe test.... goF/eximix

... and build on it
WITH THE TRIDENT FLEXIMIX SYSTEM your future expansion problems are solved from the moment you install. Fleximix isn't just
another portable mixer which "locks you in" to the format you initially purchase. Fleximix is a carefully thought out expandable mixer
which will meet your needs now and in the future. Any time you decide you need more channels you simply s'ot -in additional modules;
if you run out of slots, just add another mainframe. Modules may be placed in any sequence you like. No factory rework is required
and no rewiring necessary.
For a little over £2000 you can start with a 10 input 2 group output format and subsequently build it up to a system with 10 mixed outputs, any number of input channels and 24 -track monitoring. Additional mainframes may be either rigidly or flexibly coupled to the
original system. Flight cases are available to accommodate any arrangement.
Fleximix is designed for high quality Public Address, Bands, Budget Studios and Theatre applications and many of its features are normally
only to be found on expensive studio consoles.
A number of exciting new modules will shortly be available which will extend even further the system's versatility. These will include a
Compressor /Limiter module, Quad Joystick module and Line Balancing module.
If you're looking for

a

new mixer you have just found

it!

Write for details to:

United States Agent:

Studio Maintenance Service,
2444 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 214, Santa Monica,

TRIDENT AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Sales Office: 36 -44 Brewer Street
London W1
Tel: 01- 439 -4177

Telex: Tridisc 27782

Factory address:

Shepperton Studios,
Squiresbridge Road,
Shepperton, Middlesex.
Tel: Chertsey (09328) 60241.

TRIAD

Cal. 90403.
Tel: (213) 990 5855.
Contact: David Michaels.
Canadian Agent:
Audio Analysts Inc.,
2401 -A St. Catherine St. East,
Montreal H2K 2J7, Quebec.
Tel: (514) 525 2666.
Contact: Pierre Pare.
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reverb
unit
Hugh Ford
-IHIS reverberation unit is basically a spring
type device, but with the unusual feature
that four parallel springs are used with different mechanical characteristics. A front panel
`decay' control mechanically alters the effective reverberation characteristics of all four
springs in parallel, the reverberation spring
assembly being flexibly mounted within the
cabinet.
The unit, intended for mounting in a standard 483 mm rack, has only two other controls,
the power on /off switch with its associated
indicator lamp and a four position highpass
filter which can be either `off' or set to 100,
250 or 500 Hz. To the rear of the unit there is
the fixed two -core mains lead and an imperial
size mains fuse together with a six -way barrier
strip for interface with the transformer coupled
and floating input and output.
Internally there is a single plug-in printed
board for the signal electronics and a well
screened power supply which includes a
further printed board, both boards being of
good quality but with many component
identifications being either buried or absent.
The standard of layout and wiring gave the
impression of a well made prototype rather
than a mass production unit of the best quality.

Input and output
The floating input was found to have an
input impedance of 743 ohms at 1592 Hz as
opposed to the nominal input impedance of
600 ohms, with the input sensitivity being set
such that the unit had a 3 dB gain as measured
with a i- octave band of white noise.
Like the input, the output is also fully floating. Although the measured output impedance
of 134 ohms is adequately low for most purposes, it is certainly nothing like the specified
600 ohm. Personally I would have preferred
to have seen a slightly lower output impedance
together with an input impedance in the order
of 10 000 ohms -this combination is so easy

FIG.I
RV10 FREQUENCY

RESPONSE AT

NARIOUS DECAY

SETTINGS WITH

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Decay time: continuously variable 5s to 1s at 100 Hz
with the maximum decay time falling with frequency
above 300 Hz.

Low frequency roll -off: off or
100 Hz, 250 Hz or 500 Hz.

Initial delay: the full

delay pattern is realised after
55 ms and then the reverberation time runs in four
continuous trains of multiples of the delay times.
Signal -to -noise ratio: 60 dB.
Immunity to external noise: greater than 55 dB.
Distortion: less than 0.25% up to full output level
of +18 dBm.
Input sensitivity: variable with internal adjustment

to match into other equipment.
So far as the signal handling capability is
concerned, the output could deliver well in
excess of the specified +18 dBm before clip-

ping with the noise from the unit lying at 61.5
dBm 'A' weighted. The unweighted figure was
close to 46 dBm as a result of excessive 50 Hz
hum pickup within the unit, but the mains
frequency harmonics were at a much lower
level and unlikely to give trouble.

Frequency response
The overall frequency response, determined
by feeding the unit with white noise and performing an effectively constant bandwidth
spectrum analysis of the output, is shown in
fig. 1. This was carried out at the minimum
and maximum decay time settings.
While these results are generally in conformity with the manufacturer's literature, it is felt
that the very rapid roll -off above 6 kHz might
limit the use of this reverberation system.
Fig. 2 shows the effect of the switchable
highpass filter on the frequency response; it
may be seen that the 100 Hz setting has little
effect upon the low frequency performance.

Reverberation time
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7

kHz independent

Ltd, Lansdowne Imperial Studios, Maxwell Road,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire.

important because, not only is there an initial
delay from the input to the output (which is
an inherent feature of a room) but also it splits
the echoes into four differing return times.
Clearly this simulates a feature of any live
room where the echoes from different parts of
the room arrive at different times.
From this point of view the performance of
the unit is shown in fig. 3 which, in the upper
trace, shows the effect of a short 1 kHz tone
burst. The lower trace depicts the resulting
output with the first return arriving about
25 ms after the input has been applied.
Measurement of the effective reverberation
time using }-octave bands of white noise gave
poor correlation with the manufacturer's plot
of `decay time' in relation to frequency, suggesting an almost constant minimum decay
time at minimum decay setting, claimed to be
around Is. At maximum decay time setting
the manufacturer suggests a 5s time between
100 and 300 Hz then falling steadily to Is at
kHz.
My measurement of reverberation time
(time to 60 dB) are shown in fig. 4 which
illustrates a small control range. However,
fig. 5 shows that there is, in fact, a large vari7

N

FIG. 2
RV10 HIGHPASS

FILTERS
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ohms transformer

Power requirements: 117V ac at 12W.
Dimensions: 483 x 89 x 267 mm.
Shipping weight: 7.7 kg.
Price: £660.
Manufacturer : Quad/Eight Electronics, 11929
Vose Street, North Hollywood, Ca 91605, USA.
UK agent: Cinesound International Enterprises

OMB

50

600

isolated and floating.
Effective band pass: 100 Hz to
of delay time setting.

The feature of using four parallel springs is
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question of ECONOMICS

?

We manufacture what is generally called portable mixing
desks although for many applications are permanent fixtures.
The facilities supplied and performance achieved are in no
way indicated by the basic price. We offer these basic units
not to give on first sight a price advantage over our competitors, but as a genuine attempt to streamline production with
its ECONOMIC and time -saving advantages.

TRAD

A purchaser either on a tight budget or with limited experience
can custom -build over a period without (in most cases *) a

factory return.

SALES and
SERVICE
Telephone: Cardington 404
Specialists in Service and
Repair of T.R.D. recorders.
All parts, motors, etc.,
available.
Collection and
delivery:
London
and
Home Counties.

The confidence in and ECONOMICS of our products are
expressed by the fact that over 75% are exported.

FOR SALE

*The front fader box is extended by 10cm if HF and LF Filters
and/or addition Auxs are fitted.

Neve 24 -8 Desk, 4 Compressors, 8 Echo
Sends
...
...
...
Helios 20 -I6 -16
...

Basic Unit contains: Per channel, Line input and
Gain, HF and LF Eq, Two Aux Sends, one with
pre /post, PFL, Pan, Channel routing, Ch fader.
OUTPUT GROUP: PPM with line /monitor Sw,

Oscillator, Switchable 40 Hz, 100 Hz, kHz, 10 kHz,
15 kHz, 2 Line /2 Monitor /2 Phones. Outputs +19
dBm, Mono /Stereo Sw, Aux Return (echo),
Tape /Line /PFL Sw, select on Monitor or Phones
output (Monitor mix 12/4 only). Optional Extras:
Balanced Mic, Gram, Presence, Talkback, Limiter/
Compressor, HF and LF Filters, 24v Power Supply.
1

:

.

Audio Developments 16 -4...
Audio Developments 20 -20 with 16 track
monitor desk
...
...
...
Sound Techniques 24 -8, nice condition
Sound Techniques System 12, 18 -4 -16
3M M56 16 track
...
...
I Studer A62 on trolley with VU
Leevers -Rich 8 track
Teac 3340 `5', as new
...
...
All AKG mics in stock, new and secondhand. Selection of Beyer mics in stock.
Pair Lockwood Majors with Tannoy Reds
JBL 4502 Studio Monitors, immaculate
condition, per pair
Pair Spendor BC3's
Brand new Microphone Boom Stands
with Mic, Clip, each
2 Dolby A301 units, each ...
...
Dolby M16 unit ...
...
I

I

1

Urie Graphic Equaliser 27 frequency
Zonal Tape, fin, in, 2in

5
£8,500

f9,750
£2,000
£4,250
£3,750
£5,000
£7,750
£1,100
E3,800
£575

£320

£650
£325
£15
£300

£3,500
L320

1

Neve

16-4 -8

Chilton Mark
Chilton Mark

0,000

...
...
Mic, amps, etc

3

12 -4

3

10 -2

...
...
...

£550
£250

Studer B62
Studer C37 stereo ...
Audio Engineering PPMs with Ernest
Turner Meter, card, edge connectors,
etc, BRAND NEW single
...
...
As above, with 2 needle meter cards, con-

f1,400

Hectors, etc
Tweed lim /comp with p.s.u. 19" rack
mounting ...
...
Crown DC 300A ...
Crown D60 ...
AKG 4 -way p.s.u. ...
Audio & Design P400 Autophase
Stereo cart master machine
Stereo rapid cue machine

£100

I

£950

£63

3

M10'2 Mk4 Basic

£410.00

input
in 4 out

£585.00

M16/2 16

M12'4 12

£675.00

All +8% VAT UK Sales

MAGNETIC TAPES LTD.
Chilton Works, Garden Rd, Richmond, Surrey
TW9 4NS
Telephone 01 -876 7957

WANTED -ALL STUDIO
Desperate for A80

£550
£475
£195
£45
£350
£600
2350

EQUIPMENT

16 -track

149B ST. ALBANS ROAD
WATFORD, HERTS.
Telephone: WATFORD 47988
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ation in the early decay and it may be that
different measurement techniques have produced the different results.

Other matters
A very valuable feature of this reverberation
unit is that it is highly insensitive to external
sound and vibration; this should make it quite
safe to house it in a rack in the control room
without fear of feedback and like complaints.
Subjective listening tests showed that the
characteristic 'twang' of more conventional
spring reverberation units was virtually absent

provided that the unit was not severely overdriven, in which circumstances it could be
caught out on transients.
I get the impression that the overall sound
is more akin to a tunnel rather than a room,
but this should not be treated as a criticism as
simulated room type reverberation isn't always
what's wanted.
Operation of the decay time control between
its extreme positions gave results which I consider to confirm my reverberation time measurements; I don't think that the overall range
of decay time is commensurate with the
manufacturer's suggested 5:1.

¡FIGS

FIG.4

RV10 FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
AGAINST REVERE TIME -SEE TEXT
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RV10 OUTPUT DECAY TIME AT MAX. AND MIN. CONTROL SETTING

3
Quad /Eight, 1kHz burst (top trace)
echo returns (lower trace) 20 ms/div

250Hz
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SECOND/DIVISION

STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

__....

Now supply, install and maintain the
Otari range of tape machines.

- - track portable
transport, silent drop

I. MX5050
2 + 4 channel versions
XLR, sync replay, -r- 20DB level.
2. MX5050
2"

8SD

8

in on record

I.C. control system with motion sensing.
TRANSPORTABLE
is now available and completes the range of these
versatile and economical recorders. Extremely robust
construction ensures its suitability for all types of
location and O.B. use. Choice of servo or direct drive
capstan motors. Mono, Stereo or Twin Track versions
with comprehensive metering and monitoring
THE PROLINE

1000

facilities.
LEEVERS -RICH EQUIPMENT LTD.
319
64

Trinity Road, London

SW I8 3SL
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01

-874 9054

-

MX7308
15/71- or 30/15.

3.

8

track

I

""

transport

technical services for
Studio Sound equipment in broadcast
and recording applications.
S.E.S.

provide

0 I -200- 1229

10

Stones' Rolling. Studio
complete recording studio in a van? For Mick Jagger, it is almost a necessity. Mick and the Stones can be inspired to produce their next hilt anytme,
but when they're on tour or on vacation the best recording studios aren't
always around the corner. The Stones rely on their Shure -equipped mobile
studio for the unmatched recording perfection they insist upon, for these
moments of midnight inspiration. Whether in a recording session or on stage,
the Stones' SM7, SM58, SM82, SM53 and SM56 microphones are their
assurance of consistent quality and natural sound.
A

Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone (0622) 59881

SHUR

e
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Tascam 80 -8 and
Models 2, 3, 5 Mixers.
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TEAC 3340S and 2340SX.
The best 4- channel recorders
available, ideal for demos
and multitracking,
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The excellent
Brenell range including
the Mini 8 1' machine.
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REVOX A77 mk. 4. Available
standard, high speed,
varispeed, selsync.
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Complete range of Allen & Heath
mixers including the famous
Minimixers, Quasi's and Popmixers.

.,1.111.

We stock all Nakamichi professional
cassette recorcers.
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Lyndhurst Gardens, Finchley N3

.

Telephone
Complele range

o=

Tannoy speakers ex- stock.

01 -349 1975 6

Leading Equipment suppliers to professional and home recording studios.
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...

,.
Export service available.

Lockwood Monitors, fitted, BTH K1OA L /S.
Incredible sound. Offers around £180. Center sound, Rugby 74566.
D

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 16p per word, minimum £3.20. Box Nos. 40p
extra.
Semi -display rates on application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY 1977
issue must reach these offices by 18th March 1977 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Studio
Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box
No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job advertisement which indicates or
can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of
a private householder or (2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or(3) it is otherwise excepted
from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which ofthe exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

I

STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SERVICES
Supply, service, install, modify and

line up
REVOX, TEAC, UKER, TASCAM,

OTA R

Professional prices
01 -200

STUDIO FACILITIES

DJ IMPROVEMENT COURSESRADIO COURSES
JINGLES SERVICERADIO AUDITION TAPES
55 Charlbert St, London, NW8 6J N. Tel. 01 -722 8111.

*J

& B Recordings.

FOR SALE -TRADE

X

*Disc -cutting styli for all types of mono and
stereo disc - cutting heads. Heater windings
fitted, relapping and specials. County Recording Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell,
Berks. Tel. Bracknell 54935.
X
Revox A 700's and a selection ofspares and
accessories from stock. Net professional prices
on application. We also offer a prompt and
competent hospital and conversion service
through our Reading office. Call: Chymes of
Reading on 0734-690177 (24 hours).
E

stereo /mono. Tape copying.
14 Willows
Avenue, Morden, Surrey. 01 -648 9952.
X
*Your Tapes to Disc, Mono or Stereo cutting.
Vinylite pressings, Sleeves /Labels. Top professional quality.
S.A.E. for photo leaflet.
Deroy Records, "Eastwood ", Cove, Dun bartonshire, Scotland.
X
*Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demo's,
masters, any quantity. Studio /mobile Neumann
disc cutter. S.A.E. brochure. 1 Broomfield
Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.

0000000000111000000000000

E

London

Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks,
England

SOWTER TYPE

Primary windings for 600 ohm, 200 ohm and 60 ohm
with Secondary loadings ,from 2K ohm to 10K ohm.
Frequency response plus /minus IdB 20 Hz to 25 kHz.
Contained in well finished Mumetal box. 33mm diameter by 22mm high, with colour coded end leads, low
distortion. DELIVERY (small quantities) EX STOCK.
HIGHLY COMPETITIVE PRICE. FULL DETAILS ON

E

1P4

E

High speed cassette copying and
mastering service, mono and stereo.
We specialise in small quantities as well
as long runs.
MORARD SOUND PRODUCTIONS

THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
TELEPHONE 01 -689 7424
*Rank Kalee Wow and Flutter Meters, type

564. We have about 10 of these available at a
give -away price of £40 each. Tel. 01 -994 5752.
Burgess Lane & Co. Ltd., Thornton Avenue,
London, W.4.
E

Plasro Plastics Ltd.

38 wates way, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 4HR
Telephone: 01-840 0145/9

PI

*Telex Cassette Copier IV, less than one year
old, in good working order, £700; Reslo Radio
Microphone System comprising RXA receiver,
TXT pocket transmitter with spare re- chargeable cell, electret condenser tie -clip microphone,
dipole aerial, £125. All enquiries to Gospel
Cassettes, 3 Vicar Park Drive, Halifax HX2
ONN. Telephone Halifax 59403 after 6 p.m.' D

REQUEST

E.

000000000070000000000000

1661.

3678

MULTITAP MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER

0

*Sound News Productions, Britain's oldest full time tape /disc cassette transfer service. Direct
transfers, pressings for private and for the
trade.
Fund -raising advisory service for
Societies, Choirs, Bands, Ferrograph, Grundig,
Philips, Revox equipment promptly serviced.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel. 995

High Quality Tape Spools
Ex Stockur on Short Delivery
5 5V.7 "in bulk

*

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
From your tapes we cut master discs, demo discs,
etc., using our Neumann lathe fitted with the latest
ME /76 UK stereo disc -cutting system.
Telephone Bracknell (0344) 54935.

ference-free (and lightweight !) multicore for
broadcast and stage work is upon us -fibre
optics. Details from Canford Audio, Brewery
Square, Ovington.
Northumberland 0661D
32365.
*Revox, Teac, Otani, Brenell, Tascam, Nakamichi, Tannoy sales and service. The Music
X
Laboratory. 01 -346 4469.
*Unrepeatable Ex- installation balanced mie
cable, braided screen, black PVC sheath. Dia
4.8mm, 18 x 10.5mm lengths, £19.50 the lot incl
VAT plus £2 carriage. Two high speed A77
Revoxes, trolley mounted, brake release switch
(for loading), excellent condition, £350 each
plus VAT. Carriage extra. Phone Brighton
D
0273 55387 after 6pm.
!

-

Tape to disc. 12in. L.P.

lin. 45 r.p.m. £1.80. E.P. £2. Pressings

1229

*Stop cursing thyristors -the age of the inter-

Rogei Squlis StUdios
£4.

I

A. SOWTER LTD, Dedham Place, Ipswich,
UP

NNNNNNNN.

Telephone 0473 52794

TRAD

*Cathedral Sound manufacture a professional
standard compressor /limiter module for under
£25.00, mixer modules, and complete mixer
channels. Professional discounts available on
Revox, N.E.A.L., Sennheiser, also MM mixers.
S.A.E. details. Cathedral Sound, Fourways,

ii

Morris Lane, Halsall, Lancs L39 8SX.
Halsall (0704) 840328.

\

iAM/

WATFORD

Tel.
X

i.ii.ii1

WOLLENSAK 2770AV
CASSETTE FAST-COPIER
I
SCS Appointed Main Dealers
\ Demonstrations Personal Service Maintenance \

j

All Studio Equipment bought and sold.
See our advertisement on page 12
I49B

St

\

SOUND CASSETTE SERVICE

- i- i.imrii i

PO Box 2,

Gerrards Cross. Bucks SL9 8EG
Tel: 02813 84409

AMP"

Albans Road,
Herts

Watford,

Tel: Watford 47988

Cassette Fast- Copying-Short or Long Runs
Telephone enquiries welcome

I

47988

I

i -ice

*Stellavox special offer. Shop soiled equipment:
AMI Mixer c/w SOO module £595; AM148
mixer £1,400; Stellamaster SM7 recorder
£1,620. All prices inc VAT. AV Distributors
(London) Ltd., 26 Park Road, Baker Street,
London NW1 4SH. 01 -935 8161.
D

RANK KALEE
Flutter Meter type 1740 in
perfect working order complete with
operating instruction book and circuit

Wow

and

diagrams. £95.00.
Telephone 01 -568 9222, ext 349
67

FOR SALE-TRADE
(Continued)

SALE

SPECTRUM
SHIFTER

CONTENTS OF 16 TRACK STUDIO
including: Tape recorders, Mixing consoles, Microphones, Reverberation devices, Dolbys, Compressor / Limiters,
Delay units, Grand piano, Microphone
stands, etc.

Viewing by appointment with Malcolm

Studios, Rickmansworth,
Herts, England

Jackson, The

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTORS & MAIN
SERVICE AGENTS SINCE 1969
E229 00
E245 00

42/44001C

E27500

SG5I0

L160 00

L240.00

SG560
SG630

E31500

POA

1200

POA

£17000
CG320
POA
L300 00
CG362
A selection of accessories:
L26.00
£16.00
Z214
£14500

CG300
CR210

Z212

Shifts the audio spectrum upwards or downwards by
any amount between 0.1 and 1000 Hertz for weird
effects on music or speech. Unlike any other form of
signal processing, the shift of all audio frequencies by
the same number of Hertz destroys the normal
harmonic relationships.

£25.00

Z124

(Charger)

The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG
S.T.D. 04866 5997

(Charger)

A124

L86 00

(Mixer)

£25.20

F411

(Akustomat)
VAT and carriage extra

We also buy and sell used Uher equipment.
Hire facilities also available, please enquire
for details.
We carry comprehensive stocks of spare
parts for Uher equipment, and offer a first
class repair /overhaul service. Conversions/
modifications our speciality. All work carried
out by factory- trained engineers.
We are approved contractors to HM Government, broadcasting and local authorities.

STUDIO EQUIPMENT
SERVICES
are pleased to announce lower prices
on

REVOX

32006

PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

NEW & SECONDHAND

Cartridge machines, Record/Playback
and Playback only, for sale or long/
short term hire.
NEW ECONOMY MODELS NOW
AVAILABLE
Turntables, Mixers, Audiopak
cartridges, all lengths.

Tel: Brentwood

(0277) 810531

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
FOR SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING EQUIPMENT

We are suppliers to many well -known companies,
studios and broadcasting authorities and were established in 1941. Early deliveries. Competitive prices.
Large or small quantities. Let us quote.
E.

A. SOWTER LTD.

Transformer Manufacturers and Designers

7

Dedham Place, Fore Street, Ipswich IP4 IJP
Telephone 0473 52794

68

STUDIO SOUND, APRIL

1977

afternoons or evening on:

lists
01

of

-346 4558

OWN A MINI NAG RA SN
Then realise its full potential
for the first time with the

SQN

?

CONTROL UNIT

Illustrated brochure available from
sole manufacturer:

-

DOCUMENT GROUP LONDON Ltd.
THIRD FLOOR, 8 -12, BROADWICK ST.,
LONDON, W1V 1FH.
Telephone: 01 -437 4526/7.
Cables: FILMDOC LONDON W1 England.

FOR SALE -PRIVATE

Albans Road (entrance Judge St),

Watford Herts Tel:

price
us for
quotations.

equipment due to the improving
strength of sterling.

PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD
255a St

call

DOCUMENT

L19.20

Z131

Please

SURREY ELECTRONICS

(NiC acc)

(Lead acc)

(01 -346 4558)

Announce that their professional tape to
disc services are now available direct to the
public.
Here are examples from our price lists:
100 12" stereo LPs at L2.75 per record.
500 12" stereo LPs at L0.95 per record.
5000 12" stereo LPs at L0.45 per record.
We can also offer a 'package' which includes
record manufacture and printing of labels
and sleeves, for example:
500 12" stereo LPs, including printing
of labels and sleeves (colour) from L2.50
All prices subject to V.A.T.

14IHER
5000
SG520

RECORDS

per record.

Tel. Rickmansworth 09237 -72351
Telex 262284 Ambsdr G

40001 C

ELLIE JAY

S.E.S. have afull range of test tapes and
test equipment for repairs, service
aid modification to your machines.
01

-200 1229

*Brenell Mk 5 Tape Recorder, four speeds,

mono convertible to stereo, £75 o.n.o. ExBBC Garrard 301, Garrard arm wired for
stereo, in superb wooden case with mono
amplifier, £40 o.n.o. Same without 301 deck,
D
£10. Ring Dave London, 01 -435 1773.

*Mixer 10/4. Amek. Portable Desk. Gain,
3 -EQ, f /B, E -Send, Route, P.F.L., Pan, Mute

RAC MIXERS
READING UNIVERSITY
TALISMAN THEATRE, KENILWORTH
GRANTHAM HOSPITAL RADIO
RAINHILL HOSPITAL RADIO, LIVERPOOL
WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL RADIO
GEC TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BUSH THEATRE
REVIVAL STUDIO, BIRMINGHAM
AUDIOTECHNIC, DENMARK
Some of the recent customers for RAC Mixers, why not
loin them?

RUGBY AUTOMATION CONSULTANTS
19 Freemantle Road, Rugby
Tel: 0788-810877

and Fader on each channel. Also incudes
Line and Phantom powering for 6+6 -mies
D
plus monitors. Ring 0733 -233123. £520.

*Professional, balanced, line in /out Akai
Age 8 years.
Recorder, 15/712, full track.
Replacement around £2,000.
Scope -tested.
D
Quick sale £150. Phone Ridgewell 515.

*Ram loin. 4 out mixer,

£500, used 4 times.

Phone Canterbury 711325.

D

*Revox A77 15 ips, amps, case, low mileage,
£500 o.n.o. Grampian Ambiophonic 666 studio
D
reverb, £45. Tel. 01 -373 9057.

*AKG C4SIE Microphone, CKI, CK5,

Cap-

sules, standard and elastic suspension stand
adaptors. Hardly used. Offers: Ian Rock,
D
01 -828 6980.

PROPERTY

SITUATIONS VACANT

FIVE YEAR LEASE
FOR DISPOSAL

Field Service
Engineer

j

Premises ideal for development
as

STUDIOS.

1

professional recording
equipment

7,500 sq. ft. approx.
1

Floors.

5

Close to city and West End.

Will

1

also consider whole or part leasing.

Reply to

The Mincom Division of 3M markets a wide range
of professional products including multi -track audio
tape machines, mixing consoles, data cartridge
drives, instrumentation recorders, test instruments
and video character generators. We now need a
Field Service Engineer to be based at our Southall
office and service the full range of equipment on
customers' premises.
Whilst an HNC or equivalent qualification in
electronics would be useful, practical experience is
more important; a knowledge of recording studios
and associated equipment would be an advantage. In
return, a competitive starting salary will be
negotiated and a company car provided as part of an
attractive benefits package.
If you are interested, please telephone for further
details or write to: Derek Stoddart,
Mincom Division,
3M (United Kingdom) Ltd.,

1

Box 756 c/o STUDIO SOUND

:

SERVICES
*R. Beaumont specialist audio repairs and

Philips VCR service, 21 Southway, Ilkley,
West Yorkshire. Tel. 094-33 2026.
X
*Freelance Audio Engineer. Anything from
Headphone Splitter boxes to whole studio
systems designed and installed. Mixer modifications a speciality. Francis Williams, The Cross,
11 Station Road, Melbourn, Royston, Herts.
Royston (0763) 61302.
D
*Tape copying service. Open reel and cassette
available. The Music Laboratory. 01 -346
4469.

X

Witley Works, Witley Gardens,
Southall, Middx.
Tel: 01 -574 5929 or 01 -574 6045.

REVOX

*
**
**
*

SERVICE CENTRE
Service and overhaul.
High speed conversions.
Head changes.
Self sync.

SITUATIONS -WANTED

Automatic Double Tracking.
Varispeed /varipitch.

*German Sound Engineer (27, degree) seeks

.... . .., .

..
:::-::-L'17-..01

..-..-I=1

-346 4469

Job in US Studio. Please cantact : Bernhard
Handschuch, 7170 Schwab, Hall Neisseweg 46
W. Germany.

*Youth with some experience in recording/
music industry moving to London area seeks
employment in Studio.
Andrew Bunker,
Berkswell (0676) 33474.

FOR HIRE
REVOX A77 (HST- standard
NAB --CCIR vari- pitch, varispeed etc.).
AKG BX20,
QUAD 303, REVOX A78,
SPENDOR and GALE speakers, mic stands. AKG mikes

D

WANTED
*All Nagra equipment urgently required for
cash. J. J Francis (W.G.) Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow; Essex CM17
ORS. Tel. Matching 476.
X

etc.

*Tannoy speakers wanted. The Music Laboratory, 01 -346 4469.
X

Radio Recordings

tory,

Telephone:

01

-586 0064

*Revox's urgently wanted. The Music Labora01 -346 4469.

X

*Teac 3340 (S) urgently wanted. The Music
Laboratory, 01 -346

4469.

TAPE STORAGE
Temperature controlled storage of Audio and Video Tapes.
Collection and Delivery Service. For details contact:

TAPE VAULTING SERVICES

BOWLAND HOUSE, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY

X

Alice (Staticoil) Ltd.
HAVE VACANCIES FOR THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS ON THE PERMANENT STAFF
AT ALEXANDRA ROAD, WINDSOR:

ENGINEER /PROJECT LEADER
To handle customer liaison, engineering and
detail design on professional audio systems in
the recording and broadcasting industries.
The applicant should be capable of working
with minimal supervision and will bequalified

to HNC standard as a minimum, with experience in the audio electronics industry.
Starting Salary in the range £2,750 -£3,500 pa.

DRAUGHTSMAN /ENGINEER
To generate circuit diagrams, printed circuit
diagrams, printed circuit drawings and artworks, and mechanical drawings. Preference
will be given to an applicant with a background in audio electronics.
Starting Salary around £2,300 pa.

Applications in writing should be made to the

Administrative Director,
ALICE (STANCOIL) LTD,
38 Alexandra Road, Windsor, Berks

Tel. Weybridge 41238
69

AEe`.ISMAT

APOLLO

FRANCE

ELECTRONICS

ALLINGTON AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS
794 (A2) Mansfield Road,

3

Nottingham. Tel. (0602) 624910

PROFESSIONAL
audio plug -in units
more than 20 models

CO

input channel, amplif

et

equalisers, compressors.
expanders, generators,

0

3

...

line amplifiers, etc

PERFORMANCE AND
RELIABILITY AT A

MODERATE COST

...

HYBRID MODULES
24 PINS DIL

33

x 20 x 15mm

-HM80:

general purpose AC
control module (with 32
applications free)

-HM70: low

noise 70 dB gain

micro preamplifier
-HM30: Compressor limiter
34 dB comp. 0.3% THD

Application data on request /AES PARIS, std BI2
22 RUE STE AMBROISE -PARIS 7501 I- FRANCE

SHEFFIELD SOUND CENTRE

INDEX TO

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS

Acousmat Apollo ..
Acoustical Manufacturing..
AKG Equipment Ltd.
..
Alice (Stancoil) Ltd.
Allen & Heath
..
Allington
..
..
Ampex
..
A.P.R.S.
..
Audio & Design Recording
Audio International
Audio Kinetics
Audix
.
Bauch, F. W. O.
.
Beyer Dynamics
.
.

Competitive prices, terms, part exchange

Tel: 0742 23365

WE CARE FOR OUR REVOXESWHY NOT LET US CARE FOR YOURS?
We can do anything you can dream up for the A77 within reason, and without
detriment to the normal performance of the A77, such as:
Any speed from 30 i.p.s. down to }} i.p.s. without any of the usual problems.
2 Improving specifications to the most amazing standards for the professional
1

user

control.
4 Balanced line mic inputs with or without phantom feed up to
5 Cannon input and output
3

Pause

volts.

6 RAPID SERVICE.

WE PROVIDE IMMEDIATE SERVICE TO THOSE WHO URGENTLY REQUIRE
THEIR REVOXES.

Radio Recordings

Tel. No.

01- 586 0064
WE CAN SUPPLY A RESULT SHEET ON REQUEST FOR ANY MACHINE
WE HAVE REPAIRED OR MODIFIED,

14

10
53

47
19
8

45
11

12

IFC (2)

Cadac (London) Ltd.

Dataton
..
Dolby Laboratories
E. M. T. Franz V.G.

..

.

.
Feldon Audio
Future Film Developments
.
Graham's Electrical
H. H. Electronics
I.T.A.
Klark Teknik
Knowles Electronics
.
Leevers Rich
Lexicon
..
M.M. Electronics
Macinnes Laboratories
Magnetic Tapes
..
Midas
..
Music Laboratories
Mustang Communications
National Panasonic
..
.
Otari
Quintor Electronics
Radford Hi Fi
Radio Recordings
Raindirk
..
R.E.W.
.
Rose Morris
R.T.W.
Scenic Sounds
..
Seltech
Sheffield Sound Centre
Shure Ltd.
Sifam
..
S.M.E. Ltd.
Snowdon, J.
Sound Communication
Soundcraft ..
Squires, Roger
Studio Equipment Services
Surrey Electronics
Tandberg Ltd.
.. ..
Trad Sales ..
..
Trident
Tweed Audio
Ward Beck Systems
Wilmot Breeden ..
.

.

21

15

70

.

Brenell

.

.

24
57

..
..

5
31

..
..

.

60
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66
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55
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48
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10Ia and 107 ECCLESALL ROAD

50

.

.

Main agents for Teac, Tascam, AR, Uher, Dokorder,
Revox, Spendor, JBL, Dahlquist, Tannoy, Lowther,
Ferrograph, Marantz, Bic Technics, Quad, Armstrong,
Sony, Nagra, IMF, Dbx, Otari, and many more.

13

29

.
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SPECIALISTS IN HI -FI
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P. toto/moclu/or concept offers.-

Mainframe expansion in sections of six modules capacity at
any future time, allowing a larger proportion of the budget
to be used for modules instead of unoccupied mainframe.
solution with no compromise
engineering, and a performance specification to meet
critical live sound, recording and broadcast requirements.

This gives a cost effective

The complete range of 21 standard modules are available
from stock, together with assembled main frames in
various standard formats.

54 -56 Stanhope Street, London

f

Louis De Potesto. ARC, S.P R.L Rue Th. Decuyper, 134,

Wl 3EX. Tel: 01-388-7060
1200 Brussells, Belgium.

Tel: 7-71

-30-63

e

Ward-Beck portables
are going places.

rt4',

Á

l'. ,

No matter how remote the location, traditional Ward -Beck
studio qua sittyis now available from stock in the highly
portable M1002 console.
The M1002 earned an enviable reputation as the great
oerformer in the 1976 Summer and Winter Olympics.
55 units were employed by ABC and CBC for network
coverage cf these historic events.
The versatile M1203 offers increased input and output capability.
A combination of comprehensive monitoring facilities with an
ntegral front panel jack field make it ideal for mobile or studio
nstáilatiorrs where space is at a premium.
Available f-om stock, the M1002 and M1203 come in a variety
of configurations designed to fit even the most modest budget.

Tomorow's Technology Today.

Ward- Beck Systems Ltd., 841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough,
Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4.
Telephone (416) 438 -6550. Telex 06- 23469.

WBS Mí00 ?:
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